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CHAPTER I

The Catastrophe

TING-TONG, ting-tong. The clear, sonorous tones of the

ship's bell rang out melodiously upon the silence of the

night—a silence which yet was full of sound, the sound of the

trade wind piping and shrilling weirdly aloft through the

standing and running rigging, seeming to an imaginative

ear like the wailing of the ghosts of drowned sailors, with,

by way of bass, the deep, ever recurring roar and hiss of the

bow wave as it swept away on either hand in a long line of

star-spangled, phosphorescent foam.

The chiming of the bell was immediately answered by

the peculiarly pitched cry of the look-out on the topgallant

forecastle— ' All's well !

"

" Four bells ! my wheel," said I to to my special chum,

Jim Annesley, who, with me, had been keeping a look-out

in the starboard waist. And with a " So long, old chap !

"

I left him and, springing nimbly up the poop ladder, made

my way along the poop, past Mr. Kennedy, the chief mate

and officer of the watch, to the wheel, where the seaman

who had been " grinding water " for the past two hours, was

waiting to be relieved.

" Sou'west an' by west, three-quarters west !
" remarked

the man whom I had gone to relieve, passing the course on

r
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to me as he surrendered the spokes of the wheel to my
clutch, and " Sou'west and by west, three-quarters west,"

I responded, according to the usage of sailormen, as I took

over the charge.

It was a glorious night. There was no moon, but the

sky, where not obscured by patches of solemn-sailing trade

cloud, was brilliant with myriads of stars which beamed

down upon us out of the immeasureable heights of the dark

blue vault with that soft, clear splendour which is seen only

in the tropics. It was dark, yet not so dark but that I could

catch under the foot of the foresail, a glimpse of the horizon

;

black, flecked here and there with patches of luminous

foam, against the lighter blue-black of the spangled sky,

when the ship lifted her bows on the crest of a sea. A re-

mark made by the mate to his apprentice assistant, as the

pair passed me on their way forward, after reading the dial

of the patent log, told me that we were reeling off our

eighteen knots, which was not bad, even for the Andromeda,

one of the very few sailing passenger clippers not yet

crowded off the face of the waters by steam.

There was a good reason for this last fact, however. The

Andromeda and her sister ship, the Atalanta, owed their

existence to steam, being in fact, training ships in which

embryo officers of the Inter-Oceanic SS. Company were

sent to sea to acquire a thorough practical knowledge of

seamanship and navigation previous to appointment to the

steamers. There were eight of us apprentices aboard the

Andromeda, of whom I was the senior ; and the Company

killed two birds with one stone, so to speak, by utilising
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their two training ships as combined passenger and cargo

carriers between San Francisco and Australia. Very well

it answered, too ; for there was always enough imperishable
p

freight, at a comparatively low figure, to fill the ships and

make them self-supporting, while there were plenty of

people who regarded the voyage as a yachting trip, more

pleasant and less monotonous than the same voyage in a

steam liner, while others took the round trip as a health-

giving holiday. There were twenty-four such people

aboard us now, our full complement, and a very jolly lot

they were, taking them big and large. The only exception

if indeed one can call it such—-was Miss Anthea Shirley-

Winthrop, the eighteen-year-old daughter of Doctor

Shirley-Winthrop. She was the most lovely girl I ever

saw, but proud ! She treated all men, even her own father,

like dust beneath her dainty little feet ; and she never

looked at, but through, one—at something thousands of

miles away. However, that is enough for the present

about the passengers ; those of them who are more

particularly concerned with the extraordinary adventure

I have set out to relate, we shall become acquainted with

as we go on.

We were sixteen days out from 'Frisco, and seven from

Honolulu, where we had called for a few hours to give the

passengers a run ashore, and to lay in a stock of fruit. We
sailed from 'Frisco on the afternoon of July 28th, 1914, and

even then the mutterings of war were beginning to make

themselves heard, although nobody seemed to dream of the

tremendous cataclysm that was brewing. It was therefore
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with something like consternation that, upon our arrival at

Honolulu, on August 6th, we learned that nearly the whole

of Europe was involved, and especially that Great Britain

had declared war upon Germany. We fully expected that

our passengers, most of whom were Americans, would

abandon the trip, go ashore at Honolulu, and return home

by the first steamer. But not a bit of it ; they one and all

returned to the ship a good half-hour before sailing time,

" guessing " that they were not going to be cheated out of

their holiday by all the Kaisers in creation, and " calcu-

lating " that there were plenty of British warships in the

Pacific to keep the Germans busy without affording them

any spare time to interfere with the Andromeda, And so

indeed it seemed, for during the seven days of our run from

Honolulu we had been spoken by no less than five British

cruisers, but—to quote the boatswain—had not so much

as smelt a German.
%

Of course we were sailing with lights out, and skylight

and scuttles carefully masked, but we felt that in doing so

we were safe, since we were in a part of the ocean unfre-

quented by ships, while the look-outs on forecastle and in

waist were doubled at night-time, and kept constantly on

the qui vive.

Although the ship was reeling off her eighteen knots,

running before a brisk north-east trade wind, with royals

set and studding sails abroad on both sides, she was steering

as sweetly and easily as a little boat—as I could tell by

watching a particular star which showed just clear of the

head of the port main topgallant stunsail, and as I watched
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that star I was idly speculating upon the chances of our

blundering into the clutches of a German cruiser, or

commerce-destroyer.

Five bells chimed out, the look-outs responded with their

usual wail of " All's well," and my thoughts had wandered

away from the war to some other subject—I forget what

when with startling suddenness there came a yell, that was

almost a scream, from the two look-outs on the topgallant

forecastle, in which I seemed to distinguish the words
" right under our bows." The next instant the ship stopped

dead ; a loud crunching, grinding sound arose forward

;

with the suddenness of the stoppage of the ship's progress

I was forced hard up against the wheel, while the mate,

who had been padding fore and aft the poop in a pair of

felt slippers, and had just wheeled about on his way for-

ward again, made a running stumble and then fell prone

upon the deck with a heavy thud. At the same instant

there arose aloft a terrific medley of rending, crashing,

splintering and twanging sounds as the three topmasts

carried away at the caps and, with all attached, fell forward

upon the forecastle and the main deck in an indescribable

raffle of splintered spars, torn canvas and tangled running

gear. Then, with a heave, the ship rose and seemed to

climb over some obstacle, the pounding of which against

her bottom as she passed over it shook her from stem to

stern. I could clearly trace our progress over the obstacle,

by the crushing, thudding sounds of it against our hull,

and when it came abreast of the wheel I distinctly saw,

alongside, a great shapeless black mass, heaving and
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squirming in the midst of a welter of phosphorescent

foam, and when, a moment later, we passed clear, it

became evident that what I had seen was but a small

portion of a much larger mass which rose ponderously

to the surface from beneath our keel and went drifting

away astern into the darkness.

Turning my gaze inboard I saw the mate sitting on the

deck where he had fallen, with his right hand pressed to his

forehead, as though he had been partially stunned, and was

trying to recover his faculties. At the same instant the

figure of the skipper, clad in pyjamas, rose above the level

of the poop as he sprang up the ladder, shouting

" Mr. Kennedy ! Mr. Kennedy ! Where are you,

sir t
P
»

" Here I am, sir/' answered the mate, scrambling un-

certainly to his feet. " Here's a pretty business, sir
ti

ft

ti

A pretty business indeed !
" stormed the skipper.

Why, the ship is a wreck ! What, in heaven's name, has

happened, sir ? Have we been in collision ?
"

" Yes, sir," I shouted—as the mate still seemed dazed

and scarcely to know where he was ; "we have run over

a waterlogged derelict. I distinctly saw it over here to

port as it drove astern."

" Is that Massey ? " asked the skipper, coming toward

me.

" Yes sir," I replied.

" Then put your helm hard a-starboard, and lash it," he

commanded. " We will heave the ship to, if we can swing

the lower yards, and find out the extent of the damage.
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Then, go for'ard and muster all hands. Back the fore-yard

;

tell the carpenter to sound the well and report to me here ;

organise a gang to clear away the wreckage ; then, swing

a lantern over the bows and see if you can discover what

damage we have sustained. Cut away, now, and come back

with news as soon as you can. And as you go, pass the

word for Mr. Owen " (the second mate) " to come

to me."
" Ay, ay, sir," I answered, and departed upon my errands,

to encounter on the poop ladder a stream of saloon passen-

gers, clad in most unconventional garb, who were swarming

up from below, intent upon being informed as to what had

happened. They would have stopped me, for cross-

examination, but, referring them to the skipper, I brushed

past on my mission. I found the second mate and gave

him the skipper's message, then went for'ard. There was

no need to call the hands, for they had tumbled out of the

forecastle in a body, at the first crash, and were already,

upon their own initiative, clearing the fore-deck of the worst

of the wreckage. I shouted for the carpenter, and passed

on to him the skipper's orders to sound the well, sent a

gang of men aft to man the fore-brace and back the fore-

yard, and then, entering the forecastle, found and lighted

a lantern which I caused a man to swing over the bows

while I lay out on the martingale stays to get a good

look at the damage, if any, done to our bows by the

collision.

It was a terrible sight. As the bows lifted to the heave

of the sea, I saw that, from the level of the water-line
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downwards, the stem had been twisted round until about

five feet of the plating was bent over to port so that it

made almost a right angle with the line of the ship's length,

while the plates had been burst open, leaving a hole fully

a foot wide, out of which the water was pouring with the

dip and rise of the bows to the run of the swell. It was

clear that the safety of the ship depended upon the strength

of the fore bulkhead—which, luckily, extended from the

keelson to the deck—and that, should it give way, the

poor old Andromeda must go to the bottom within a

little while.

With this portentous news I hurried aft, to find that the

carpenter had already joined the skipper, who had separated

himself from the crowd of clamorous passengers and with-

drawn aft to receive Chip's report, out of the passengers'

hearing. It was that the ship was making water at the

rate of about an inch a minute, the presumption being

that the passage of the derelict under the bottom had

opened some of the plate joints. Then I made my report,

and the carpenter was told to open the fore-hatch and

ascertain how the bulkhead was bearing the pressure of the

sea upon it. Meanwhile, a gang of men had started the

pumps, while the rest, under the chief mate, who had by

this time got over the effects of his fall, were busy clearing

away the wreckage.

As soon as the carpenter had left us, the skipper turned

to me.

" Now, Massey," he said, " I have a job for you, of the

utmost importance. If that fore bulkhead yields ever so
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little, it will soon be all up with the Andromeda. You will

muster the rest of the apprentices, take charge of them, and

start them upon the job of getting the boats ready for

launching. First of all you will get hold of the chief

steward and tell him my orders are that he is to open the

lazarette and rouse out all the stores he and his men can

lay hands upon. Cabin bread and water are the most

important items ; and, after them, tinned stuff and a small

quantity of wine and spirits. The stewardesses will help by

bringing the lighter articles up here, ready for placing in

the boats. Then, get to work with the other apprentices

upon the boats. Start all the water that is now in the

breakers, and fill them afresh from the ship's tanks. Take

oft the covers, and fold each up carefully and place it in

the boat to which it belongs. Personally assure yourself

that all plugs are in, and that each boat has not only a

baler but also a bucket. See also that the full complement

of oars and rowlocks is in each boat, also masts and sails

;

in short, make certain that the equipment of each boat is

complete.

" By the time that you have done that, the provisions

will be coming up, and you may begin to store them, seeing

that each boat has a proper proportion of each, and not

that one boat gets all the bread, another all the tinned

stuff, and another all the wines and spirits. I want each

boat to be independent of the rest. And don't forget your

sextant, nautical almanac and book of tables. I have

decided to give you command of the jollyboat, if it should

become necessary to abandon the ship. That's all, I think.
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Cut away now, and get busy ; and if you should think of

anything useful that I have omitted to mention, do as you

think best."

With the usual " Ay, ay, sir/' to show that I compre-

hended my orders I hurried away, and, first of all, hunted

up the chief steward, to whom I communicated the skipper's

orders. Then I went round the decks, got together my
seven fellow apprentices, and we set to work with a will upon

the boats. There were six of these, namely, the longboat,

first and second cutters, jollyboat, and two smart gigs, to

accommodate sixty-six of us, all told : the boat accommoda-

tion was therefore ample, even if we should be unable to

launch the longboat, which was, for the moment, buried

under a mass of wreckage.

We started with the two gigs, which were slung to the

davits, one on either quarter. It did not take us long to

get the covers off these and to give them and their gear a

careful overhaul. By the time this was done, the pro-

visions were beginning to come up on deck, and we soon

had both gigs stowed and ready for lowering. Then came

the two cutters. We stripped and overhauled these, and

swung them outboard, ready for lowering, before replacing

their gear or stowing their provisions. By the time this

was done, much of the wreckage had been cleared away,

and it was possible to get up mast and yard tackles to hoist

out the jollyboat and the longboat. Meanwhile, the pas-

sengers, at the skipper's earnest persuasion, had retired to

their cabins, properly dressed themselves, and were busily

engaged in putting together a few of their most valued
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possessions, upon the off-chance of finding room for them

in the boats.

The dawn was showing when I had finished my job and

reported progress. The carpenter had left a moment

earlier, and I judged, not only from the serious look on

Chips' face, but also from the posture of the ship herself,

that the hours of the Andromeda were numbered.

We were ready to quit at practically a moment's

notice, while the ship promised to remain afloat for

at least a couple of hours longer, the captain therefore

gave orders for a good substantial breakfast to be

prepared for all hands, to which we shortly afterwards

did justice.

It was about nine o'clock in the morning when the word

was passed for all hands to muster on deck, and a couple

of minutes later saw the order obeyed, the passengers

assembling on the poop, while the crew gathered in the

waist. Then, all being present, the skipper stepped out

and took up a position at the head of the port poop ladder

where he could be seen and heard by all.

" Ladies and gentlemen, and you officers and men forming

the crew of the Andromeda," he said, " you will hardly neer

any words of mine to tell you that the hours—indeed,

might almost say the moments—of this good ship ar

numbered. So far as it is possible for me to judge, she
F

will continue to float for ahput another hour ; but since,

for the preservation of our lives, it is necessary to abandon

her, and since the weather is just now as favourable as it is

at all likely to be for the operation of taking to the boats,

B
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I have decided to carry out that operation forthwith, that

it may be done without hurry or confusion.

" As you have no doubt noticed, the boats are safely

afloat ; there will therefore be room for everybody, and

also for a very small quantity of personal baggage.

" The longboat, with a complement of twenty, all told,

including twelve passengers, will be under my command.

The first and second cutters, with a complement of fourteen

each, will be commanded respectively by the chief and

second mates. The jollyboat, with a complement of eight

will be commanded by Mr. Massey, the senior apprentice ;

and, finally, the two gigs, each with a complement of five,

will be commanded by Mr. Annesley and Mr. Duncan, the

two apprentices next in seniority. I have here in my hand

a carefully prepared list giving the names of the crew and

passengers to go in each boat, and, as I call them out, those

names will be pleased to pass down into the boat designated.

" Before we go, however, I wish to tell you what my
plans are—plans made after careful consideration and con-

sultation with my first and second officers. The nearest

inhabited land is some eight hundred miles distant, but it

lies dead to windward ; it is therefore useless to think of

making our way thither. The next nearest is the Union

group, practically a thousand miles away. This group is

under British control, and it has the advantage of lying due

south of us, so that, the prevailing winds being from the

eastward, we ought to be able to fetch it under sail. Allow-

ing the boats an average speed of four knots—and there

will doubtless be frequent occasions when they will do
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more—we ought to accomplish the run in ten days. This,

I know, is a long time for delicately nurtured women and

children to look forward to being cooped up in open boats,

but I am afraid it cannot be helped ; we men will do every-

thing we can to make it easy for them, and they must steel

themselves to the ordeal.

" But—and I have kept this to the last—such a long

sojourn in the boats may not be necessary. For, on our

passage toward the Union group of islands, we shall cross

the track of one of our own steamers—the Paramatta-

bound from Suva to Honolulu. She is due to reach the

point where we shall cross her track, seven days hence, and

I am sanguine in the belief that, with favourable weather

and winds, we can arrive at that point in time to intercept

her and be picked up." (There was a little murmur of

gratification from the passengers at this cheering news,

and the skipper bowed and smiled encouragingly. He
resumed.)

" I have only one thing to add, and that is, each boat is

to regard herself as a separate and independent unit, and

is to make her way to the spot named in the shortest pos-

sible time, and there await the coming of the Paramatta

or the other boats. That is all I have to say, ladies and

gentlemen, except that I pray God to take us all under His

especial care and guidance and to grant us a spell of favour-

able weather.

" And now to get away in the boats as quickly as

possible."



CHAPTER II

Becalmed in the Joilyboat

With our sail set, and the boat heading to the southward

in the wake of the two gigs, I now had leisure to take a

hasty glance at the good ship which had, first and last,

borne me safely over many a thousand leagues of ocean,

and was now hastening to her last berth in the Pacific

ooze.

" So ends Chapter One. What, think you, is to be the

end of Chapter Two, Massey ?
" remarked Mr. Oldroyd,

one of two passengers who had left America to hunt

kangaroos.

" If all goes well I hope it will end in our all being picked

up by the Paramatta, this day week," I said.

" If all goes well ! Is there any reason why all should not

go well ?
" asked Doctor Shirley-Winthrop, another

American who, with his daughter, was in my boat.

" No/' I answered, " no particular reason ; certainly not.

But, of course, our position out here in an open boat, a

thousand miles from the nearest land we can hope to reach,

is precarious. So long as the weather holds, there will be

little for us to trouble about. We have as much wind as

we want, and no more, and it is blowing from the right

quarter ; moreover the sea is going down. If these

30
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conditions continue for the next seven days, we may
hope to fall in with the Paramatta, and be picked up.

" But although under such conditions, practically the

worst that we may expect is seven days' exposure in an

open boat, I am very glad you have asked that question,

Doctor, because, as I said just now, our position is pre-

carious. It depends upon the weather, than which, I

suppose, there is nothing more uncertain. For example,

we are heading to the south'ard, and are not more than

about five degrees from the Line. Now, this breeze may

hold until we reach the equator ; but, on the other hand,

it may not. I have known the equatorial calms to set in

almost as far north as this, and if they should come to us

early, our progress will be retarded, and our chances of

falling in with the Paramatta reduced, I want you all to

bear these facts in mind, so that, should matters not go

with us precisely as we wish, you may not be unduly dis-

appointed."

" Y—e—s, I understand," remarked the Doctor slowly.

" You mean we must not be too cocksure that everything

is going to pan out just right ?
"

" Precisely," I said. " What I mean is very exactly

expressed by our old English adage
—

' Hope for the best,

but be prepared for the worst '."

" Is there any sign of a change of weather ? " asked the

Doctor.

I took a look to windward, and all round the horizon.

The sky overhead was a clear, rich ultramarine blue, paling

away toward the horizon into a soft, warm grey against
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which the deep, sapphire blue of the sea ruled sharply in an

unbroken circle, save where the tiny sails of the boats

dotted it here and there. Solemn-moving trade clouds,

like tufts of cotton wool, came sailing slowly up out of the

eastward, passing overhead, and vanishing beneath the

western horizon, but nowhere, I was thankful to say, could

I see any sign of change. True, the strength of the wind

had moderated since our collision with the derelict, but

that was all to the good, for the sea was moderating too,

while we had just enough wind to enable us to show whole

canvas to it comfortably. The two gigs were slipping away

from us rapidly ; they were smart boats, fast, whether

under oars or sails, it was ideal weather for them, and they

were only carrying five people each. We—the jollyboat

—on the contrary were a sort of miniature longboat,

built to carry, rather than for speed, yet in certain trim-

which happened to be precisely our present trim—the little

hooker had the knack of slipping along in a surprising

manner. The two cutters, nearly as powerful as the

jollyboat, and also built in a measure for speed, ought

by good rights to be coming up with us, hand over

hand, yet we were handsomely holding our own with

them, if not actually creeping slowly away from them.

As for the longboat, she was a slow coach ; but if the

breeze should freshen, she would be able to give an

excellent account of herself.

" No/' I answered the Doctor, " there is no sign of a

change, so we must just hope for the best, and be as con-

siderate for each other as we can."
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There was just one drawback. The jollyboat had been

stored, bottom-up, in the longboat for some time, her

planking had become dry, and had shrunk, opening her

seams, consequently she leaked like a basket, when

she was first put into the water, necessitating the constant

employment of one man as a baler ; but as the hours

went on she gradually " took up ", and matters became

less unpleasant.

Meanwhile, I was busy thinking. Here we were, eight of

us, in an open boat some thirty feet long by seven-and-a-

half feet beam, and two of our number were young women.

We were booked for seven days, at least, under these con-

ditions, and, if nothing were done to remedy it, the com-

plete lack of privacy would be horribly unpleasant for the

two girls, to say nothing of the fact that there was abso-

lutely no shelter for them in the event of bad weather.

I called Wilkinson, the able seaman, aft, and turned the

boat over to him, while Mr. Mason, at my request, took a

turn at baling to release Dartnell, the ordinary seaman.

Then Dartnell and I, going for'ard, re-arranged the storage

of the boat, clearing away the whole of the space forward

of the mast. This space I covered in with the boat's

canvas coat, making a sort of tiny forecastle of it, the in-

terior of which I arranged with rugs and spare coats so as

to convert it into a small sleeping apartment screened off

from the rest of the boat. The result was not unsatisfac-

tory ; and I called the stewardess forward and showed her

what I had done. She was thoroughly appreciative and

intensely grateful, and shortly afterward I saw her obviously
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explaining matters to Miss Shirley-Winthrop. Then the

two went for'ard together and disappeared, presumably

re-arranging matters to their own liking. The result was

that they were able to pass the night in privacy and some

measure of comfort ; but not a word of thanks or appre-

ciation would Miss Shirley-Winthrop condescend to utter.

Apparently, she regarded everything that was done for her

as only what she was entitled to.

This, however, did not trouble me ; I was not out to

court her favour, and the feeling that I had done the best

I could for her and my other female passenger was all the

satisfaction I needed. Besides, I had things of more im-

portance than the moods and humours of a spoilt young

woman to think about, and the weather was one of them.

As the day wore on the wind was dropping, and I feared a

calm almost as much as I did a gale. When we abandoned

the wreck the breeze was fresh enough to carry the boat

almost gunwale-to, and there had been occasions when it

was necessary to ease off the sheet to keep the water from

lapping in over the lee gunwale, but these occasions had

been growing steadily less frequent until by about two

o'clock in the afternoon they had ceased, and by four

o'clock the boat was sailing almost upright and our speed

had dwindled to about three knots. The gigs, however,

were making good headway, the leading gig having run out

of sight, while the one next ahead of us was only to be seen

occasionally, when we both happened to lift on the back of

a swell at the same moment. In like manner we had gradu-

ally drawn away from the cutters, the nearest of which
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was by this time quite three miles astern of us, while the

longboat was hull-down.

The aspect of the sky, too, was undergoing a subtle

change. The blue of the zenith was no longer so clear and

clean as it had been during the morning ; it had lost much

of its rich colour and had become quite of a pallid turquoise

tint, indicating that it was being gradually overspread by

a gathering haze, while the little tufts of trade clouds had

noticeably diminished in number, were slower in their

movements, and seemed to come to a pause on the western

horizon and merge into a steadily-growing bank of vapour

which had begun to form there. The result of this was a

gorgeous sunset that evoked the admiration of my five

passengers, although there was far too much fire and smoke

in its composition to please me.

The wind was now dropping in so pronounced a fashion

that there could no longer be doubt as to the spell of calm

which I dreaded so much. Nevertheless, we carried on

until close upon ten o'clock, by which time the sail was

rustling and flapping to the mast with every motion of the

boat, while the sheet hung slack amidships, and the boat

no longer answered her helm. Then, reluctant though I

was to do so, I had to order the dowsing of the sail and

a resort to the oars ; for if we were to intercept the

Paramatta we must keep moving. There was no margin

of time allowing us to he idle until another breeze should

spring up.

There were five of us in the jollyboat capable of handling

an oar, namely, Messrs. Oldroyd and Mason, passengers,
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the two seamen and myself (Dr. Shirley-Winthrop confessed

that he had never handled an oar in his life, but was willing

to learn). But, of those five, it was necessary that one

should always be steering, while it was obvious that none of

us could work an oar for any length of time without rest.

I therefore arranged that two should pull and one steer,

turn and turn about, in spells of two hours, Wilkinson, the

A.B. and I taking the first spell, while Dartnell steered

;

then Oldroyd and Mason were to come on for two hours

while the Doctor steered, and so on, ringing the changes

in such a fashion that each of us who could handle an oar

pulled for two hours at a stretch, and then, after a spell of

rest, took a two hours' turn at the tiller.

It was weary, back-breaking work, pulling a heavy boat

like the jollyboat with only one pair of oars, especially at

the start when, although the wind had dropped, the sea

was still " lumpy " and " sloppy ". We managed to get

on, however, after a fashion, doing an average of a trifle

under two knots per hour. But I was greatly surprised and

much puzzled, when sunrise came and revealed a clear

horizon. Not one of the boats was in sight ! The dis-

appearance of the gigs I could easily account for ; they

were light boats, pulled easily, and would draw away from

the rest of us like smoke as soon as it came to a question

of taking to the oars. But where were the cutters and the

longboat ? Certainly not ahead of us. We had pulled

industriously all through the night, without cessation ; and

assuming that they had done the same I could not conceive

how it would be possible for them to overhaul us and pass
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out of sight ahead. And still assuming that they, like

ourselves, had kept their oars going all night, I found it

equally difficult to understand how we could have run them

out of sight. I sent Dartnell, the lightest man amongst

us, up to the boat's masthead to take a look round, and

he remained there a long five minutes, searching the entire

horizon, but without success. Exceedingly improbable

though it seemed, I at length came to the conclusion that

the cutters and the longboat must be out of sight astern

of us, and the idea came to me that perhaps it would be

well to spare my crew a little by waiting for the laggards to

overtake us and rejoin ; but upon going over my previous

calculations I found that we really dared not do it ; we

had not a minute to spare if we would intercept the Para-

matta : and reluctantly I gave the word to
(
' carry on

'

'

with the oars.

At eight o'clock that morning we piped to breakfast, and

Miss Shirley-Winthrop and the second stewardess emerged

from the nest I had rigged up for them in the eyes of the

boat. As they came aft I ventured to express the hope

that they had passed a comfortable night and slept well.

Then, for the first time since I had been brought into contact

with her, Miss Shirley-Winthrop looked at, instead of

through and beyond me. She cast upon me a glance of

scorn and contempt which ought to have withered me
r

but didn't— and remarked, with a toss of her pretty

head
" Comfortable 1 slept well ! Surely you must be jesting

at our misery, sir. How do you suppose it possible for any
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woman to be comfortable in a stifling httle hole like that,

or to sleep with the rattle of oars going on all night ?
"

" I am awfully sorry if you have passed a bad night,"

I said. " Of course I know that it is very different from

the accommodation aboard the poor old Andromeda, but

it is the best that could be contrived, under the circum-

stances. And, if I may be permitted to say so, your

' misery ' does not appear to have visibly affected either

of you, thus far."

" I am sure it has not affected me/' laughed the stewardess,

" for I was very comfortable all through the night, except

for the heat, while I was able to get some quite long snatches

of sleep. And this morning I feel fresh, and fit for any-

thing. Is there anything I can do to help, Mr. Massey ?
"

" Yes," I said, " there is. After breakfast I will teach

you how to steer the boat by compass ; and when you have

learned, you will be able to release one man to snatch a

little additional rest. And rest, I can assure you, is going

to be valuable to us men, so long as this calm lasts."

I added the last remark chiefly to afford Miss Shirley-

Winthrop an opening to volunteer her services also ; but

she said not a word, and did not appear to have heard my
remark.

Breakfast over, we threw out the oars again and resumed

our voyage. Oldroyd and Wilkinson doing the hard work

while I coached the stewardess in the art of steering.

Within half-an-hour the girl had so perfectly acquired the

knack that I was able to leave the boat in her hands and

stretch myself out for a brief nap. But, as I did so, I saw
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the Doctor's daughter shift over into the seat which I had

vacated beside the stewardess, and before I dropped off to

sleep she was getting Lucy Stroud to initiate her into the

mysteries of steering.

" Good !
" thought I. " The girl is all right at heart,

I'll bet. What is the matter with her is that she has been

thoroughly spoilt, from her babyhood up, and has never

been thwarted. This little boat excursion is going to do

her a lot of good, if I am not mistaken/'

That day was a terrible day for all of us. The air was

stagnant, not so much as the ghost of a catspaw wrinkled

the oil-smooth surface of the swell. There was not a cloud

in the whole of the vast vault that overarched us, but the

rich blue was still dimmed, as on the previous day, by a

haze which should have tempered the heat of the sun, but

did not : on the contrary, it seemed somehow, to impart

an added sting to his beams, which beat down upon us

with such a virulence of scorching power that our arms,

backs and shoulders, even where protected by our shirts,

began to blister and smart cruelly. An hour at the oars

was an hour of torment, and as I saw the oarsmen wincing

at the chafe of their shirts upon their blistered skins, I was

more than once inclined to bid them knock off. Yet each

time reflection reminded me that away down there, some

hundreds of miles to the southward, was the Paramatta

rushing northward under the impulse of her powerful

engines, and that if we wished to cross her path in time to

intercept her—as most certainly we did—we must not

waste a moment, though we should chafe our bodies raw
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in our eagerness. Even for the two girls, whose hardest

work was steering the boat—a task which they had quietly

but firmly taken upon themselves—the heat was excessively

trying though they shared the protection of a handsome

silk and lace sunshade which Miss Shirley-Winthrop had

had the vanity—or the good sense, as things turned out-

to bring from the ship with her. Yes, it was a terrible day

for all of us ; even when we were not exerting ourselves at

all the perspiration streamed from us, and this resulted in

a continuous, parching thirst which the meagre allowance

of water that our resources permitted seemed to aggravate

rather than allay. None of us took very much solid food,

the intolerable smart of our scorched and blistered bodies

set up a fever which robbed us of all appetite and induced

a racking headache that drove us nearly crazy. Dartnell,

the ordinary seaman, suffered to such an extent that we

had to restrain him from going overboard in the hope that

the comparative coolness of the sea would afford relief.

But we did the next best thing we could for him, we
drenched him, clothes and all, with salt water, as he sat in

the bottom of the boat, and he declared so emphatically

that the treatment had relieved him, that Wilkinson,

Oldroyd and I tried it on ourselves. And it did afford us

relief and comfort for a short time ; but we paid for the

relief in another way, for the salt water stung our broken

blisters until the smart tormented us even more acutely

than our earlier sufferings had done.

Our miseries during the ensuing forty-eight hours were

a repetition of those of the day I have described only in
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an aggravated form. Night, with the absence of the

blazing, scorching sun, afforded us some measure of relief,

and although we ached in every joint, and our shoulders,

the backs of our necks, and our arms were covered with

great raw, bleeding patches, where the blisters had burst

and the skin had been chafed to rags by the friction of our

clothing, we somehow kept the boat going all through the

night. But about an hour before noon of the next day the

last of us—myself—collapsed completely, and for the next

thirty hours the jollyboat lay " as idle as a painted ship

upon a painted ocean," with all the men aboard her, except

the Doctor, delirious with pain and exhaustion. He and

the stewardess got busy—the latter said that the Doctor's

daughter helped, too, until we began to show signs of re-

turning consciousness. I don't quite know of what Doctor

Shirley-Winthrop's treatment consisted, for he had no

medicines with him, and the stewardess seemed to know little

more about it than we did, although she helped the Doctor

to treat us. All I know is that our raw places had been

somehow treated or dressed, and had been bound up with

soft material that had come from heaven knows where,

that our delirium had vanished, and much of our pain and

discomfort with it, and that upon investigation, our stock

of fresh water proved to be alarmingly low. I suspected

that Doctor Shirley-Winthrop had used it unsparingly in

his treatment of his patients ; but be that as it may, I have

scarcely a doubt that he saved our lives.

But to what end had he saved them ? That was the

question that now exercised me. For the morrow of the
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day upon which we recovered our senses was the day when

the Paramatta was due to pass the spot for which we were

aiming. And, as nearly as I could reckon it, we were at

that moment close upon one hundred and eighty miles from

that spot; with the weather still stark calm ! One hundred

and eighty miles in twenty-four hours ! It could not be

done—unless we happened to have a gale of wind behind

us, of which at that moment there was no sign.

The more I thought of it the more clear to me did it

become that it was useless to think of intercepting the

Paramatta. Carefully I went over my calculations again,

only to come to the conclusion that, if we were to take to

the oars again and pull for all we were worth during the

twenty-four hours, we should never get nearer to her than

within about a hundred miles, after which the distance

would begin to widen again, and go on widening.

Then, if we were to admit the impossibility of inter-

cepting the Paramatta—and I could see nothing else for

it—what were we to do ? There was the outward-bound

steamer from Honolulu to Suva, but we should miss her

too, for according to her time table she was at that moment

there or thereabout—passing us, bound south, about one

hundred and twenty miles away, and she would not be

coming north again for another month. Also it would be

useless to think of hanging about where we were, in the

hope of being seen and picked up by some passing craft,

for we were in a part of the Pacific Ocean which is rarely

traversed by craft of any description, save those of the

Inter-Oceanic SS. Company. Of course there remained
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the Union group of islands, due south of us, of which the

skipper had spoken as an alternative to being picked up

by the Paramatta. We could keep doggedly on as we were

going, and if nothing untoward occurred, and our provisions

and water held out, in time we should reach them. Yes,

that was just the point : would our provisions and water

hold out ? I estimated that the Union group was still nearly

nine hundred miles distant, and, taking the most favourable

view of probabilities, I did not see any prospect of our

being able to reach them in less than twelve days at the

least. It might take us more than that ; it would not be

prudent to reckon on less. Then I took stock of our supply

of food and water. Of the former I found that we had

sufficient to last us, at our normal rate of consumption, a

fortnight ; but our water ! Gauging it as carefully as I

could, I made it just six gallons, the equivalent of one

pint per day per head for six days !

I determined to take my companions into my confidence,

and consult with them as to what should be our next move.

Since it was impossible for us to intercept the Paramatta,

they had a right to express an opinion upon the alternative

to be adopted, whether we should continue to push south-

ward in the hope of making the Union group, or whether

we should—do something else.

I put the case to them, and I was relieved to find that,

so far at least as two of them—Messrs. Oldroyd and Mason-

were concerned, they too, had been thinking matters over,

and were by no means surprised. Neither were the two

seamen, nor the stewardess, though the latter had kept
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her surmises strictly to herself, waiting patiently for me to

speak. It was only the doctor—and possibly his daughter,

who apparently had nothing to say upon the matter—who

had failed to grasp the significance of the disastrous calm,

and all that it involved. He had been looking forward with

the utmost confidence to being picked up by the Paramatta

and it took a good deal of explanation to make it clear that

we had lost that chance. When he grasped the situation,

he said

" Supposing, Mr. Massey, you were alone in this boat,

or—what amounts practically to the same thing—-we lands-

men were to say to you, ' We know absolutely nothing

about such matters as these, and are therefore willing to

abide by a decision based upon your professional experi-

ence and judgment,' what would you do ?
"

It was the very point that had been puzzling me ; but

it was one that had to be faced, and I had finally made up

my mind upon it.

" I should be guided entirely by circumstances," I re-

plied. " The first and most imperative thing to be done

is to cut down our allowance of water to the lowest

possible limit. For the rest, we must be governed by the

direction of the wind—when it comes. We are now in the

belt of tropical calms, where absence of wind and frequent

tremendous downpours of rain are common ; but these

spells of calm are frequently varied by light airs which

come from any point of the compass, while more or less

violent squalls are not infrequent. Now, we know where

the Union group is. If the winds permit, we will try to
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make them, but if not, I believe there are clusters of islands

at no great distance away down to the south-west. If we

cannot make the Unions, our wisest plan would be to head

south-west and try to hit one of the islands of which I have

spoken ; for, by so doing, we should also have a chance of

being picked up by one of the copra and shell traders that

cruise among those islands/'

" I don't see that we can do anything else," remarked

Oldroyd, appealing to the company.
" Most sensible thing, I think," agreed his friend, Mason.

" Can you suggest a better plan, Doctor ?
" I demanded.

" Of course he cannot," snapped his daughter. " He is

a landsman, and knows nothing about the sea. But I am
very sorry that Captain Cupples did not appoint us to one

of the other boats. We should at least have been with an

officer who would know what to do without consulting his

passengers.

Inwardly, I heartily shared the young lady's regret, and

was almost provoked into saying so ; but I kept my temper,

remembering all that the poor, spoiled beauty had to put

up with ; and replied, with the most cheerful smile I could

muster

—

" Very well, then ; it is settled that we follow the pro-

cedure I have suggested. And, thank God ! there is a

little breeze coming to help us. D'ye see that catspaw

away out there on the port bow, Wilkinson ? Bend on the

halliard and hoist the sail. We must utilise every breath

of wind that comes to us ; they are much too precious to be

wasted."



CHAPTER III

Weird Happenings

There were catspaws playing all round us now, and

presently Wilkinson, standing up in the boat and shading

his eyes with one hand, pointed away to the southward

with the other, indicating a narrow line of rich ultramarine

blue that stretched right along the southern horizon, with

numerous catspaws of the same tint impinging upon the

surface of the water between us and it, flickering lightly

hither and thither for a few moments and then merging

into each other until patches of blue an acre or more in

extent became quite numerous, these in turn merging into

each other and extending in every direction. Finally, one

of these bigger patches of blue spread until it took the

jollyboat into its gracious embrace, when with a slight

preliminary rustling, the sail filled, the sheet tautened, and

with a heel of about one strake to starboard, and a musical

tinkling of water along our bends, we gathered way and

began to " catch " in a west-south-westerly direction at the

rate of about two knots. Gradually the breeze grew

stronger until within an hour we were doing four knots,

with perhaps a bit over.

That breeze lasted all through the night and well into

the morning of the next day, dying away about eleven

36
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o'clock in the forenoon. But I did not anticipate another

long spell of calm, on the contrary, I was afraid that our

next trouble would be that of too much wind, for with the

dying away of the breeze a great bank of slatey-blue cloud

began to gather and rise along the western horizon, threat-

ening a thunder-storm ; and I knew from past experience,

that in those latitudes a thunder-storm frequently breaks

with furious wind squalls, dangerous to a small open

boat.

The storm was slow to come, but it broke at last, about

three o'clock in the afternoon, in the form—to my great

relief—of just an ordinary tropical thunder-storm, without

wind, but finishing up with a perfect deluge of rain which

descended from the overcharged clouds in such torrents

that by catching it in our outspread sail, we could refill

our water breakers, to my intense relief. Of course, we

also all got drenched to the skin—except Miss Shirley-

Winthrop, who so far honoured me as to accept the loan

of my "oily"—but that did not really matter, for the

rain was tepid and the drenching was agreeable rather than

otherwise.

The storm, and the succeeding downpour of rain, lasted

until close upon sunset ; but with the cessation of the rain

there was no clearing of the sky, which remained lowering

and ovefEast, with a closeness of the atmosphere that was

almost suffocating, so that, despite our drenched clothing,

we were all perspiring freely.

The darkness descended upon us with startling sudden-

ness, that night, and when it came it was like being shut
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up in a tomb. The silence was profound, for the heavy

rain had beaten the sea so flat that even the swell seemed

to have subsided and the boat was as motionless as though

afloat in a tank, while none of us seemed in the least

inclined to be talkative. The smoothness of the water

rendered the conditions ideal for rowing, but so oppressive

was the humid heat of the night that the slightest exertion

seemed a hardship, and I had not the heart to call upon

anyone to toil at an oar, particularly now that we had

abandoned hope of intercepting the Paramatta, while the

replenishment of our water supply rendered extreme haste

no longer of vital importance. So we just sat there,

motionless, silent, panting and perspiring ; too languid and

inert even for the smokers of the party to fill and light

their pipes.

At length Miss Shirley-Winthrop curtly announced her

intention to retire for the night, and requested—though it

sounded much more like a command—that the lantern

might be lighted to enable her to make her way to her

quarters in the eyes of the boat. This was done, and the

young lady left us, with a brief "good-night" to her

father, but ignoring the rest of us ; and the stewardess

went with her. Some ten minutes later the hurricane lamp

was passed out of the little tent-like shelter forward and

extinguished, it now being a matter of some importance

to economise the oil.

But, as though the retirement of the young women had

been a signal, then things began to happen. First of all,

a faint, momentary gleam of bluish radiance, flickering out
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of the blackness low down in the southern quarter heralded

the most magnificent display of sheet lightning that I ever

beheld. It lasted for two hours or more, beginning with

scarcely perceptible glimmers at intervals of about a minute,

and increasing in brilliance and rapidity until at the height

of its intensity the atmosphere seemed, for the space of

about a quarter of an hour, to be one continuous shimmer

of brilliant vari-coloured light.

And it was while this beautiful electrical display was at

its height that the first really remarkable event of that

extraordinary night happened. The silence that enwrapped

us was practically complete. But merely to make that

bald statement does not express the intensity of it. It was

so profound as to be uncanny ; it was as though nature was

breathlessly awaiting some momentous happening ; it

seemed to have assumed a new quality and to have become

tangible. And—so far at least as I was concerned—it so

got upon one's nerves that when anyone moved, the sound

seemed so startling that my impulse was to hit out savagely

at the offender. Perhaps it was the highly-charged

electrical atmosphere that was responsible for this curious

nervous state ; I don't know. But the others were evi-

dently under the same influence, for it was noticeable that

they were all exercising a painful restraint upon themselves

to avoid movement or any action calculated to break the
r

weird silence.

It was at the moment when matters had reached this

stage that, suddenly, as with one accord, we all sat up and

assumed an intent listening attitude, for, faint and
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apparently from far away, there had come to our ears a

peculiar sound, a sound that could be separated into two

other distinct sounds, namely, a low, weird whining, and the

sound of rushing water. Starting to my feet, I stared into

the far distance all round the boat, under the impression

that a heavy and dangerous squall was approaching, for

the sounds were increasingly distinct. I was prepared to

perceive in some quarter of the heavens a distinct darkening

of the already dark sky, and beneath it a pallid line of

white lashed into a surge of phosphorescent fire by the

scourge of the approaching squall. Evidently, Wilkinson

and Dartnell, the two seamen, had the same idea, for they,

too, scrambled to their feet and stared about them, while

one muttered—" Squall comin' !

"

But nothing of the kind anticipated was to be seen,

although the sounds were rapidly growing in intensity, the

whining sound having developed into the unmistakable

howl of a furious wind.

" Do you see anything, Wilkinson, Dartnell?" I

demanded, puzzled and not a little disconcerted.

" N—o, sir, I don't," answered both men, hesitatingly,

at the same moment. Then—" Yes, by the Piper 1 I do,

though," exclaimed Wilkinson ; and as the man spoke

we all three caught sight of it simultaneously—a mound of

white water, circular in shape and some two or three

fathoms in diameter, coming along up from the south and

heading directly for us. I did not know in the least what

it was, but instinctively I recognised it as something danger-

ous, and shouted
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" Out oars, men, and pull for your lives 1 Lively, now !

Well done, Wilkinson, give way, man ! Back water,

Dartnell. So ! Now give way both !

"

Galvanized into sudden and intense activity the two

seamen grasped the oars, tossed them into the rowlocks

and, throwing all their strength into the action, got the

boat going just in the nick of time. Some twenty seconds

later the tornado—for that was what it was—went whoop-

ing and screaming and yelling immediately over the spot

where we had been, its passage marked by the swirling,

seething mound of phosphorescent water which it was

churning up in its fury. Had we not got out of its path,

that mound of water would have boiled in over the gunwale

of our boat and swamped her, with the certainty that not

one of us would have survived to tell the tale.

Within five moments the tornado had swept out of sight

and hearing, and after about half an hour's desultory chat

chiefly concerning remarkable phenomena that one or

another of us had witnessed, we subsided into silence again,

the Doctor stretching himself out for the night upon the

after-thwart, while Messrs. Oldroyd and Mason arranged

themselves as comfortably as they could on the bottom-

boards of the stern-sheets. The sheet lightning was by

this time passing away, only an occasional flicker of it

lighting up the scene for a moment, to be followed by

steadily lengthening intervals of" intense darkness. But

the silence was no longer so oppressive, for far away down

in the southern quarter there was the occasional low mutter

of distant thunder, and I began to wonder whether the

storm of the afternoon was to be repeated.

After a longer spell than usual of total darkness there
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came a brilliant flicker of sheet lightning, lasting for perhaps

a second and a half, and before it vanished Wilkinson, the

able seaman, who had resumed his former position in the

bottom of the boat, started up and flinging out his right

arm, yelled " Sail ho !

"

The effect was electrical : the cry brought every one of

us instantly to our feet, staring in the direction to which

Wilkinson had pointed. But it was pitch dark again, and

I found time to reflect.

A sail ? It was absurd, of course, impossible. In a

breathless calm, like that which had prevailed all through

the afternoon, no sailing ship could have approached us

;

while if it had chanced to be a steamer that Wilkinson saw,

we should have heard the beat of her propeller in that

intense silence, as far as we could see her. Moreover, there

were neither side nor mast-head lights visible. Again, if by

a miracle a sailing ship had chanced to drift within our ken,

she could not have come so rapidly but that we should have

seen her long ago, when the sheet lightning was playing so

vividly.

" You have been asleep and dreaming, Wilkinson," I

said, reprovingly. " How on earth do you suppose a ship

could get near us in such weather as this ? What was she

like ?
"

" She's a barque-rigged craft, Mr. Massey," the man
answered confidently. " About five hundred ton I'd put

her down to be. She's about a mile off, out there, broad

on our starboard beam, lyin' pretty near broadside-on to

us, with her jibs hauled down and her courses in the
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brails. As to how she comes there, I can't say : all I know

is that I seen her, as plain as ever I seen anything in all my
life."

I was astonished, not so much at the amount of informa-

tion which the man reeled off—for I knew that the prac-

tised eye of a seaman will catch a wonderful amount of

detail even in a space of time as brief as that occupied by

a flash of lightning—but at the character of the information,

for he had accurately described the appearance of a ship

precisely as she would most probably present herself under

the somewhat peculiar weather conditions.

" There ! did ye hear that, sir ?
" continued Wilkinson,

as I stood staring out to starboard, silently digesting what

the man had said, and trying to find an explanation of it.

" That " was something that sounded like a brief com-

mand uttered in a man's ordinary tone of voice, followed

by other sounds which might have been those of a coil of

rope flung down on deck, and next the faint squeak of a

block-sheave on a rusty pin.

" Yes," I said, " I certainly did. But it is exceedingly

strange. I cannot understand it. However, it is a chance

that must not be missed. Pass along the hurricane lamp

and let us show them a light. And out oars again, men.

We'll pull aboard her ; she cannot get away from us so

long as this calm lasts. Did she look English, think

you r
?

t>

" Well—no, sir, I wouldn't say that she did," replied

Wilkinson. " She sat high out of the water, as if she was

in ballast, and looked to be badly down by the head."
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" Ah, well/' I said, " English or not, we'll go and have

a look at her. Even if she should be a German, we shall

be better off aboard her than drifting about in an open

boat. Give way, lads. Now then "•—as I lighted the

lamp*
—

" to show them a light. If they are keeping any-

thing of a look-out they cannot fail to see the lantern and

to hear the thud of the oars in the rowlocks."

Standing up in the stern-sheets, with the tiller between

my legs, while I held the lantern aloft, I headed the boat

in the direction where we supposed the stranger to be,

meanwhile keeping a bright look-out for an answering light,

and momentarily expecting to hear a hail. But no answer-

ing light appeared, no hail came pealing out across the

water, and I was beginning to doubt whether Wilkinson

had not been dreaming after all, despite the sounds which

I had heard, when a vivid flash of fork lightning streamed

out from a point low down on the horizon, and at the same

instant three voices—those of the Doctor, Oldroyd and

Mason—exclaimed joyously

" There she is !

"

Yes ; there she was, undoubtedly, almost directly ahead,

showing up like a black silhouette against the background

of sky illuminated for the fraction of a second by the

lightning-flash. But what a queer-looking craft she was.

True, I had only caught the ghost of a glimpse of her, for

the light of the hurricane lamp which I held aloft somewhat

dazzled my vision, but the thought that instantly came to

my mind was that this was assuredly no present-day ship, or

my eyes had strangely deceived me. Wilkinson had
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described her as sitting high out of the water, as though in

ballast, and appearing to be badly down by the head. And,

in a general way, that description corresponded with the

impression which I had obtained of her appearance, but it

would apply equally well to the ships portrayed in pictures

painted during the reign of Queen Elizabeth ! I had seen

scores of drawings of such craft at one time and another,

notably in an illustrated History of England ; and unless

my imagination was playing me a curious trick, the " ghost

of a glimpse "—as I have called it—which I caught of the

stranger during the brief illumination created by a flash of

lightning had left upon my retina the image of just such

another ship—short, squat, high-sterned, low-bowed, with

three stumpy masts stepped close together, high-peaked

bowsprit and spritsail yard, with spritsail hanging in the

brails ! Of course it was a trick of the imagination—it

must be ; no ship of that period could still be sailing the

seas ; but so vividly had that quaint image impressed

itself upon me that I could not resist the temptation to

question Wilkinson further.

" What countryman would you take her to be, Wilk-

inson ? " I said.

" What countryman, Mr. Massey ? " he repeated.

" Well, dashed if I think I could put a name to her, now

that you comes to ask me. She ain't British—I'll swear

to that. And, come to think of it, I'm not so sure that

I'd call her European, either. Foreign-lookin' sort of

craft she is, and all out o' trim, too. Sort of cross between

an English barque and a Chinese junk, I'd say she was/'
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Now, coming from a man in Wilkinson*s sphere of life,

a man, moreover, without a shred of imagination, this

description, quaint as it was, coincided fairly enough with

the image which I still had in mind, and I felt more puzzled

than ever. What on earth could the craft be ?

" Well," I said, " whatever country she may hail from,

I hope there will be somebody aboard understanding

English. Because I shall want to arrange with her skipper

to land us all somewhere on British territory. The Com-

pany will willingly pay. We ought to be well within ear-

shot of her by this time, I should think,** I continued.

" Mr. Mason, kindly hold this lamp for me, a moment,

please, I'll try a hail."

And, raising my hands to my mouth, trumpet-wise, I

yelled, at the full power of my lungs-

" Ship ahoy-y-y !

"

As the cry pealed out across the water the two seamen

rested upon their oars, listening for a reply.

But the moments passed, and none came, no answering

light was shown, nor was there the faintest sound indicating

the presence of a craft of any kind in the neighbourhood,

although, some ten minutes earlier, I had heard—or thought

I heard—the sound of a man's voice, followed by other

sounds indicative of the proximity of a ship.

" Hang it all !

" I exclaimed in perplexity. " This is

queer

—

very queer. Why the mischief don't those fellows

answer ? Let us try again, all together, Now—one—two

three

—

ship ahoy—y—y !

3t

The combined shout, uttered in unison by six pairs of
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more or less stentorian lungs, was loud enough, one would

have thought, to be heard a couple of miles off, in that

breathless calm, but it proved as ineffective as my hail.

The silence remained unbroken, save for the soft lap, lap

of the water against the boat's planking.

By the light of the lamp, still held aloft by Mason, we

gazed at one another in astonishment. What, in the name

of all that was puzzling, did it mean ? There were five

of us in that boat, namely, the three male passengers,

Wilkinson, and myself, each of whom was prepared to

assert, unequivocally, that we had seen a ship at no

great distance away— although I, for one, was still

profoundly puzzled to know how she could possibly

have got there : we had been pulling toward her for

fully ten minutes, and ought now in all reason to be

quite near her, yet we could get no reply to our hails,

no indication of her contiguity. Why, according to my
judgment, we ought to be close enough to her to hear

a man speak in anything above a whisper, near enough

to hear even a bare-footed man padding along her

deck, near enough to hear the scrape of a match by a

man lighting his pipe ! And unless her crew had sud-

denly gone fast asleep, or died, they must see the light

of our upheld hurricane lamp. The only explanation I

could think of was, that her skipper must be one of those

selfish, boorish, unfeeling wretches of whom one hears

occasionally, who are inhuman enough to refuse succour

to shipwrecked people and callously abandon them to the

mercies of the sea. If the skipper of the craft for which we
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were searching chanced to be a fellow of that kidney it

might be that, upon seeing our light, he had ordered his

crew to take no notice of it, to ignore our hails, and care-

fully to refrain from making any sounds likely to betray

their presence to us. Yet that could scarcely be it, either,

for glass-smooth though the water was, there was still

enough swell running to cause a ship to roll, though ever

so slightly, and a rolling ship meant rustling, flapping can-

vas, pattering reef-points, jerking sheets, squeaking parrals,

kicking tiller chains, creaking spars, and all those other

trifling sounds of ship-board to which one soon grows so

accustomed as to become unconscious of them, yet which

make themselves startlingly audible in a calm. Those

sounds could not be hushed at the order of a surly skipper
;

yet not one of them could we hear.

" Let us try her once more, lads/' I said. " Now, then

one—two—three

—

ship ahoy !

"

It was no good. The mystery ship simply would not

respond, do what we would

!

" Give way, men," I ordered. " Pull a dozen strokes,

and then lay in your oars and listen. We must lie close

aboard her ; and if she will not answer our hails we will

hang about where we are until we hear or see something

of her. Then we will pull alongside and insist on being

taken aboard. Whatever else she may be, she is a sailing

ship and cannot move until a breeze comes, so we are pretty

sure of her, sooner or later. We must keep a sharp look-out

all round, then if another flash of lightning comes some of

us will be certain to see her. That will do, men. Way
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enough. Lay in your oars. We will remain where we are

until daylight, at all events/'

The men laid in their oars—and sat upon them to prevent

them from rattling with the slight rocking of the boat.

Then we all sat rigid, silent, scarcely daring to draw our

breath, so intently were we listening for some errant sound

which should furnish us with a clue to the whereabouts of

the ship we were seeking, while we stared hard in different

directions into the blackness around, waiting and watching

for a glint of light, or a flash of lightning which should

reveal what we all so eagerly desired to see. But the

minutes of watching lengthened into hours, with no faintest

sound, no gleam of light, no further flash of lightning to

help us ; and when at length the pallor of a new dawn

lightened along the eastern horizon and I was once more

able to see my surroundings—for we had extinguished our

light, with the twofold object of economising oil and seeing

better in the darkness—I found the rest of the men sitting

with arms folded, fast asleep ; while as for the strange ship,

there was not a trace of her to be seen in any direction !

Was I greatly surprised ? Honestly speaking I do not

think I was. Perplexed—yes, profoundly so, for I firmly

believed that I had caught a fleeting—a very fleeting

glimpse of a ship of some sort during that small fraction

of a second when that last flash of lightning had illuminated

our surroundings, and I felt even more convinced that I

had really heard the sounds I have mentioned. Yet, on

the other hand, it may all have been a mere trick of imagina-

tion suddenly aroused by Wilkinson's cry of " Sail ho !

"

D
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But, it may be asked, why should Wilkinson have raised

that cry if no ship was there ? I think the circumstances

might easily account for that. There we were, a party of

castaways in an open boat with our thoughts naturally

dwelling continually upon the idea of rescue. If, as I

suspected, Wilkinson had fallen asleep as he sat there in

the bottom of the boat, what more natural than that he

should dream he saw a ship ? And again, if he dreamed such

a dream, what more natural than that he should shout

" Sail ho !
" and so awake himself, leaving him firmly con-

vinced that his dream had been real ? As for the rest of

us, the positive assertion of the seaman that he had sighted

a ship, coupled with his circumstantial description of her

appearance, would stimulate our imaginations, even to the

extent of preparing us to believe, presently, when the next

flash of lightning came, that we had seen her too. That

was the explanation of the mystery which Doctor Shirley-

Winthrop offered when we fell to discussing it, and it may

have been the correct one.



CHAPTER IV

Land Ho !

As soon as the day had fairly come, we took the meal which

we dignified with the name of breakfast ; and then, since

it was useless to remain where we were, Wilkinson and I

manned the oars and got the boat moving, while the stew-

ardess took a trick at the tiller, heading the boat south-west

by compass.

The weather was still very unsettled. The calm con-

tinued as unbroken as ever, but now there was a long low

swell creeping up from the southward that seemed to me
to portend a blow from that quarter. The sky was over-

cast, dark and lowering, and distant objects showed up

with startling distinctness, as was exemplified by the

clearness and sharpness of definition of the fin of a shark

sculling lazily along, which appeared at a distance of

fully two miles from us away out on our starboard beam.

The thunder and lightning had ceased hours ago, but

from the aspect of the sky I anticipated a deluge of

rain at any moment. We had discussed the problem

of the mysterious ship, and the Doctor had propounded

his own theory concerning it, after which the entire

party had subsided into a gloomy silence, in accord with

the weather,

5i
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Following upon a long spell during which not one of

the party had uttered a word, Oldroyd, who occupied

the seat next the stewardess, and who had been staring

moodily and abstractedly ahead, suddenly broke the

silence.

" Say, Massey," he exclaimed, " what in the nation does

that portend ? " As he spoke, he pointed skyward and

straight ahead.

Suspending operations for a moment, I turned on the

thwart and gazed in the direction toward which he was

pointing. I saw instantly what had attracted his

attention.

Directly ahead, and about half-way between the zenith

and the horizon, a big patch of cloud had assumed a par-

ticularly sombre hue, and was now writhing and working

as though violently agitated by some internal commotion.

At its darkest part it had developed a conical shape ending

in a sharp point, directed downward toward the surface of

the water. This sharp point, which was almost inky

black, was behaving in the "most extraordinary manner,

extending and retracting rapidly, with a curious darting

movement. At one moment, it would shrink until it was

almost lost in the body of the cloud, the next it would dart

forth again, its extremity agitated with a strange quivering

movement. And every time that it darted forward it

seemed to project nearer to the surface of the water, which,

I now observed, manifested a tendency to heap itself up

into a mound, as though to meet it.

" I cannot say for certain/' I replied, " for I have never
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before seen anything of the sort ; but it answers pretty

closely to a description I once read of the manner in which

a waterspout is formed. See there. Watch that black

tongue of vapour. Notice how it seems to be reaching

down toward the ocean, nearer and still nearer every time.

And see, too, how the surface of the water seems to heap

itself up to meet it. Do you see that ? There is now a

distinct and growing mound of water piled up under it, and

it is increasing in height every moment, while the tongue of

vapour seems to be reaching down to touch it. Yes, that

is a waterspout in the making, sure enough, and—ah ! now

the two have come together, and there is your fully-formed

waterspout. Now, it will pay to watch that fellow and

see where he is going, for we don't want him any nearer

than half a mile, and waterspouts are occasionally a bit

erratic in their movements in weather like this. Ah !

thank goodness, he is heading to the nor'ard and won't

come near us
—

"

" There is another, behind us !
" suddenly remarked the

doctor's daughter, in quite an ordinary, conversational

tone, her interest in what was happening seeming to have

caused her to forget for the moment her vast superiority

to the rest of us. And it was surprising to note how

sweet and seductive the tones of her voice could be, when

she chose.

Yes, it was as Miss Shirley-Winthrop had said. While

we had all been absorbedly watching the formation of a

waterspout some seven or eight miles ahead, another had

formed, about four miles astern, and upon glancing round
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we spotted two others close together, some six miles away.

They all appeared to be moving in the same direction,

namely northward ; and since the pair last sighted were

on our port beam, and were coming our way, we took to

our oars again, to give them a wide berth.

" There'll be a breeze after this, Mr. Massey, you'll see/'

hazarded Wilkinson. And he was right ; for when, after

about twenty minutes' heavy downpour, the rain ceased,

a fiery little breeze came piping up from the southward

which compelled us to close reef our one sail and carefully

tend the sheet to save the boat from burying herself

gunwale-under, with all hands sitting up to windward.

For the first half-hour or so we buzzed along merrily

enough, reeling off a good honest six knots per hour ; but

by the end of that time the wind had kicked up a nasty

short, vicious little sea that caught the boat on her bluff

port bow and flew over her in such drenching clouds of

spray that it became necessary not only to keep one hand

constantly baring, but also to run the boat a point or two

farther off the wind, so as to take the sea more nearly

broadside-on. But as the afternoon progressed the wind

steadily increased in strength and the sea gathered weight,

became steeper, and broke more heavily ; so that by about

four o'clock it had become dangerous to sail the boat, and

I was drenched with perspiration due to my efforts to keep

her above water. At length

" I am going to heave-to, Wilkinson," I said, " while there

is daylight to see what we are doing. Another half-hour

of this would swamp the boat. Lead the end of the painter
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aft and lash it firmly round all four of the oars, about their

middle. Then dowse the sail and heave the oars over-

board. We will use them as a floating anchor to ride

by and keep the boat head-on to the sea. Get that

done at once ; and I will then tell you what I further

want done."

It was the work of a few minutes ; and when it was

accomplished we found, to our satisfaction, that while the

drag of the oars was just sufficient to keep the boat riding

with her head to the sea, it permitted her to drive astern

almost as rapidly as though she were entirely free ; thus

the sea no longer broke heavily over her and she rode

practically dry, the canvas shelter rigged up for'ard serving

to keep a lot of water out. Our next move was to strike

the mast, secure the heel of it to the fore thwart, and rest

the head of it in a crutch formed of a pair of stretchers

lashed together and set up on the stern-sheets. The mast

thus formed a sort of ridge pole for a roof which we began

to extemporise out of the remaining portion of the boat

cover, reinforced by the sail, and when at last we had got

the whole strained taut and secured outside the gunwale

of the boat to our satisfaction, the little boat was completely

housed over with canvas, with the exception of some six

feet of her stern-sheets. Thus, by crowding together a bit

we were able to enjoy practically complete shelter from the

weather, while—more important still—the seas that broke

over the boat, later on—for it blew a whole gale that

night—were kept out of her interior, such water as leaked

through being baled.
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By the time that our preparations were completed, the

night was upon us, it was blowing heavily, a mountainous

sea was running, and I give you my word it was trying to

the nerves to stand up in the stern-sheets of that boat and

look out over the canvas cover at the great on-coming hills

of black water, towering high and threatening above us, their

crests crowned with seething, phosphorescent foam, and

to see that foaming crest leap at the boat and smother her

for half her length in a swirling welter of sea-fire as it

swept past her ! But for our good canvas roof, the boat

could not have lived half an hour after we hove her to

;

but the canvas saved us ; for although the water came

streaming through it every time a sea swept the boat, it

was only for a few seconds at a time ; and brisk baling

kept the boat free and bouyant, if not exactly dry.

It was a wretched night for us, for we were all huddled

together in the middle of the boat under our canvas pro-

tection, through which the water streamed down upon one

or another of us every time a sea broke over the boat, and

it was suffocatingly hot, while the place reeked with the

odour of paraffin oil smoke—since we were compelled to

keep the lamp burning in case its light should be needed

in an emergency. It must have been a night of terror,

too, for the passengers, and especially the women, for

the wild leaps and soarings and the giddy downward

plunges of the boat bore testimony to the height of the

sea that we were riding, while the incessant thuds of

heavy masses of water falling upon the canvas overhead

and streaming through, were eloquent of the fate that
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only that thin sheet of canvas saved us from. As for

me, I never closed my eyes for a moment all through

that night, but sat there in the stern-sheets with Wilkinson

and Dartnell coiled up at my feet, all three of us holding

ourselves ready to act at a moment's notice, as circum-

stances might require.

It was while we were huddling together under the shelter

of the canvas, breaking our fast as best we could, that we

became conscious of a sudden gleam of sunshine striking

through our sodden canvas roof ; and, hastily scrambling

from under cover, I looked abroad, to behold the cheering

spectacle of a wide rift in the sooty wrack away down on

the eastern horizon, with a portion of the disc of the sun

showing through it. As I gazed enraptured at the welcome

sight the rift continued to widen, revealing a patch of

primrose sky behind it merging into delicate blue above,

the entire body of the sun appeared, darting his cheering

beams athwart the indigo-hued, foam-crested procession of

towering mountain waves, and at the same moment I

became conscious of a moderating of the strength of the

gale. Within the next five minutes the sky had practi-

cally cleared, great patches of deep, clean blue showing

in every direction, while the tattered remnants of storm

clouds were sweeping rapidly out of sight to the nor'ard.

Every moment the seas were breaking less dangerously,

and presently a little fleet of Portuguese men-o'-war, with

their diaphanous sails spread, went driving past us. I

dipped my head beneath the canvas cover and shouted

joyously-
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" Hurrah, good people ! the gale is breaking, and before

many hours are over our heads we shall be under way

again, if all goes well."

I sat watching the boat for another half hour or so,

noting all the time that the strength of the wind was

steadily decreasing, and the seas breaking less dangerously,

then, satisfied that the crisis was past, and the peril over,

I turned the charge of the boat over to Wilkinson, who had

slept through most of the night, and, stretching myself out

on the bottom boards of the stern-sheets, instantly sank

into a state of blissful oblivion.

When they aroused me it was past noon, and everybody

was clamouring for the mid-day meal, the task of serving

out which, as well as all other meals, I had undertaken, from

the first. The moment that a hand was laid upon my
shoulder, sleep fled, but even as I opened my eyes I could

tell, by the feel of the boat, that her motions were much

less violent than they had been when I fell asleep. I

scrambled to my feet and flung a hasty glance round the

horizon. The sky was clear and clean, save for a big

patch of light, dappled cloud in the north-eastern quarter

;

the sun was darting his beams fiercely down upon us;

the sea, though still heavy, was no longer breaking

dangerously, and the colour of the water had changed

from indigo to a rich sapphire tint. The fine weather

was returning.

While serving out the food and water—the allowance of

the latter I had increased to a quart per day since the rain

had enabled us to re-fill our breakers—and during the
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progress of the meal, I narrowly watched the behaviour of

the boat and the run of the sea, and finally came to the

conclusion that if the weather continued to improve at the

same rate we might venture to get under way again before

sunset. This sanguine view was confirmed, and about

four o'clock in the afternoon I gave the order to haul

aboard and unlash the oars, and to step the mast and set

the sail. The wind had by that time decreased to such an

extent that the boat would safely carry whole canvas,

while the sea no longer broke, but there was still so heavy

a swell running that every time the boat sank into a hollow

her sail collapsed to the mast, completely becalmed under

the lea of the great liquid hill to windward, to fill again

with a sudden flap and a jerk of the sheet as we were lifted

heavenward upon its advancing slope. To sail the boat

under such conditions was rather nervous work at the

outset, for there was scarcely time for her to gather way at

each upheaval before she was becalmed in the next trough,

losing way to such an extent that she was liable to fall off

and get broadside-on to the sea to a dangerous extent ; but

after half an hour of such work I caught the trick of

humouring her through the calm spells, and then we man-

aged better, although not doing more than a couple of

knots per hour. Even the swell, however, grew steadily

less dangerous with the passage of the hours ; and by mid-

night the conditions had so improved that I felt I might

safely turn the boat over to the care of the two seamen for

the remainder of the night and secure for myself a little

more much-needed sleep.
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It seemed to me that I had barely lost consciousness

when I was aroused by the touch of a hand, and the voice

of Dartnell, the ordinary seaman, in my ear, murmuring

Mr. Massey, Mr. Massey ! rouse and bitt, sir. There's

land in sight !
' '

" Land ? " I repeated. " The dickens there is ! Where

away ? " And, rising hastily but quietly from my recum-

bent position, so that I might not disturb any of the other

sleepers, I seated myself on the thwart beside the speaker-

to find that day had broken, that it was a gloriously fine,

clear morning, with a nice brisk little breeze blowing,

rippling the surface of the ocean into a multitude of spark-

ling wavelets, and that the boat was bowling merrily along,

almost gunwale-to, over a sapphire sea heaving gently in

long, low mounds of swell that came sweeping solemnly

up from the southward.

" Where away is your land, Dartnell ? " I repeated,

peering out under the foot of the sail in the direction to-

ward which the man was pointing.

" Out there, sir, broad on our lee bow,'
1

answered Dart-

nell, in low, eager tones. " Wait till she lifts on the back

of the swell, and you'll see it—there ye are, sir. D'ye see

it ? That's land, plain enough, or I never see'd none in my
life."

" Yes, you are right, Dartnell," I replied, unconsciously

raising my voice in my excitement as, the boat lifting, I

caught a glimpse of a pale blue hummock, about three

points on our lee bow, standing out sharply defined and

clear-cut against the warm pallor of the north-western
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horizon. " That is land, sure enough. But it is a long

way off
"

J*

" Land ? " exclaimed Oldroyd, starting up, and staring

hard at me. " Did I hear you say something about land,

Massey ?

" Yes/' I replied. " It is true. There is land in sight

on the lee bow ; but still a long way off. Not far short of

-thirty miles, I should say."

" Pooh ! what does that matter, so long as it is in sight ?
"

he exclaimed, eagerly, starting to his feet. " Where is it ?

Show it me. The sight of a chunk of dry land is the thing

I most want to see in the world, just now."

I pointed it out, and then to the others, all of whom had

by this time been awakened by our excited voices ; and

then all hands began to bombard me with questions, some

wanting to know how long it would be before we could

reach it, while others wanted me to give it a name.

But I could give no satisfactory reply to either question.

As regards the first, I had to explain to them that it would

depend upon whether or not the breeze held steady. If it

did, we might hope to step ashore in another six hours-

if, upon a nearer view of the island, it should seem safe to

land there. With regard to the other question—that of

giving the island a name—I was figuratively as well as

literally " at sea ", for I had no chart to consult, while, to

be perfectly candid, with the hazy knowledge of our where-

abouts which I possessed, I had scarcely hoped to make

a landfall so soon. Then the Doctor wanted to know what

I meant by the proviso
—

" if it should seem safe to land
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there/' and I had to explain that certain of the Pacific

islands were inhabited by savages who welcomed strangers

to their shores chiefly as an addition to their larder. Old-

royd and Mason, however, quickly reminded me that they

had brought their rifles and a goodly supply of ammunition

and we soon agreed that, unless a hostile demonstration

in overwhelming force should be made upon our approach,

we would at least land and reconnoitre. Somebody re-

marked that there might be no savages ; that the island

might be uninhabited. But I felt it necessary to dis-

courage any such hope, the island in sight was too big to be

entirely without inhabitants.

Fortunately, the breeze held and the boat went buzzing

along at a merry pace, yet the time seemed long before we

felt that we had materially reduced our distance from the

island. But as the minutes sped some of us at least were

able to note those subtle changes in the appearance of the

island which marked our steady approach. Originally a

faint blue silhouette just showing clear of the horizon when

the boat lifted upon the back of a swell, it might easily have

been mistaken by a landsman for part of a cloud, of which

we lost sight every time the boat sank into the trough.

But as time passed on the outline of the silhouette grew

more sharply defined, its colour deepened from pale,

delicate blue to dove grey, it towered higher above the

horizon, and stretched for a greater length along it. Next

came a subtle change of colour, the uniform hue of dove-

grey deepening here and lightening there until the flat

surface became broken up into distinct projections and
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recessions which, in turn, became further broken up into

suggestions of hill and ravine as the all-pervading tint of

grey began to melt into varying shades of green. The next

distinct change of which we were conscious was when the

flat, silhouette appearance broke up into a perspective of

varying distances and the highest point of the island, shaggy

with vegetation, towered high enough into the sky to

remain visible even when the boat settled into the

trough.

From the moment when the island was first sighted,

I had been keeping my luff, my intention being to examine

the weather side of the island first, thus I had continued to

keep it about three points on our lee bow during the whole

time of our approach. It was while we were getting our

mid-day meal—the last, as we hoped, we should be called

upon to take in the boat—that we first became aware of

a sort of whiteness, like puffs of steam, showing at the

southern extremity of the island, which was the extremity

nearest us. These appearances occurred pretty regularly

at intervals of about ten seconds, and by the time that the

meal was over I had identified them as bursts of spray

leaping high into the air with the impact of the swell upon

the shore. As we stood on, the leap of the breakers and

the bursts of spray became clearer, while at the same time

they manifested a tendency to reach out athwart our

hawse, suggesting the idea of a reef projecting from the

southern extremity of the island. And such in truth it

proved to be, though it was not the sort of reef I had at

first supposed ; that is to say, it was not an outcrop of
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rock jutting into the sea for a few hundred yards, but was,

as we ultimately recognised, a barrier reef of coral bowing

out from the southern extremity and enclosing a spacious

lagoon on its south-western side.

Still holding my luff as closely as I dared, consistently

with the free movement of the boat through the water, we

came abreast of the southern point of the island somewhere

about two o'clock in the afternoon, a mile and a half or so

to windward of it, and for another hour and a half we

coasted along the south-western side of the island, with a

wall of white surf and diamond spray leaping into the air

at intervals of ten seconds on our lee. Then, quite sud-

denly, we sighted what we were looking for, namely, the

break in the reef which invariably occurs, giving access

to the lagoon and the shore. At the distance which we

were from it, it was only barely distinguishable as the

slightest perceptible break in the line of surf and spray, but

I knew what it was in a moment, for I had been through

just such a passage once before.

" There is the mouth of our harbour/' I cried, pointing

to it.
" A few minutes more, and we shall be through it

and in smooth water—and safety, I hope."

" Where ?
" demanded the Doctor. " You surely do

not mean that little narrow gap where the surf is not

breaking ? Why, my good fellow, this boat will never pass

through there. A swimmer, going through, could touch

both sides at the same moment with his outstretched

hands.
ft

" Yes," I said,
lt

it looks like it, I know. But you will
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find that there is width enough for a ship of the Andromeda's

size to pass through."

He was by no means reassured, however, and he presently

showed how much confidence he placed in my statement,

by calmly and openly kicking off his shoes.

We stood on as we were going, for about five minutes,

until we were right up with and opposite the opening, then

I put up the boat's helm and bow square away, bringing

the wind over the boat's starboard quarter and necessi-

tating a jib, which we safely accomplished. Now, running

practically dead before the wind, the boat slid along in

lively fashion—although she did not seem to be going as

fast as when we were close-hauled—and the gap in the

reef for which we were heading began to widen rapidly,

while the thunder of the surf momentarily grew more

deafening, until soon it was impossible to hear each other's

voices.

It was nervous work, running down before the wind,

toward that leaping, spouting, raving turmoil of surf, in

a deeply laden boat, with the swell catching her on the

starboard quarter and doing its best to twist her off her

course, and I saw more than one hand gripping the gun-

wale until the knuckles showed white through the skin
;

but, as I had assured them all, there was plenty of width

in the gap, when we came to it, and in some twenty breath-

less seconds we slid through, to find ourselves in the smooth

water of a lagoon about nine miles long, by about three and

a half wide at its broadest part, which was just abreast the

opening.

B
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The change wrought by those twenty seconds consumed

in the passage through the reef was, at least to those for

whom the experience was new, amazing. Less than a

minute before, we had been lifting and falling upon a swell

some seven or eight feet in height from ridge to trough,

while now we were sliding smoothly along over an expanse

of water the surface of which was merely wrinkled into

tiny wavelets by the soft breathing of the warm breeze.

And now, with a feeling of safety to which we had all been

strangers ever since that night when the Andromeda had

put an end to herself by cutting in halves a water-logged

derelict, we could gaze our fill and feast our eyes upon the

glorious sanctuary to which a kind Providence had guided

us.

For glorious it was, at least to the eye, whatever it

might prove to be upon a closer acquaintance. First, there

was the lagoon, an expanse of smooth water, protected by

a breakwater of Nature's own building, spacious enough,

and apparently deep enough, to form a safe anchorage for

an entire navy. And beyond it rose the island, its southern

extremity consisting of a rocky promontory some fifty feet

high springing vertically out of the sea, from which, in a

series of gentle undulations, the outline of the land swept

upward to a bald white, flat-topped peak which was the

summit of the island. To the left of the peak the land

sloped downward again until it ended in a range of low

cliffs, hidden now that we had entered the lagoon, but

which I had noted during our run in toward the break in

the reef. A long expanse of dazzling white sandy beach,
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fringed with thousands of cocoanut palms, formed the

inner margin of the lagoon, and from the inner edge of the

beach the whole island seemed to be densely covered with

vegetation, of what kind precisely we could scarcely tell as

yet, though some of it undoubtedly consisted of tall trees.

But it was the variegated hues of the vegetation that most

charmed the eye, for not only was there every conceivable

shade of green, from that scarcely distinguishable from

yellow to an olive tint that was almost black, while here

and there were patches of vivid scarlet, many gradations

of blue, crimson, mauve, pink and white. Truly it had all

the appearance of an earthly paradise, and I most earnestly

hoped that it might prove to be so indeed, for I feared that,

unless the unexpected happened in the shape of a ship

heaving in sight and taking us off, we were doomed to a

rather prolonged sojourn upon that island. It was true of

course that a ship might heave in sight at any moment,

and one of our earliest tasks would have to be the pro-

vision of means to attract her attention, but I had my
doubts as to the probability, for, according to the rough

reckoning which I had been able to keep by means of my
sextant and watch, the island was quite off the usual track

of ships, while the absence of a trader's store on the beach

was strong evidence of the truth of my suspicion that the

existence of the island was practically unknown.

The next matter for anxiety was the possible presence of

savages and the character of the reception they would

accord us. That there would be natives of some sort,

gentle or otherwise, I felt convinced ; the island was much
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too large, and apparently much too desirable in every way,

to be altogether without human inhabitants, and I directed

the two seamen, who were sitting for'ard, to keep a sharp

look-out, while doing the same myself, so far as the inter-

vening lugsail would permit. Momentarily I expected to

see a swarm of swarthy men, armed with spears and war

clubs appear upon the beach, prepared to dispute our right

to land ; but as the moments sped the beach remained

untenanted, nor could I detect any sign of canoes, or of

huts or smoke. True, inhabitants might be lying in wait

to ambush us, but the absence of canoes seemed to negative

such a supposition ; the jollyboat was too insignificant

an object to have attracted attention while we were in

the offing, and so have given the natives time to hide their

canoes ; while there were none on the beach when we

entered the lagoon.



CHAPTER V

The Island

" There is something that I don't quite understand about

this island/' I remarked to the company in general as we

continued to run in toward the beach. " It is, as you can

all see, an island of considerable size, and of great fertility,

judging from the dense growth of vegetation on it. It is

unlikely that such an island should be uninhabited, yet

I can detect no signs of any ; and the absence of such

signs makes me feel a trifle uneasy
"

" Why so ?
" demanded the Doctor. " If the island

should prove to be uninhabited, the absence of such signs

is the most natural thing imaginable, isn't it ?
"

" Assuredly," I assented. " But, the size and general

appearance are all against the idea. And if there are

inhabitants, why are they keeping out of sight, and why

have they taken pains to conceal their presence ? To me
the matter has a rather sinister appearance

"

" To me it would appear that Mr. Massey is afraid to

land, now that he has brought us here," remarked Miss

Shirley-Winthrop to the circumambient air.

" You have hit it exactly," I returned. " I certainly

am a bit afraid of what would happen to you and Miss

Stroud if, upon landing, our party were to be attacked and

69
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overpowered by a strong body of savages and all of us

men slain. I am therefore going to take every reasonable

precaution before I permit anybody to set foot ashore.

I will examine every yard of that beach for sign of savages,

if it occupies me until sundown to do it !

"

The young lady turned paler when I hinted at the fate

which might be hers, should she fall alive into the hands

of savages, but she wrinkled her pretty nose into an expres-

sion of disdain and forbore to answer me.

" Lay aft here, Wilkinson, and take the tiller," I ordered.

Then, as the man obeyed and seated himself on the thwart

which I had vacated, grasping the tiller with his left hand

and holding the sheet in his right/' I continued
—

" Luff,

and head the boat for the beach at the southern extremity

of the bay. I will begin my examination there."

Leaving the seaman to handle the boat, I stepped over
ft

the thwart to where my bag was stored, and extracted from

it my telescope, which I had been thoughtful enough to

bring with me. Roughly focussing it, I brought it to bear

upon the beach, and was gratified to find that, even at our

then distance—about a mile and a half—I was able to

discern such small objects as cocoanuts which had fallen

ripe from the trees or been shaken down by the wind.

" Excellent !
" thought I. " By the time that we have

arrived within a quarter of a mile of that sand there will

not be so much as a human footprint upon it that this good

telescope will not reveal."

During the boat's run to the southern extremity of the

lagoon I carefully searched the beach, the shore adjoining
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it, especially the patches of grass land that occurred here

and there between the growth of trees and scrub, and every

gully and ravine that opened up during our progress, but

never a sign of human presence could I discover ; no, not

even after, upon running right to the southern end of the

lagoon, we hove about and stood to the northward and

westward, skirting the beach at a distance of a scant

quarter of a mile. At that distance the beach held no

secrets from my telescope, there was not so much as a

shred of dry weed stirred by the wind that escaped my
ken ; had there been human or other footprints, I must

have detected them—indeed I did detect many footprints

of the gulls and other web-footed birds that wheeled and

screamed about us and overhead—but none of human

origin did I see ; nor did my searching gaze find any

track of canoes hauled up on or launched from the beach.

The only discovery made during my inspection of that

ten-mile length of beach was that it overlay a fringing

reef of coral about half a mile wide over which the

average depth of water was only about seven feet. This

reef, by the way, imparted to the water which covered

it a light blue tint, as though the water were diluted

with milk, which exactly marked the boundary and extent

of the reef.

I have forgotten one other important discovery we
F

made, and that was that, about two miles from the north-

western end of the lagoon we saw a little brook winding its

way down the hillside to the beach ; and after I had com-

pleted my inspection, we returned to this spot, landed,
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and, finding everything favourable, decided to camp there,

at least for the night.

The day was by this time so far advanced that the sun

was within a span of the western horizon when at length

the boat gently grounded on the beach and all but the

Doctor sprang out to help the women-folk ashore. As

usual, Miss Anthea showed her contempt for the rest of

us by choosing Dartnell, the ordinary seaman, to carry her

the yard or two required to save her feet from getting wet,

but the stewardess chose the first who came to hand, which

happened to be myself. There was not much to be done ;

a few minutes sufficed for the transfer of our belongings

from the boat to the spot selected for our camp, after which

we hauled the boat as high up on the beach as we could

induce her to go, secured her by her painter to an oar thrust

deep into the sand ; and then, while Wilkinson, Dartnell

and I went to work to rig up a tent for the two girls, Old-

royd and Mason went off collecting fallen cocoanuts, the

stewardess meanwhile collecting dry brushwood and making

a fire.

By the time that the tent was rigged up to my satisfac-

tion, tea was ready, and we all sat down round the fire

which, the night having fallen, was our only source of light-

and thoroughly enjoyed the first hot meal since the aban-

donment of the Andromeda. We had tea—made in an

empty biscuit tin—hot soup, tinned beef, biscuits, of

course, and finished up with cocoanuts, of which an abun-

dant supply had been found close at hand. At the con-

clusion of the meal, the two girls retired to their tent for
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the night, while those of us who were smokers indulged in

a few carefully husbanded whiffs during our discussion of

plans for the immediate future. The discussion, however,

was not very animated, for the welcome change from our

cramped quarters in the boat to the spaciousness and

luxurious softness of the greensward upon which we had

pitched our camp, and the fact that for nine nights our rest

had been much broken united to woo us to rest. Therefore,

after unanimously deciding that the first thing to be done

was to explore the island and settle the vexed question of

inhabitants or no inhabitants, and arranging the order in

which the night watches were to be kept, we men curled up

in the long grass and surrendered ourselves to the oblivion

of sleep.

It had been decided by the others that since I had

been the chief sufferer from broken rest, mine should be

the final watch, from four o'clock to six in the morning

the Doctor being absolved from duty of that kind upon

the ground of ill-health, the boat voyage having told

upon him pretty severely—and accordingly I slept soundly

until I was called by Dartnell, who stood the watch

preceding mine.

As, rubbing the sleep out of my eyes, I rose to my feet,

in obedience to the seaman's call, I shivered, for the air

was at that moment comparatively cool, while the fire had

been permitted to burn itself out hours before. Taking the

loaded rifle with which the watchers had been armed, and

which had been transferred from one to the other with the

change of watches, and receiving Dartnell's report that
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nothing of a disquieting character had occurred during his

watch, I left the little group of sleepers and proceeded to

the spot which had been chosen overnight as the most

suitable post for a sentinel, taking my stand close to the

trunk and in the deep shadow of a wide-spreading tree.

It was very dark there, but in the course of a few minutes

my eyes became accustomed to the obscurity and I was then

able to see that the open spaces were flooded with the soft

radiance of the star-studded sky, affording light enough

for a keen-sighted person to detect at a considerable dis-

tance the presence of any moving thing of sufficient stature

to show above the surface of the long grass. The only

movement visible, however, was that of the wind ripples

sweeping in orderly procession over the open grassy glades

and the swaying of the foliage in the gentle breeze, while

the only sounds were the soft whispering rustle of that same

foliage, the tinkling murmur of the wavelets on the margin

of the beach, and the low, continuous thunder, subdued by

distance, of the breakers upon the barrier reef. Sight and

sounds alike seemed but to emphasize the stillness and

apparent security of the hour, and to tend toward a sooth-

ing and somnolent state of mind and body which I might

have found irresistible but for the conviction which ob-

sessed me that this lovely island must almost of necessity

harbour other inhabitants than ourselves—inhabitants,

maybe, as crafty and ferociously savage as those known to

occupy certain of the islands at no very great distance from

us. The minutes passed : no sight or sound occurred to

stir one to greater alertnesss ; and at length a faint pallor
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of the sky spreading rapidly upward above the undulating

outline of the tree-clad ridges to the eastward, apprised me
that another day, with its comparative immunity from

danger, was dawning. My watch was over and, shouldering

the rifle, I emerged from the shadow of the tree where I

had spent the last two hours, and made my way through

the long, dew-sodden grass to the spot where our camp was

pitched.

As I did so I saw the two seamen, Wilkinson and Dart-

nell, rise and stretch their arms above their heads, yawn

portentiously, and scramble to their feet, staring about

them as though scarcely realizing as yet their whereabouts,

their example being almost immediately followed by the

Americans, Oldroyd and Mason. Then, as I joined the

party, exchanging " Good mornings " with them and

handing over the rifle to its owner, Miss Stroud, the stew-

ardess, emerged from the tent, looking fresh and bright as

the morning itself, and smilingly greeted us. In answer to

our enquiries she informed us that she had enjoyed the

most delicious night's rest within her experience, and that

Miss Shirley-Winthrop was still fast asleep. By this time

the Doctor, awakened by our voices, was also on his feet,

and my announcement that I intended to indulge in a

swim in the lagoon was greeted with acclamation and the

statement that all the males of the party would join me.

Dartnell was the only man who at all hung fire ; he was

a little dubious, suggesting the possible presence of sharks

in the lagoon ; but upon my reminding him of the narrow-

ness of the passage through the reef, the swirling turmoil
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of waters that perpetually raged there, and the known

aversion of sharks to pass such a barrier, his hesitation

vanished and he briefly announced that he would accom-

pany us " and chance it."

We thoroughly enjoyed our swim, diving and sporting

in the tepid waters for a good half-hour with all the aban-

don of schoolboys, finally scrubbing our bodies with the

fine white sand, in lieu of soap, and rinsing them off with

another plunge. Then I declared my intention to try for

a few fish for breakfast, the jollyboat being fitted with

a locker in which I had previously found four fishing lines

with hooks and sinkers complete, the hooks, moreover,

furnished with shreds of dry, shrivelled bait. Accordingly

we launched the boat, and, Wilkinson and Dartnell accom-

panying me, went out to the edge of the fringing reef,

which I thought a rather promising spot for sport, while the

Doctor and his two fellow-countrymen plunged into the

woods, intent upon finding fruit. Both expeditions were

successful, half an hour's fishing resulting in the acquisition

of four large rock cod and seventeen smaller fish, several of

which bore a striking resemblance to red mullet, while a

brace of them were gorgeously coloured with all the tints

of the rainbow. As for the Doctor and his party, they had

discovered bread fruit, loquats, custard apples, and several

other varieties of fruit, some of which while exceedingly

tempting in appearance were unknown to any of us and

were consequently regarded with suspicion and therefore

let alone. But, apart from these last, the " red mullet "

as we agreed to call them—the bread fruit, roasted in the
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ashes of the fire, and the custard apples, with tea, furnished

forth such a luxurious feast that all fears of possible starva-

tion vanished, while the humble cocoanut at once became

a drug on the market, useful enough perhaps as a thirst-

quencher but otherwise of little value.

" You look different men already," announced Miss

Stroud, as we drew toward the conclusion of our meal.

" Probably your bath this morning has had a good deal to

do with the improvement in your appearance. I envied

you all as I watched you sporting in the distance. I love
1

swimming, but the beach is so open that there is no sense

of privacy. However, if you men are all going off explor-

ing to-day, as your conversation seems to suggest, perhaps

Miss Shirley-Winthrop and I may muster up courage

enough to indulge in a swim when you are all gone."

" But we are not all going," I returned. " Do you

suppose we should for a moment dream of going away

and leaving you two girls—to say nothing of the camp

—

entirely unprotected ? Certainly not !

"

" Oh, what a disappointment !
" exclaimed Miss Anthea.

" The stewardess—Miss Stroud, I mean—and I have been

talking about it, and I had set my heart upon a swim."

" Then you shall certainly have it, if the matter can be

compassed satisfactorily to yourselves," I said. " While

we were fishing I noticed what I thought might prove to be

a small cove at the northern end of the lagoon, suitable

perhaps as a good hiding place for our boat—which I have

no fancy for leaving on the open beach exposed to the

possible gaze of enemies. It may also prove to be an
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excellent bathing-place for you ladies, affording you

complete privacy. It is only about a mile from here.

I will go at once, look at the place, and report upon it

when I return."

" May I go with you ?
" asked Miss Stroud. " I

have nothing else to do, and I am longing for a good

walk."

" Assuredly," I said. And, borrowing one of the rifles,

we set off without more ado. I thought Miss Anthea re-

garded us rather wistfully as we started, but she said

nothing ; and she had been so consistently insolent to me

from the first that I did not feel like inviting her to accom-

pany us, and so perchance affording her an opening for

further rudeness.

I enjoyed that walk amazingly, and was almost sorry

when, in about twenty minutes, we reached the spot for

which I was aiming. It was situated at the extreme

northern end of the lagoon and, as I had more than sus-

pected, was a small, rocky cove, nearly circular in shape,

about one hundred fathoms across, with deep, clear, trans-

parent water everywhere right up to the rocks. There was

a level, rocky shelf, about six inches above the water's

surface, and about ten yards long, which would afford a

splendid diving platform ; and the whole place was so

artfully concealed by Nature that it would afford an ad-

mirable harbour for the boat, while as a perfectly private

and secluded bathing place it was ideal.

" Here is your salt-water bath, ready-made for you by

beneficent Nature ; and I doubt very much whether human
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ingenuity could improve it," I said. " What do you think

of it ?
"

" It is simply perfect/* was the answer. " I am sure

Miss Shirley-Winthrop will be delighted with it. But it is

rather a long way from the camp, isn't it ? Do you think

it will be safe for us to come so far, unprotected ?
'

'

" It will be, of course, provided there are no savages on

the island," I replied. " But until that question is settled,

I am afraid you will have to put up with a protector. It

will be a nice little easy job for the Doctor. But don't

stay in too long and get chilled. This cove is so situated

that the sun only looks down into it for a short time each

day and the water is cool."

My companion promised circumspection, and, having

completed our survey, we left the cove and were soon back

in camp, where we found everything much as we had left

it, except that Miss Anthea had developed a fit of ill-temper

again, and at first flatly refused to accompany Miss Stroud

on her bathing expedition. She relented, however, though

somewhat sulkily, by the time that the boat was ready,

and made one of the party ; but it seemed that, as usual

I was, in some unaccountable way, the cause of her ill-

humour, for she simply ignored me when I addressed a

chance remark to her, while she almost snapped Miss

Stroud's head off when the latter tried to engage her in

conversation.

Arrived at the cove, we moored the boat in a secure

spot ; after which the two seamen and I set out upon our

walk back, leaving the two girls to enjoy their swim, while
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the Doctor, armed with one of the rifles, mounted guard

on the beach outside the cove.

It had been arranged that Oldroyd, Mason and I should

devote the day to a preliminary exploration of the island,

to be followed at an early date by one more thorough

and detailed ; our object being to gain in the first instance

merely a general idea of the extent and principal features

of our new home upon which to found a plan for a compre-

hensive survey, and it was agreed that, in order to carry

out this first arrangement, the proper course to pursue

would be to make our way to the summit of the peak,

from which we expected to obtain a clear view of the whole

of the island. In pursuance of this plan, the two Americans

had employed the time of my absence in carefully over-

hauling their combined armoury, which consisted of six

excellent rifles and two double-barrelled shot guns, cleaning

them, oiling their mechanism, and generally preparing them

for service, and they were just putting the finishing touches

to this labour of love when I reached the camp ; there

remained, therefore, nothing to be done but for me to get

my telescope, don the bandolier of cartridges and shoulder

the rifle which they placed at my service, and for us to set

out.

It was about nine o'clock in the morning when we made

a start, and as we estimated the summit of the peak to be

about three miles distant we calculated that we ought to

reach our destination in about two hours, allowing for the

fact that we had a stiff climb before us. Our outfit for the

occasion consisted of my telescope, a pocket compass
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belonging to Mason, a shot gun, carried by the latter, the

two rifles with which Oldroyd and I were armed, and a few

biscuits in our pockets. We made no provision for the

quenching of our thirst, trusting to luck that we should

find water somewhere on our way.

At the spot where our camp was pitched, the trees stood

pretty widely apart, with little or no under-growth, the

chief impediment to rapid progress therefore, at least at

the outset of our journey, consisted of the long, tangled

grass, through which we found some little difficulty in

forcing our way. We began our journey by closely follow-

ing the right bank of the brook by the side of which we

had pitched our camp, and for the first half-mile or so we

made fairly satisfactory progress without encountering

serious difficulties, our walk being rendered interesting

by the variety and beauty, both in form and colouring,

of the foliage of the trees, shrubs and plants which we

encountered.

The brilliant and beautiful hues of the foliage and flowers

that everywhere met our gaze were not the only objects to

charm the eye. Here and there, at pretty frequent inter-

vals, we came upon fruit-bearing trees and bushes in great

variety, a few of which were familiar to one or another of

us, but many of which none of us were able to recognise.

There were, among others, the bread fruit tree in rich

abundance, the loquat, the custard apple, a small orange

almost identical with the mandarin, a small but very

delicious purple grape, a fruit almost identical with the nec-

tarine but much finer, the alligator pear, and the mango. We
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sampled some of the varieties as we went along, and found

them admirable as thirst-quenchers, particularly the

grapes and oranges, and we filled our pockets with the latter

as a stand-by in case we should fail to find water—a pre-

caution for which we thanked our stars before the day was

over.

The vegetable world, however, by no means absorbed

our exclusive attention, nor did it claim our exclusive

admiration ; the woods were alive with birds, many vari-

eties of which were of the most brilliant plumage imagin-

able. Lizards were the only four-footed creatures we

encountered, and there were no snakes, so far as we could

see.

As I have already remarked, for the first half-mile of our

journey the only obstacle we encountered was that caused

by the long, tangled grass, through which at times it was

a little difficult to force our way. But at the end of that

half-mile we found the trees suddenly becoming set much

closer together, while between them the grass gave way

to a thick undergrowth of parasitic scrub which speedily

became so dense that it was impossible for us to force our

way through, unless we chose to hack a passage with our

knives. We tried this, but the lianas proved to be so

strong and tough that we had to abandon the attempt,

for the two-fold reason that we feared we should break our

blades and because we recognised that, even if we escaped

that misfortune, it would cost us days, instead of hours, of

labour to reach the peak. We therefore retraced our steps a

few yards, until we reached the brook, up the rocky bed of
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which we made our way with comparative ease. But it

was fearfully hot work ; for we were hemmed in on either

hand by steep banks, the sides of which we could reach

with our outstretched hands, while overhead the foliage

arched us in, screening us from the sun's rays, it is true,

but also shutting out the breeze, so that we seemed to be

toiling and scrambling up an ever-winding course in the

atmosphere of an oven, heavily charged with the all-

pervading odour of rank, and sometimes decaying, vege-

tation.

After more than two hours' strenuous labour, we emerged,

drenched with perspiration, from the intricacies of the wood

to find ourselves in a vast open space, devoid of every

vestige of vegetation, in the midst of which rose the flat-

topped cone forming the summit of the peak. The ground

was black rock, the surface shaped into curious folds and

creases, giving one the impression that it had once been a

thick liquid which had congealed in the act of flowing.

And such an impression pretty nearly hit the mark, for

Oldroyd, who generally knew what he was talking about,

pronounced the rock to be lava, and the cone before us

the crater of the volcano—extinct for ages, if one might

judge by appearances. The bare lava extended sloping

upward, for about a quarter of a mile, and then we came

to a bed of scoriae forming the sides of the cone. These

scoriae consisted mostly of masses of once incandescent

rock that had been vomited forth by the volcano, mingled

with pumice-stone and ashes. They formed a steep

slope, and we soon discovered that they stood so insecurely
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that any attempt to climb the slope must be accompanied

by great risk ; for it was evident that the displacing of a

single fragment might produce a veritable avalanche of

dibris ; indeed the whole hillside seemed to be alive, falls

of greater or lesser magnitude taking place at frequent

intervals. Walking round the base of the cone, however,

and keeping at a respectful distance from it, to avoid

injury from a sudden fall, we at length found a spot where

all the loose debris seemed to have come down, leaving the

rock of the cone bare. The surface of the bared rock was

very steep and smooth, but there were, nevertheless, pro-

jections enough here and there to render it climbable, we

thought, and after considering it awhile we determined at

least to make the attempt. We proceeded to clamber over

the mound of fallen debris which lay at the foot of the

slope—itself a task of considerable difficulty involving

frequent risks of a sprained ankle, not to say a broken limb

and after an arduous climb which consumed more than

an hour, we found ourselves triumphantly occupying the

summit.

The cone proved to be, indeed, as Oldroyd had asserted,

the crater of a volcano ; and a ghastly looking place it was.

Its interior was, roughly, oval in shape, about a mile and

three quarters long by about half a mile wide. The flat,

encircling crest upon which we stood averaged perhaps

thirty yards in width, though there were places where it
m

shrank to a tenth of that. Its surface was, in places, very

crumbly and treacherous, so much so that at one spot

Mason, who was rather a venturesome beggar, narrowly
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escaped being precipitated to the bottom of the interior-

down into which he was gazing—through the soil crumbling

away beneath his feet. That interior was at least two

hundred feet deep, with smooth, precipitous walls, and had

he gone down, nothing could have saved him.

However, we were not up there to gaze into the crater

of an extinct volcano, but to get some idea of the general

characteristics of our island kingdom, which we proceeded

to survey.

We were at this time standing on the south rim of the

crater ; and the whole of the southern part of the island

was open to our view. It had been a whim of mine to

make of my telescope a sort of range-finder by focussing

it accurately upon various objects at different known dis-

tances, and then to scratch those distances on the slide,

and I now—as often aforetime—found my scale of distances

useful. I discovered that the southern extremity of the

island was just ten and a quarter miles from where I stood,

while the eastern side was four and three-quarter miles,

and the western side exactly six miles away. There was

not very much to see on this southern side of the island,

except that the land undulated gently upward everywhere

toward the peak. The lagoon was of course the principal

object in the picture, and a magnificent expanse of water

it looked from that height, the whole of it being in sight.
e

But I could find no sign or trace of inhabitants to the south-

ward, though I scanned every bit of it in search of smoke ;

nor could I descry even so much as the loom of land any-

where along the southern half of the horizon.
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Our inspection of the southern part being complete, we

walked round the rim of the crater to take a peep at the

northern part, and here we found considerably more to

occupy our attention.

In the first place we immediately noticed that at the

north-western extremity—distant exactly ten and a half

miles—there was another lagoon, much smaller than the

southern one, being about three and a half miles long by

about a mile and a half wide. Unfortunately, the inequali-

ties of the ground shut out our view of the greater part

of the beach, but I saw no canoes on that portion of it which

was visible, nor were any to be seen on the lagoon ; yet

I felt convinced that if indeed there were savages on the

island, that lagoon would be the place at which to look for

them. With the help of my telescope I searched the

neighbourhood of the second lagoon for smoke, indicating

the presence of natives, and once or twice I almost believed

I could detect such signs ; but the wavering of the air, due

to rarefaction, was so great that I could not be at all sure ;

and when my companions in turn, using the telescope,

examined the spot, they could not find such appearances

as I described.



CHAPTER VI

The Mysterious Tower

The existence of a second lagoon was not the only dis-

covery which we made that day.

Looking down upon that portion of the island which lay

to the northward and north-westward of the crater, our

gaze was arrested by the appearance of a sheet of water

a lake, in fact—the nearer extremity of which, according

to the scale of distances scratched upon the draw tube of

my telescope, was just two milea and a quarter from the

spot upon which I stood. This lake was an irregular

oblong in shape, its trend being in a north-westerly direc-

tion, and I made its length to be, as nearly as might be,

two miles, with an extreme width of about a mile and a

quarter. It appeared to have no beach, properly speaking,

the only semblance of such a thing being a narrow strip of

bare soil, here and there, which I estimated could not be

more than a couple of yards wide, while, generally speaking,

the margin, thickly clad with vegetation, sloped quite

steeply down to the water's edge, from which I deduced

that the lake would probably be fairly deep. Oldroyd

87
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suggested the idea that it might have been at one time a

subsidiary crater to that upon the lip of which we were

then standing ; but I rather doubted this, as the telescope

revealed no signs of lava or scorias anywhere near it. There

seemed to be no outlet or overflow of any kind for its

waters, so far as we could see ; on the other hand we caught

glimpses, here and there, of a small stream, the general

trend of which seemed to suggest that it probably dis-

charged into the lake.

It was while Mason was scrutinising the country generally

through my telescope that the second and most important

discovery of the day was made.

Dropping the instrument from his eye suddenly and

turning to me in some excitement, he remarked-

" Say, Massey, you see that lake ? Well, I want you to

look down the slope towards it and concentrate your gaze

upon a point about half-way between here and the near

end of the lake, and then tell me if you see anything at all

remarkable/'

I looked in the direction indicated, and presently caught

a glimpse of something that caused me to rub my eyes and

stare in amazement.

" Yes," I said, " I see something that looks very much

like—but no, of course it cannot possibly be. Let me have

the glass for a second or two, please/'

Mason handed over the instrument, and there, quite

clearly, sharply, and unmistakably defined by the lenses,

I caught the object to which my attention had been

directed. Rising just clear of the tops of the trees by which
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it appeared to be hemmed in was a circular mass of masonry

of perhaps some twenty feet in diameter. Only a short

length of about four feet of the structure revealed itself,

but, viewed through the telescope, there could be no doubt

as to its character ; it was, beyond all question, the time-

worn and dilapidated summit of a circular tower, for not

only was the regularity of its shape clearly revealed but

I could even distinguish the irregular forms of some of the

larger stones of which it was built. That it was a structure

of some antiquity was suggested by the fact that tufts of

grass and small bushes showed here and there growing

from the joints of the masonry.

" Well, I'll be shot if this isn't the limit !
" I exclaimed.

" An old but well-built masonry tower, in the middle of an

uncharted Pacific island ! What next, I wonder !

"

" Here, go slow ! What is that you say ? " cut in Old-

royd, who had been regarding Mason and myself with

amazement. " Masonry tower—your grandmother ! Let

me have a look/
1

" Ay," said I, as I handed him the telescope. " Look

for yourself, and welcome. And if, after you have looked,

you don't agree with me, I'll give you leave to kick me into

this crater."

Oldroyd took the instrument and stared long and

steadily through it. He handed back the glass, saying

quietly-

" I guess you've won, Massey. The stakes are yours.

The thing is undoubtedly a masonry structure of some

sort, and certainly looks like the top of a tower. But
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how in the nation did it get there, and who built it ?

That's what gets me ! Not savages, I dare swear ; the

workmanship appears to be too good for that. And,

if not savages, who, then ? Let's go down and have a

near look at it."

" Ay ; let's," returned Mason. And forthwith the pair

turned to walk round the lip of the crater toward the spot

where we had made our ascent.

" Stop a bit, you two," I remonstrated ;
" not quite so

fast, if you please. The ascent of this cone is rather too

stiff a job to be lightly undertaken a second time ; and

while I am here, with the whole island spread out before

me, I intend to make a map of our domain. The oppor-

tunity is too good to be wasted. I shall not be long.

There is not very much to sketch, and half an hour will

about see me through."

In general shape the island roughly represented a

scalene triangle with somewhat bulging, slightly in-

dented sides. The trend of a line drawn from its

southern to its north-western extremity—these points

forming two of its three angles—was N.W. by N., the

distance along that line between the two points being,

as I subsequently ascertained, exactly twenty and a

half miles. The two lagoons and the lake, with the

peaks, formed the only prominent features of the island,

the southern lagoon— our lagoon, as we soon came to

call it, being the most prominent feature of all, apart

from the peak. The peak formed, approximately, the

centre of the island ; the lake lay to the north-west of
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it—and the mysterious tower stood about midway between

the peak and the lake.

Slightly within the half hour which I had allowed myse f

for the task, my map was finished, saving for such additions

as might result from future discoveries ; and then arose

the question of how best to make our way to the tower.

It was already after two o'clock in the afternoon, which

left us a scant four hours in which to reach our destination

and return to camp before dark ; and after some debate

we arrived at the conclusion—a wise one, I think—that the

time was too short, and that the expedition had better be

deferred until the morrow.

This settled, we made a start upon our return to camp,

after I had satisfied myself that there was no land visible

in any direction from the peak.

We [reached the camp about half an hour before

sunset, to learn that its occupants were beginning to

feel a trifle uneasy at our prolonged absence; indeed,

at the moment of our arrival the menfolk had just

started a discussion as to the desirability of instituting

a search party for us. To speak more correctly, it was

the Doctor who broached the subject to the two sea-

men ; but the latter were all for leaving us to find

our own way back, which they were sure we should do

unaided.

Everybody was anxious to hear a full and detailed

account of our day's wanderings, and our adventures, if

any ; but, hot and unusually fatigued, we felt that a swim

in the sea before dinner was a necessity, we therefore
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hurried down to the beach, and in a few minutes

were disporting ourselves in the calm waters of the

lagoon. And it was as we reached the beach, prior

to our plunge into the sea, that we experienced a

pleasant little surprise ; for there, partially hauled

up on the sand, we saw a serviceable, well-made raft

of bamboo, which the two seamen of the party,

Wilkinson and Dartnell, had amused themselves by con-

structing during the day. The raft was some sixteen

feet long by about eight feet wide, and consisted of a sort

of mat of bamboo, firmly and ingeniously lashed together

with long, tough, pliant " monkey-rope " or lianas, of

which there was an abundance in the woods, close at

hand. Furthermore, ihe raft was fitted with a pair of

paddles, also ingeniously constructed of bamboo ; and

although the contraption sagged so much in the middle

when she was manned by a crew of two persons that the

twain had to sit in some four inches of water, she

would serve admirably for fishing from, which was what

her designers intended her for ; thus obviating the

necessity for continually withdrawing our boat from her

place of concealment.

Our dinner, that night, was a feast of Lucullus

compared with what our fare had been during the boat

voyage ; for we had oysters, discovered and gathered

by the two girls in the boat creek while bathing, cray-

fish from the same source, " red mullet," caught by the

seamen while making an experimental trip on their raft,

roasted bread fruit, bananas fried in the lid of a biscuit
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tin, and a sumptuous dessert of fruit, the whole washed

down with tea !

The principal topic of conversation, both during the

dinner and afterwards was, naturally, our day's exploration

and the discoveries we had made. And, also naturally, the

discovery which excited the greatest amount of interest

was that of the mysterious round tower. The announce-

ment was received with more than a shade of incredulity

but when we had succeeded in convincing our audience

that the structure undoubtedly existed, their interest and

enthusiasm—particularly that of the Doctor—knew no

bounds. He insisted that a pilgrimage to the tower must,

without fail, be made on the morrow.

" I should not be surprised/' he said, " if this tower were

to afford proof that, ages ago, long before Christopher

Columbus was born or thought of, certain groups of these

Pacific islands were occupied by a race of people possessed

of an intellect, a refinement, and a civilization falling not

far short of that which we Americans enjoy to-day."

This expression of opinion was sufficient to stimulate

our curiosity and enthusiasm, and it was there and then

resolved that on the following morning, immediately after

breakfast, the entire party should set out for the tower,

with the object of subjecting it to an exhaustive examina-

tion, even if such examination should entail the sojourn
r

of the expedition at the building for two or three days, or

even a week.

We had no anxieties concerning provisions or water, for

we had already assured ourselves that the forest abounded
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with nutritious fruits, to say nothing of vast flocks of

pigeons, while as for water, we had seen a brook flowing

down the hillside and pursuing a course which promised

to carry it not very far from the spot occupied by

the tower, we therefore decided to travel light, carrying

with us nothing but a little tea, a can or two of con-

densed milk, our rather primitive cooking utensils, our

small stock of crockery, and of course our weapons and

ammunition.

Then arose the question of the route to be taken. My
sketch map was produced and studied, but naturally it

helped us little or nothing. All it showed was that the

route which we had that day followed, namely, up the bed

of the brook was, although rough and toilsome generally

speaking, in the right direction, while experience had taught

us that to cut a path through the forest must be the work

of days, if not of weeks ; no great amount of argument,

therefore, was needed to convince us that the brook route,

rough and toilsome as it might be, was the only one to

follow, at least until a better one should be found.

With the knowledge of the impassable character of the

forest, which we had already gained, fresh in our minds,

we decided that the maintenance of a night watch over the

camp was unnecessary ; and accordingly at about nine

o'clock, by which time our fire had died down to a heap of

glowing ashes, we all turned in to get a good night's rest

preparatory to the toil of the next day.

I was the first of the party to wake ; and I lost no time

in arousing the others.
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Within half an hour after breakfast, we had packed our

baggage, such as it was, divided it up among the males

of the party, and were ready to start. My share consisted

of one of Oldroyd's rifles, a full bandolier of cartridges, a

tin of condensed milk in one pocket, and a packet of tea in

the other. Oldroyd acted as pilot, leading the way,

followed by the Doctor, who in his turn was followed by

Mason, who had undertaken to look after Miss Stroud, or

Lucy, as she insisted we should call her. I followed Lucy,

and preceded Miss Anthea, who by some incomprehensible

whim had chosen me, of all the party, to help her over the

difficulties of the way ! The rear was brought up by the

two seamen, who carried between them our few pots and

pans, and the boat's sail, to be utilised as a tent for the

two girls.

Travelling at a moderate pace, for the sake of the girls,

we reached the lava bed surrounding the crater shortly

after noon, and at once availed ourselves of the period of

rest which we felt to be our due, to take luncheon. Miss

Shirley-Winthrop seated herself beside me at the com-

mencement of the meal, quite as a matter of course, and

accepted my little courteous attentions equally as a

matter of course, with a charming air of appreciation that

caused me to ask myself more than once whether I was

really awake. She joined fully in the conversation, for

the first time since we had known her, and that, too,

so vivaciously and naturally that even her own father

stared at her, while her changed attitude acted upon us

all like a stimulant.
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We took our time over the meal, for the mysterious

tower was our goal, for that day at least, and as our road

lay all down-hill, we knew that we should soon reach our

journey's end. But when we had rested for about an

hour and a half the Doctor began to manifest signs of

impatience; we therefore rose to our feet and, making

our way over the lava bed, worked round to the northern

side of the cone, from which a fine view of the whole

of the north side of the island was to be obtained.

The summit of the tower, however, was not visible,

our elevation being just insufficient to reveal it above

the tops of the trees. The lake, of which we caught a

partial glimpse, was a good guide, as was also the

stream flowing into it, the source of which we found

without difficulty.

We at the same time also found out something else,

which was that the forest on the north side of the cone was

more open than that on the southern half of the island.

For some inexplicable reason the trees grew less thickly

together, while the underscrub grew only in isolated patches,

so that it was easy to make our way through the timber

without having to follow the rough, boulder-strewn bed

of the stream. We were thus able to proceed with com-

parative rapidity, for where no scrub occurred the soil was

covered with long grass, though of a fresher, greener, less

tangled kind than that on the south side of the hill. Yet,

although the going was easy, my companion of the morning

still kept to my side, making free use of the support of my
arm, and maintaining a continuous prattle upon the many
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strange and wonderful things which we saw in the course

of our march.

And certainly we all began to feel that only now, since

we had crossed the spurs of the mountain dividing the

island into two nearly equal parts, were we beginning to

learn what a wonderful place was our new domain. The

more open, park-like character of the forest enabled us to

see that the trees and shrubs of which it consisted com-

prised an immense variety of trees, some of which—the

ceibas—were of enormous size, while the Doctor, who was

something of a botanist, pointed out others which he

assured us yielded timber of the utmost value to the cabinet

maker. Fruit trees also were abundant, while the orchids

were perfectly wonderful. Birds, too, seemed to be in

greater variety here on the north side of the island, for we

now saw, for the first time, great flocks of white parrakeets

;

also several specimens of that curious bird, the hornbill.

Lizards of several varieties were common, and we now

found that they were not the only four-footed creatures

on the island, for we saw several specimens of a creature

not unlike a squirrel, but rather larger, the fore and hind

legs of which on either side were connected by an extension

of the skin which enabled them to convert themselves into

miniature aeroplanes and to accomplish the most amazing

leaps from tree to tree. The Doctor pronounced them to

be flying foxes, though he was careful to explain that they

did not actually fly, but merely—to borrow an airman's

expression—vol-planed through the air. Last, though by

no means least, we found that this part of the forest was
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the favourite habitat of many varieties of butterflies,

some of which were the most beautiful things I ever beheld,

while others were chiefly remarkable for their size, one

specimen having a spread of wing of a full foot, as I sub-

sequently ascertained.

Although we did not actually use the bed of the brook

as a pathway, we took the stream itself as our guide,

following its course as closely as the nature of the ground

would permit. Our rate of progress was slow, for we

frequently paused to admire the exquisite beauty of some

butterfly, poised with out-spread wings upon a flower, the

nectar of which perchance it was sipping, or to gaze in

wonder upon the amazing leaps of the flying foxes, and

once to rescue a beautiful little sunbird from the meshes

of a tough and huge spider's web, the owner of which had

a black, hairy body as big as a thrush's egg, a pair of eyes

that gleamed like red-hot coals, and a most villainously

combative temper, for no sooner did I begin to free the

unhappy sunbird from the toils of the web in which it had

become entangled than the black brute came charging

along the web, the hairs of his body bristling and his eyes

blazing with fury, and he would certainly have

attacked my hands had I not struck him to the ground

and crushed him beneath my boot.

But at length, after a delightful saunter of about an

hour through the forest, we emerged into an open space,

ten or fifteen acres in extent, in the midst of which rose the

mysterious tower, a massive block of rough masonry, some

twenty feet in diameter and about ninety high. The
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structure was very old, for much of its surface was moss-

grown, while here and there tufts of grass, plants, and even

shrubs of considerable size had taken root and were growing

from between the stones. The top of it presented a ragged

appearance, as though it were crumbling away, yet the

tower as a whole, seemed to promise that it might still

endure for ages.

I have spoken of the area in which the tower stood, as

an open space ; but thie was only partially true ; the space

was entirely free of those lofty forest trees through which

we had been making our way ; on the other hand, however,

it was densely overgrown by scrub, thorn and other bushes

ranging from three or four feet to fifteen or twenty feet

high, with here and there a few fruit trees of different kinds,

interspersed with clumps of feathery bamboo and thickets

of cane. So dense was this scrub that it was a long time

before we were able to penetrate it ; but we did so at last,

to find that it formed a sort of belt round the tower, com-
h

pletely encircling it but leaving a clear, open area of grass

about sixty feet wide all round it. Incidentally, while

searching for a practical passage through this belt of scrub,

we also discovered that the tower was only one of several

structures, for in the course of our search we came upon

the remains of five other buildings, completely buried in

the undergrowth.

In the case of most of us the discovery of these ruins in

such a situation would have excited little more than idle

wonder, coupled perhaps with a little vague surmise ; but

so far as the Doctor was concerned the case was different

;
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he was an enthusiastic antiquary, and he vehemently de-

clared that the discovery more than recompensed him for

all the trials and hardships he had recently suffered, and

that, even were a ship to heave in sight on the morrow,

he would never quit the island until he had thoroughly

examined every one of the ruins and fathomed the mystery

of them.

The tower, which at the first glance seemed a common-

place structure enough, was a mystery in itself, when we

came to examine it. The jambs and lintel of the doorway

each consisted of a single block of stone, of so regular a

shape that no doubt they had been hewn, although every

indication that such was the case had vanished long ago

through the action of the weather. The doorway was a

trifle over five feet high to the underside of the lintel, but

one suspected—what afterward proved to be the truth

that in the course of ages the soil had gradually drifted in

and reduced the height. The opening measured only some

three feet wide at the top, but from that point the jambs

sloped away from each other, so that at the ground level

the doorway was quite four feet wide. In the very centre

of the tower there rose a cylindrical shaft of solid masonry,

some six feet in diameter, round which wound a corkscrew

stairway leading to a platform at the summit. The stone

steps, although deeply worn, were solid and substantial,

and the stairway itself had originally been lighted by

circular holes about a foot in diameter pierced through the

four-foot thickness of the walls. These holes, however,

were now so choked with rubbish that little or no light
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penetrated, therefore, to start with, the stairs had to be

negotiated with circumspection. Apparently the sole

purpose of the tower was to afford a look-out over the

surrounding country ; but the puzzle consisted in the

question ; Who on earth could have wanted a look-out

so badly as to build such a tower to obtain it ?

That no human foot had traversed that stairway for

years, perhaps for ages, was manifest directly we entered

the building, for we found it in complete possession of a

multitude of birds and bats, the former of which had built

their nests so close together upon every stair that it was

impossible to ascend without treading upon them, while

whole rows of bats hung head downward from the rough

underside of every step. Our attempt to ascend to the top

of the tower was the signal for an indescribable disturbance,

the birds raising a frightful clamour and seeming at first

strongly disposed to dispute our passage ; but upon finding

that we would not be denied they finaUy flew up the stair-

way into the open air ; the bats, on the contrary, took not

the slightest notice of us ; nor did we at first attempt to

disturb them, since they were not in our way.

When, after ruining some hundreds of birds' nests on the

steps and in the circular apertures in the walls, presumably

intended for the admission of light, we reached the summit,

we were more puzzled than ever to find a reason for the

erection ; for while, admittedly, a fine view of the northern

half of the island was to be obtained from the platform at

the top, it was certainly not as fine as that obtained from

the lip of the crater, or even from the bed of lava which
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surrounded the cone. This, however, did not discourage

the Doctor, who felt assured that the people who built the

tower must have had some good and sufficient reason, and

that that reason would be made clear through a thorough

exploration of the structure and the adjacent ruins.



CHAPTER VII

We Make Several Important Discoveries—Including

Savages

Having at length satisfied—or, more correctly speaking,

stimulated—our curiosity by ascending to the platform

at the top of the tower, we busied ourselves in making

arrangements to camp upon the open grass space surround-

ing the base of the tower, this open space being, it will be

remembered, hemmed in on all sides by a belt of scrub so

thick and impenetrable that we had had the utmost diffi-

culty in finding a way through it ; these conditions seeming

to render our camping ground almost ideally safe, even

should there be savages upon the island, as to which I was

still a little uneasy, although we had as yet been unable to

detect any sign of their presence. Our preparations were

soon made, and the sun was still half an hour above the

horizon when we sat down to a sumptuous meal consisting

of roast bread fruit, roast pigeons, several kinds of delicious

fruits, and tea. The two girls, fatigued with their un-

wonted exertions, retired to their tent soon after darkness

fell, but the rest of us sat round the embers of our camp

fire, chatting for an hour or more, and making plans for the

immediate future. As for me, I was determined to devote
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the next day—and as many more days as might be neces-

sary—to the completion of my survey of the island ; for

I. knew that it would be impossible to rest content before

I had settled the question whether our party constituted

its sole inhabitants. Upon learning my decision Mr.

Oldroyd volunteered to accompany me, while his chum,

Mason, undertook the charge of the camp during our

absence.

The chirping and twittering of the birds in the tower, as

they bestirred themselves at the approach of dawn, awak-

ened those of us who were sleeping in the open, and with

one consent we arose and sallied forth, intent upon making

our way to the brook and, if a suitable place could be

found, indulging in the luxury of a fresh-water bath. We
passed out through the encircling belt of scrub by the same

intricate passage through which we had entered, and which,

upon careful inspection, we found to be so perfectly

adapted for our purpose, and with so artfully concealed

an entrance, that we at once decided to leave it as it was,

without improvement, except to widen it slightly here

and there.

We found a satisfactory bathing place, within a quarter

of a mile of our camp. It was at a spot where the stream,

tumbling over a rocky ledge some twelve feet high, fell into

a rock basin, about seven feet deep and thirty feet across,

while immediately beneath the fall there was a smooth,

narrow ledge of rock, by standing upon which one obtained

a perfect shower bath. We enjoyed our dip amazingly,

carried a bucket of clear, sparkling water back to camp for
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culinary purposes, and found the girls up and busily en-

gaged in collecting wood for the breakfast fire. We relieved

them of this duty, and the Doctor forthwith guided them

to the spot where we had bathed, and left them to their

own devices. By the time that they reappeared, breakfast

was ready, and we sat down to the meal.

According to programme, Oldroyd and I left the camp

upon our exploring expedition immediately after breakfast,

carrying with us as weapons a rifle for protection and a

shot gun wherewith to supply the requirements of the

table ; we were taking no food, for we knew that the forest

was capable of supplying all that we needed.

Taking the winding stream as our guide, we followed

along its left bank for about two miles, proceeding leisurely

and affording ourselves ample opportunity to observe the

novel sights that frequently presented themselves, and to

examine the various trees and plants which we met with.

My companion hailed from Virginia and seemed to know

something about the culture and cure of tobacco, and it

was to this knowledge that we were indebted for the dis-

covery that tobacco is indigenous to the island. We found

about an acre of it, growing wild and apparently flourishing,

in an open space alongside a big bend in the stream, and

after submitting it to a careful examination my companion

pronounced the leaf to be of the finest quality he had ever

seen, while at the same time capable of considerable im-

provement by a judicious course of thinning out and

cultivation. This was a find of value, for our stock of

tobacco, meagre to start with and hoarded with the utmost
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care, was already approaching exhaustion. Happily for

those of us who indulged in the " weed " the plants were

practically at the ripening stage ; some of the leaves

indeed were already mature enough to be picked, and

we spent a couple of hours prospecting the patch, plucking

such leaves as were ready, and spreading them out

to dry.

Resuming our journey we decided to leave the stream

and take what we believed would be a short cut through

the forest, partly to save distance, and partly to obtain the

materials for our lunch. This decision, while it achieved

both its objects, resulted in our making another valuable

discovery ; namely, that of a species of liana, very thin,

being about the diameter of ordinary whipcord, and quite

as tough and pliant. This we foresaw would be of the

utmost use to us, for we had no cordage at all, apart from

the boat's equipment, while if these lianas but retained

their strength and pliancy after being cut and dried, we

should be able to make from them all the cordage we

might need. We cut a length of about a hundred

feet and hung it in a tree to dry, in order to test this,

intending to leave it there until our return, or even later,

if need were.

It was about an hour after noon, when, quite unex-

pectedly, we emerged from the forest to find ourselves on

the margin of the lake for which we had been making. We
struck it at its south-eastern extremity, and quite close to

the spot where the stream we had been following discharged

into it. At this spot there chanced to be a small strip of
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sandy beach—the only bit of beach anywhere around the

lake, as we afterward found. We decided to camp there

for the luncheon hour and cook the food we had secured on

the way.

While cooking and partaking of our lunch we had an

opportunity to study the lake and verify our previous

impression of it.

It was of very irregular shape, consisting of a number of

small bays separated by headlands ; and everywhere,

excepting at the small strip of beach which we had chosen

for our camping place, the ground sloped steeply, indeed

in some places perpendicularly, down into the water ; the

banks ranging from two or three feet to as much as thirty

feet in height. The land all round about it was covered

with forest trees, the multi-coloured foliage of which pre-

sented a magnificent appearance in the brilliant light of the

afternoon sun. The water was clear as crystal, and,

upon tasting it, it was found to be quite fresh and palate-

able. A few gleaming, silver shapes flashing out of the

water here and there at intervals and falling back with a

splash, told us that there were fish in the lake, and Oldroyd

and I thereupon resolved to make it our business to return

at an early date, construct some sort of a raft, and test the

capabilities of the lake as a source of supply to the general

larder.

Luncheon over, we resumed our journey, making our

way along the north-east margin of the lake, and intending

to follow the opposite side upon our return journey. We
found the forest fairly open, as we went, and were
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accordingly able to proceed without much difficulty

;

but we found so many objects, animate and inanimate,

inviting our attention, that our progress was really

slow. For instance, about a mile from the spot where we

had camped for luncheon, we came upon an open patch

of swampy ground, the whole surface of which was covered

with reeds, some of which were as much as twenty feet

high, and thick in proportion, while others, three to four

feet long, were only about a tenth of an inch in diameter.

They grew perfectly straight, and resembled hollow canes,

their chief characteristic being lightness combined with

rigidity. Oldroyd cut and examined one as we con-

tinued our walk. After splitting it lengthwise and so

demonstrating that it had no interior joints like those of

the bamboo, he remarked

" Say, Massey, how long do you think it will be before

we are taken off this blamed island ?
"

" Ah !
" responded I. "I wish I could tell you. I have

worked out its position ; and so far as my memory serves

me, I believe it to be uncharted ; which means—strange as

it may sound to you—that we are its actual discoverers,

and that it is unknown to the rest of the world. So it may

be years before a ship, blown out of her course, happens

upon it, especially as sailing ships are becoming rarer every

day, while steamers have their regular " lanes " which

they follow with undeviating exactitude. True, a wander-

ing whaler may drift within sight of it and shift her helm

to get a nearer look ; but that is about our only chance, I

fear, and it may be years before that happens."
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" Then/' said Oldroyd, " I guess it is up to us to hoard

our ammunition as if every cartridge was a diamond, in-

stead of blazing it away upon birds for lunch and dinner,

isn't it ?
"

" I have thought so more than once when I have seen

you and Mason blithely popping away," said I ;
" but

I didn't like to mention it, seeing that the ammunition is

your own.

" Not so, my son/' retorted Oldroyd. " Under the

existing circumstances I guess that our souls are about all

that we can claim as strictly our own. Everything else

that we possess, including our intellects, our knowledge,

our labour, ay, and our very lives, belong to the community,

and must be expended if need be for its benefit. Don't

you agree with me? "

"I do, most certainly," I assented ;
" but I am by no

means sure that the others will."

" I guess Mason will," asserted Oldroyd ;
" and I believe

the Doctor will, too. I'm not prepared to answer for the

two sailormen ; you will probably be the best judge as to

their views upon the subject ; but if there is any doubt

about the matter, they must be brought to see it as we see

it ; there must be no such thing as private property or

independence of action among us so long as things are with

us as they are. And that brings me to the point suggested

by the discovery of these reeds. As I said just now, we

have to hoard our every cartridge, in view of the fact that

a time may come when they will be needed for the defence

of our lives. No more of them must be expended in
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shooting birds for food. That does not mean, however,

that we are to cut birds out of the menu but simply that

we must learn to get them by means of bows and arrows,

or blowpipes, or something of that sort. Now, the smaller

kind of these reeds will make perfect shafts for arrows, while

the bigger ones will make admirable blowpipes, and I feel

sure that among all the trees on this island we shall find

some, the wood of which will serve as bows, while,

in the absence of anything more suitable, I guess those

thin, tough lianas might make passable bowstrings. What

we have to do now is to look out for a suitable kind of

wood out of which to make bows."

I was very glad to hear talk like this, because it chimed

in so accurately with my own views. True, not very much

ammunition had thus far been fired away
; perhaps not

more than a dozen cartridges altogether, but I had grudged

every one of them, and was more than pleased that the

proposal to economise should have come from one of the

two who owned the ammunition.

Skirting the swamp, we in due time reached the north-

western extremity of the lake and, still pushing on, arrived,

quite unexpectedly, about an hour later, at the edge of a

range of practically perpendicular cliffs, from which we

looked down into a great basin-like depression some six

miles long by about four miles wide. Its general shape

was that of an oval with more or less deeply indented sides,

and its longer axis ranged about N.W. by N. Its western

side was occupied by the lagoon which we had previously

seen from the lip of the crater, and which we now found to
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be about three and a half miles long by about a mile and

a half wide at its deepest part. The outer boundary of the

lagoon was a coral reef, with a narrow opening in it at the

point where the lagoon measured its widest.

The cliffs, upon the verge of which we stood, seemed to

average about two hundred feet in height and, as I have

said, were practically vertical. They were composed of

grey rock, which Oldroyd suggested was probably limestone,

and although the cliff face was everywhere very rugged,

it was much too steep to tempt us to essay the descent,

even had we been disposed to do so. But we had no such

disposition ; for our first glance down into the basin

showed us that it was inhabited, and that, too, by the

savages whose presence on the island I had all along feared.

At the base of the cliffs there was a sort of irregularly

shaped plateau, about a mile wide at its widest part-

which happened to be almost immediately below where we

stood—tapering away to nothing at either extremity.

This plateau was under cultivation, the greater part of it

being devoted to Indian corn, while the remainder, con-

sisting of perhaps one hundred acres, at its farther ex-

tremity, seemed to be under sugar cane. Beyond the outer

extremity of the plateau the ground sloped gently away

to a sandy beach ; and this ground was cut up into some

two hundred garden plots, planted apparently with vege-

tables and fruit trees of various kinds, while each plot had

its own hut in the centre. Almost every plot had two or

three workers on it—whom my telescope revealed to be

women— while the small bare space around each hut
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constituted the playground of the children, these ranging

in number from a solitary child to as many as half-a-dozen.

Some of the huts seemed to have no children belonging to

them. Some seventy or eighty canoes of varying sizes

lay drawn up on the beach, while a score or so were dotted

about the surface of the lagoon, the occupants seeming to

be engaged in the rather difficult sport of spearing fish.

Through my telescope I saw that these natives were light

in colour, and seemingly very shapely of form, if one might

judge by the women. What their features were like I could

not make out.

" Ah !
" I exclaimed. " There are the savages, sure

enough. I could not believe that an island of this size

could be without inhabitants. Now, the first point that

we have to settle is : are those savages likely to be hostile

to us, or friendly ? If the latter, well and good ; but if the

former, it means trouble."

" Sure !
" agreed Oldroyd. " But how do you propose

to do it ?
"

" Well," said I, "we are both armed. WTiat is to pre-

vent our going down and opening a palaver with them ?
"

" I guess there are two or three objections to that,"

returned Oldroyd. " First, how are you going to get down ?

Where is your road ? I don't see any. Next, to open a

palaver successfully with savages, it is desirable to have

presents to offer them—beads, brass wire, lengths of printed

calico, knives and what not—and we have none. Next,

supposing we should find a way down into that basin, like

as not those squaws would take fright and bolt, screaming,
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to their huts or the beach, scare the men into rushing to

their arms, and bring the whole crcwd upon us, hot-foot and

out to kill. Then what chance would we have ? We could

account for half a dozen of them, no doubt, but would that

stop the rush ? It might : but then again, it might not,

and if it didn't, you and I, Massey, would be simply over-

whelmed and wiped out by force of numbers.

" No, I guess it is up to us to let those savages alone.

Seems to me that the basin is their home and that they

seldom or never leave it. The whole of its interior is

cultivated, but I haven't seen a sign of cultivation any-

where else about the island. Have you ? No, I guess not.

Very well, then ; that seems to point to the conclusion

that they either can't or don't want to leave the basin,

that they seldom or never do ; and that, even if they do,

it is improbable that they venture so far as the tower.

They seem to be satisfied with their old basin ; let them

keep it, and we'll make use of the rest of the island. Per-

haps neither party will ever encounter the other, and thus

there will be peace. Besides, we shall have the pull of the

savages, in that we know of their presence, and consequently

shall be on the watch, while so long as they keep to the

basin, they will not suspect our presence."

There was something to be said in favour of this view

;

but, on the other hand, to adopt Oldroyd's plan would be

to leave ourselves continually in a state of suspense.

Anyhow, I was determined not to return until I had sub-

jected the cliff-face to a careful examination, to see whether

any road out of the basin existed. If not, its absence

H
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would be a strong argument in favour of Oldroyd's sug-

gestion that the savages never left the basin ; in which

case it might be best for us to accept his plan, but, if we

should find that there was a road, or even a practicable

footpath up the face of the cliff, we must return to the

others, report our discovery, and consult as to what steps

should be taken to meet the situation.

Oldroyd agreed with me, and we set off on our tour of

exploration, going first in a north-westerly direction, and

taking care to expose ourselves as little as possible. Our

examination was painstaking and thorough ; not a bit of

the cliff was skipped ; and the result was that when the

sun set we had accomplished less than a quarter of our task.

This involved a night's absence from our friends at the

tower ; but that did not matter, since the contingency had

been foreseen and provided for. Allowing ourselves only

just time enough to do it, we used the last quarter of an

hour of daylight to retire into the forest far enough from

the cliff-edge to prevent the possibility of the light or smoke

of our fire being seen from the basin, and then went into

camp for the night.

The following day was devoted in part to the examination

of the remaining portion of the cliff-face, on no part of

which did we discover anything resembling a path, much

less a road ; therefore, as our examination had been

thorough, when we took what Oldroyd termed the

" home trail " we did so with the fixed conviction that

the savages never left their basin—unless in their canoes,

by way of the passage through the reef—and that we
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therefore need not trouble as to the possibility of being

interfered with.

Wending our way leisurely through the forest, on our

return to the tower, a distant glimpse of which we were

able to catch occasionally when we came upon an open

space, we kept a sharp look-out for trees, the timbers of

which might prove useful for bows, and we found several,

from two or three of which we lopped branches suitable for

experimenting with. We also touched again at the swamp,

and cut a quantity of reeds of different dimensions, with

the view of testing their usefulness for several purposes

which suggested themselves. We had no difficulty in

finding the long length of liana which we had cut, and which

also was intended to experiment with, and this I coiled

round my body, noting with much satisfaction the fact that

it was as pliant as ever, while its weight was negligible.

Our last call before reaching
'

' home '

' was at the tobacco

patch, where we spent a good hour or more gathering

additional leaves and spreading them to dry.

The afternoon was well advanced when, at a distance of

about a mile from the tower, we unexpectedly came upon

the two girls of our party who, it appeared, were out on

a little expedition on their own account, seeking fruit.

They greeted us cordially enough, and turned back with

us ; but on this occasion Miss Anthea, for some reason,

resumed her icy manner to me and attached herself to

Oldroyd, leaving me Lucy Stroud. That, however,

did not trouble me in the least, for Lucy was always

genial, always ready to make the best of things, and
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always reliable, which was more than could be said of

the other.

Nothing of importance had happened during our ab-

sence ; unless it could be said to be important that the

Doctor, after subjecting the tower and the ruins to a

rigorous examination, had come to the conclusion that the

tower—and probably some at least of the other buildings

as well—had been connected with some religious cult, and

that it would be well worth the labour of opening up if, as

he strongly suspected, there were chambers underneath,

which had become blocked and hidden by the debris of

ages. They had indeed begun work that morning, the two

seamen having undertaken to plait baskets of twigs, where-

with to remove the rubbish, while the Doctor and Mason

were engaged in fashioning pickaxes out of certain giant

thorns which we had noticed in the forest, on our way down

from the mountain.

In this way we almost automatically became divided in-

to three sets ; the Doctor, Mason, and the two seamen

forming one gang, devoted to the task of excavating the

tower ; Oldroyd and I another, whose duty it was -to pro-

vide generally for the needs of the party ; and the two

girls, who undertook the domestic arrangements.

Oldroyd was keen upon the substitution of bows and

arrows for shot guns in the provisioning of our larder, and

before sunset, upon the day of our return from the Basin-

as we decided to call the savages' settlement—he had

peeled two of the branches which he thought suitable for

bows, and had hung them up to dry, while, at his suggestion,
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I dissected a short length of the liana and found it a

tough, smooth, thin bark enclosing a number of thread-

like but very strong ligaments embedded in pith. Then,

also at Oldroyd's suggestion, I took another length, stripped

it of its bark, and set the pith with its enclosed fibres to

steep in the river, to see what would happen. The next

day, finding that the wood was soft and amenable to the

knife, we both got to work, and by mid-day had whittled

out a couple of very promising-looking bows, each about

five feet in length. We hung them up to dry, hoping to

increase their elasticity, which was nothing very wonderful

to start with. Our next work was to make arrows out of

our reeds, which we did by heading them with hard, sharp

thorns, any quantity of which could be obtained in the

forest. We also tried in the same way to make spears out

of the larger reeds, and succeeded very well. An attempt

to make blow pipes was a failure—or rather, I ought to say

that our attempt to use them after making them was a

failure, as neither of us seemed able to acquire the knack

of driving the darts with energy enough to render them

effective.

The next scheme to which Oldroyd and I turned our

attention was that of testing the capabilities of the lake as

a source of fish supply. Two things were necessary for

this, a raft and fishing tackle, the first of which had still to

be constructed, while the fishing tackle was down at the

big lagoon, aboard our boat ; we therefore decided to

commence operations by making the journey to the lagoon

for the fishing lines, and, incidentally, obtaining a supply
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of salt-water fish ; and after gathering a supply of fruit to

last our companions for the day, we set off. The journey

to and from the lagoon was accomplished without incident,

and in a shorter time than hitherto, now that we knew the

way ; and about mid-afternoon we returned to the camp

by the tower, carrying two fishing lines, and an abundant

supply of salt-water fish which was much appreciated tha t

night when it was served up for dinner.

On the following day Oldroyd and I set off for the swamp,

taking the tobacco patch on our way and spending a couple

of hours there, plucking tobacco leaves, laying them out

to dry, and turning over those previously plucked, which

Oldroyd declared were curing satisfactorily. Upon leaving

the tobacco patch we began to look out for the tough lianas,

a quantity of which we cut and carried with us to the lake

beach, where we deposited them. Then we went on to the

swamp and cut as many of the biggest reeds as we could

carry, repeating the process until we had accumulated

what we considered a quantity sufficient for our purpose.

This done, we began the construction of a raft, laying the

reeds side by side until we had a row of them about eight

feet wide by twelve feet long, which we bound together in

the form of a mat, with the lianas, doubling the latter and

passing them under and over each reed until we had the

whole held compactly together. Having completed one

mat, we began another, precisely similar, except that this

time the dimensions were reversed, the second being eight

feet long by twelve feet wide. Then we placed the second

mat crosswise on top of the first, lashed the two firmly
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together, and found that we had a light, strong and easily

handled raft, capable of supporting not only our two

selves, but two more like us. That completed our day's

work ; but we returned next day, and, following the plan

adopted by Wilkinson and Dartnell when making the

paddles for their raft, we made a similar pair, thus com-

pleting our outfit for the navigation of the lake. Being

anxious to test our novel craft at once, and having brought

our fishing lines with us and some bait, we launched and

pushed off into deep water, when, as a reward for our pains,

we soon had a dozen of as fine trout as one need wish to see.

We should probably have continued had we not received

a scare. Oldroyd and I were fishing from opposite sides

of the raft, and had our lines down, when my companion

felt the tug which told him that he had hooked another fish.

He began to haul in his line, and presently saw the squirm-

ing shape of the fish on his hook, with a frequent silvery

flash which told him that the creature was doing its best

to shake itself free from the barb in its jaws. Then, when

the captured trout was within ten feet of the surface,

Oldroyd was startled by seeing a great yellowish-green

shape—which he solemnly declared was at least ten feet

long—dash at the captured trout and snatch it off the fine,

carrying away trout and hook together, and giving such a

tremendous jerk to the line that the American was all but

dragged off the raft into the water. The water of the lake

was translucent, permitting objects to be seen even at

considerable depth. Oldroyd therefore had a clear, though

only momentary view of the robber, a giant pike, he
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assuied me. And when the thing happened we were

discussing whether there remained time to indulge in a

swim before returning to the beach ! Needless to say we

abandoned the idea, and took care to give our friends

warning to the same effect.

When we got back to camp, we found that the two girls

had made a discovery of considerable value. Finding

themselves with spare time upon their hands, they had

gone oil for a ramble in the forest, in the course of which

their attention had been attracted toward certain objects

hanging from the branches of some of the trees. They

were cocoons, a few of which they brought back with them.

Lucy, who as a child had kept silkworms, soon assured

herself that they had stumbled upon a prize worth having,

for upon proceeding to unwind one of the cocoons she

found a veritable silk, finer and stronger even than that of

the silkworm, and of a beautiful creamy white colour,

several yards of which she had already wound upon a

bobbin cut by Mason from one of our useless reed blow

pipes. The Doctor, too, was interested in a mild way in

the discovery, although he could scarcely be persuaded to

think or speak of anything but his projected excavation of

the ruins, and what he hoped to learn therefrom. But he

happened casually to mention that he had often, as a child,

watched his grandmother manipulating a spinning wheel,

whereupon Mason, who had a genius for mechanics, first

extracted a description of the wheel, and then vowed that

he would make one like it. He succeeded, too, after some

three weeks of arduous labour, during which the Doctor
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was plunged into the depths of despair owing to the defec-

tion of his chief assistant and the consequent delay in the

work of excavation.

Meanwhile, Oldroyd and I devoted ourselves zealously

to the gathering and curing of our crop of tobacco, and the

completion of our bows, arrows and spears. The bows,

after being thoroughly dried and seasoned, proved a con-

spicuous success, becoming very tough and elastic, and so

strong that it taxed our muscles to the utmost—until one

grew accustomed to the work—to draw a three-foot arrow

to its head. The exertion of so much strength, however,

proved to be unnecessary, at least for hunting purposes,

for we found that an arrow so discharged often passed

clean through the body of a bird and was lost, we therefore

made lighter bows for hunting, and a complete set of

stronger ones for use in the—as it then appeared—unlikely

event of war. We also made two still lighter bows for

the girls, who thereafter frequently undertook to supply

the larder while we men were engaged upon more arduous

work.

Our experiments with the lianas resulted in a great suc-

cess, for, after leaving a length steeping in water until we

had forgotten all about it, we discovered, when we even-

tually stumbled upon it by accident, that the pith had all

dissolved away, leaving nine long unbroken filaments, as

fine as the thinnest sewing cotton and as strong as pack-

thread. These filaments, when dried, were capable of

being converted into cord or rope of any required thickness,

and of being woven—as we afterward found—into a fine,
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strong serviceable cloth. This was important, for our

clothing, especially that of the men, was showing signs of

wear, and we were all wondering how we should meet the

difficulty. Here again, Mason came to the rescue, for no

sooner was it established that the liana filaments and the

silk were of real value than he undertook to construct a

hand loom—of sorts— and actually made good his promise

after some three months of strenuous work ; again plunging

the Doctor into the depths of despair.

Meanwhile, although Mason's frequent and lengthy de-

fections delayed the excavations in the base of the tower,

those excavations proceeded so effectively that about the

time when the American proudly presented his loom to the

two admiring girls, the original stone floor of the tower was

laid bare, and in it was found a large loose slab, upon raising

which a flight of stone steps was revealed, leading, as we

subsequently discovered, to a series of subterranean cham-

bers hewn out of the solid rock.



CHAPTER VIII

The Subterranean Temple, and its Wonders

The discovery was a tremendous stimulus to our curiosity,

the result of which was that all hands of us, excepting of

course the two girls, devoted every moment of our spare

time to the clearing away of the rubbish which had accu-

mulated upon the steps. There was not very much of

this ; by the end of the day, therefore, we succeeded in

reaching the bottom of the flight, only, however, to find

ourselves confronted by what at first appeared to be a face

of solid rock, but which, upon closer inspection, the Doctor

pronounced to be undoubtedly a stone door, the joints

between which and the surrounding rock we eventually

found after a careful scraping away from the surface of the

dust of ages. We found that the door had been hewn out

of a solid block of granite, a pair of pivots having been also

formed, and fitted into sockets in the stone jamb, permitting

the massive door to swing open and shut. To get the door

open, however, was a work of time and such great labour

that, to start with, it demanded the combined strength of

the six men of the party, dust having gathered in the hinge

sockets and there become indurated. By dint of patient

washing and raking out of the indurated dust, however,

123
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and freely anointing the pivots with melted fat, we at

length got the door to work so easily that by the exertion

of all our strength any one of us men could make it revolve,

while it would also yield to the united efforts of the two

girls.

This doorway, with its curious stone door, gave access

to what may be described as the landing of another flight

of steps ; but such a landing and such a flight of steps as

I am quite sure none of us ever dreamt of finding on a

Pacific island. The landing was ten paces wide by fourteen

paces long, and it formed the head of a flight of no less than

eighty-three steps of the same width as the landing. The

rock roof of this landing chamber was about eight feet

high and, like the walls, had been dressed smooth, these

last being decorated with paintings in panels representing,

presumably, some of the religious ceremonies of the un-

known people who had been at the trouble to excavate the

rock chambers, of which this was the vestibule. The

paintings were admirably done, somewhat in the style of

those found in the ancient temples of Egypt, and the

colouring was, for the most part, quite bright and fresh

looking. To add to the remarkable character of the place,

it was furnished with four massive and beautifully wrought

brackets of bronze, two projecting from each of the side

walls, supporting grotesquely shaped lamps of the same

metal.

Descending the eighty-three well worn steps which led

from the landing down seemingly into the bowels of the

earth, we noted, by the light of our torches, that the side
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walls of the stairway were decorated in a similar manner

to those of the landing above and, like them, were fitted

with brackets supporting lamps, at intervals. Oldroyd

and I, who happened to be together during this interesting

tour of exploration, registered a vow that, if we could obtain

the necessary oil, those lamps should be once more lighted

if only for the space of a few hours.

Arrived at length at the bottom of the long flight of

steps, we found ourselves in what had the appearance of an

anteroom to another chamber. This anteroom measured

about sixty feet square by perhaps twelve feet high ; and

its walls, like those of the landing and the long flight of

steps, were decorated with paintings, the subjects depicted

being of such a character as to suggest that the temple, of

which this chamber was undoubtedly an adjunct, must have

been dedicated to some savage equivalent of the goddess

Aphrodite. This chamber had been at one time illuminated

by no less than twenty lamps, suspended in two rows from

the ceiling.

The wall of this anteroom, opposite the foot of what we

soon grew to call The Grand Staircase, was pierced by a

rectangular opening reaching from floor to ceiling, and

about eight feet high. It was veiled by a curtain of some

heavy velvet-like material, rose-pink in tint, but so covered

with exquisite embroidery that very little of the ground

material was visible. The embroidery depicted a female

figure clad in a gorgeously embroidered robe, and with a

kind of coronet on her head. Gold and silver thread was

lavishly employed in the decoration of this beautiful
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curtain, as well as silks, apparently of the most brilliant

hues, together with what we at first took to be a great

many large coloured beads, but which we afterwards

discovered were uncut precious stones

!

The sight of this superb piece of handiwork made us

gasp with astonishment ; and before any of the rest of us

had recovered from our amazement the Doctor sprang out

in front of us and, raising his hands in entreaty, exclaimed

" Let no one touch that curtain, I beg, until I have first

examined it. You all see what a beautiful thing it is, and,

if it is at all possible, it must be preserved. But it must

be—oh, I don't know how many hundreds of years old,

so old indeed that it may crumble to pieces at an unwary

touch ; therefore please let me examine it first. Mason

and—yes, you, Massey, bring your torches and hold them

at about a foot from the curtain—no nearer, lest you set

it on fire."

Obeying the Doctor's behest, Mason and I advanced

and stationed ourselves on either side of him while he

stooped down and gingerly took the corner of the curtain

between finger and thumb. To his loudly expressed delight,

the fabric did not crumble away at his touch, on the con-

trary, it appeared to be in such an excellent state of

preservation as to bear handling freely. This fact being

demonstrated, the worthy Doctor proceeded to investigate

the method of the curtain's suspension, clambering up on

my shoulders to do so, when it was found that this

wonderful specimen of the handiwork of an unknown

people was sewn to a number of bronze rings which
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travelled upon a bronze rod, permitting the curtain to be

drawn aside from the aperture in the wall which it veiled.

With the most tender care the Doctor coaxed the sup-

porting rings along the rod until we found ourselves

staring into a chamber so vast that the light of our

torches failed to illumine it.

The Doctor was the first to enter, turning as soon as he had

passed through the doorway and bidding the torch bearers to

follow ; and we immediately had a demonstration of the

extraordinary size of the chamber in the deep, hollow

reverberations which accompanied the Doctor's speech.

It sounded like the voice of a man speaking from the

bottom of a deep well, and so uncanny was the effect that

the two girls started back with little ejaculations of terror.

We menfolk, however, were not so easily affected, and

pressed forward, holding our torches high, the girls, re-

assured, following closely.

But even when all the torch bearers were inside, so vast

was the space that only a few square feet of the adjacent

walls were revealed, the remainder of the chamber being

plunged in impenetrable gloom. We were therefore com-

pelled to examine it foot by foot, thus eventually dis-

covering that it was circular in shape, about three hundred

feet in diameter, and of unknown height, the roof or ceiling

towering high out of reach of the feeble light of our torches.

There were evidences, however, that provision had been

made to dissipate this obscurity upon certain occasions,

for although the light of our torches failed to reach the roof,

it dimly revealed the existence of a sort of chandelier
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containing a group of twenty large lamps, suspended from

the centre of the roof, while other lamps—to the number

of forty, we afterward ascertained— were suspended at

intervals all round the central chandelier in a circle

half-way between it and the circular wall.

This circular wall, like those of the anteroom and the

Grand Staircase, was decorated with paintings depicting

human figures in the foreground of a landscape ; but,

unlike the other decorations, we presently discovered that

it formed a continuous picture, representing a procession

of some hundreds of male and female figures, the males

each bearing what appeared to be a basket of fruit, while

the females carried large bouquets and garlands of

flowers. The painting was executed with a considerable

amount of artistic skill, and revealed a wonderfully perfect

knowledge of the human anatomy, while its subject threw

an almost complete light upon the personal appearance,

mode of dress, and religious ceremonies of a truly

remarkable unknown people. Judging from the painting

-as its excellence justified one in doing—these one-time

inhabitants of our lonely little Pacific island were a fine

race of people, the men well proportioned, with regular,

intelligent-looking features, while the women must, as a

whole, have been beautiful. They were apparently

a fair-skinned race, scarcely darker than a Spaniard,

the women being represented as distinctly fairer than

the men.

Following this picture in its course round the circular

wall of the chamber, and examining it at leisure by the
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light of the torches, we arrived at a point half-way round

the wall and immediately opposite the doorway by which

we had entered, and here we came upon what I had been

for some time expecting, and what indeed the flickering

light of our torches had partially revealed, namely, a recess

in the wall, a sort of shrine, containing a life-size female

figure, standing, clad in a single garment of thin, semi-

transparent material having the appearance and texture of

silk, of a most beautiful deep sapphire colour, the neck,

hem, and edges of the sleeves bordered with a band, some

nine inches wide, of embroidery in gold, silver, and coloured

threads, thickly encrusted with uncut gems, of such mar-

vellous beauty that it threw the girls into ecstasies of

delight and admiration, in which latter emotion we men
shared. And the figure was worthy of the garment, being

exquisitely carved—in wood, we subsequently ascertained

with a skill and attention to the minutest detail, which,

beautifully painted as it was, rendered it startlingly life-

like. But perhaps the most remarkable peculiarity about

the figure was its extraordinary resemblance to the Doctor's

daughter, the features, complexion, and colour of the hair

and eyes being—as nearly as the dim light of the torches

revealed—the same ! So striking was the resemblance that

it was impossible to avoid noticing it, the Doctor himself

remarking

" Why, Thea, it is your very self ! If you were to don

that robe and stand up there, I guess nobody would know

the difference. We must take that statue away with us

when we go, and fix it up in the hall of our house at home ;
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it will comfort momma to go and look at it when you are

away visiting !

"

But Miss Anthea happened to be in one of her most

disagreeable moods that day, and turned scornfully away

from her father, without deigning to answer him.

A large and finely sculptured altar stood in front of

the recessed figure, but there was no sign that a fire

had ever been kindled upon it, the Doctor therefore

came to the conclusion— which the painting on the

wall seemed to corroborate—that the offerings presented

to this unknown goddess probably consisted entirely of

fruit and flowers.

The recess or shrine containing the figure was sunk in

an elaborately sculptured projection standing out some six

feet from the face of the circular wall, and in each side of

this projecting mass of rock there was an opening, veiled

by a handsome embroidered curtain, very similar in char-

acter to that which veiled the main entrance to this extra-

ordinary subterranean temple—for such it undoubtedly

was. These two openings, or doorways, gave access to a

long passage stretching away into the heart of the rock in

the rear of the statue. For a distance of some three hun-

dred yards we paced this passage without making any

discovery ; then we were brought to a standstill by a fall

of earth and stone which blocked further progress. After

such wonderful discoveries as those which we had

made it was natural that we should desire to know what

lay beyond that fall of rubbish, and it was decided to clear

the stuff away, so the original party of excavators got to
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work again on the morning following our discovery of the

subterranean temple. But Oldroyd and I had several other

matters to attend to ; there was the daily supply of food

for the party to be provided, countless yards of lianas to be

cut and put to soak, there was our crop of tobacco to secure,

oil to be obtained by some means or other before our

dream of seeing the subterranean temple properly illu-

minated could be realized, in short, there were so many
things to be done that we scarcely knew which to begin

upon first. Finally, after paying a visit to our tobacco

field and finding that the crop of plucked leaves was not

yet quite cured, we tackled the lianas and, in the course of

a week, obtained a quantity quite sufficient, as we believed,

to supply our immediate needs. Then we returned to

the tobacco field, picked out all the leaves sufficiently

cured, and bound them in bundles of convenient size for

future use.

Our next care was to provide the oil with which to fill

the temple lamps. This we believed we should be able to

do without difficulty, for during our fishing excursions to

the big lagoon we had already discovered that a certain

part of it was swarming with a species of fish so oily as to

be scarcely eafeble, and it was from this fish that we hoped

to obtain our supply. Accordingly on a certain day Old-

royd and I bade farewell to the rest of the party, announc-

ing that we expected to be absent about a fortnight, and

taking our bows and arrows and some empty meat tins in

which to store the oil, we set out for our original camping

ground on the shore of the lagoon. Arrived there, we put
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in a strenuous twelve days of fishing and oil extracting,

and so returned to the tower with our tins full of oil, and

a good supply of smoked and fresh fish.

Naturally, we lost no time in testing the value of our

oil for illuminating purposes, and were gratified to find that,

with wicks formed from the pith of a rush which grew in

the neighbourhood of the swamp, it answered very well,

affording a fine, clear, brilliant flame, the only drawback

to which was that it gave off a disagreeable odour.

Meanwhile, during our absence the excavators had not

been idle, and the first news to greet us was that the passage

had been cleared, and had been found to terminate in a

ruined building on the other side of the stream, distant

about half a mile from the tower ; this building having

undoubtedly been—according to the Doctor—the abode of

the priests who had served in the queer but wonderful sub-

terranean temple. This surmise was based not only upon

the size of the building but also upon the fact that it con-

tained no less than forty cells or small sleeping apartments

built on opposite sides of a long corridor, as well as several

other and larger apartments, the biggest of which had the

appearance of having been used as a refectory. The dis-

covery of this building was most advantageous to us ; for

though, as a whole, the structure was a weed-grown ruin,

the cellar in which the subterranean passage terminated

was intact, as were several of the cells ; and these last we

at once cleared of dust and rubbish, with the view of in-

habiting them during the rainy season, the approach of

which we were now anticipating.
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One way and another, we found so many modes of occu-

pying our time that seldom had any of us an idle moment,

yet, busy though we were, Oldroyd and I somehow found

time to clean and carefully trim every one of the lamps

not only in the great circular temple itself, but also those

in the anteroom, on the grand stairway, and on the landing

above ; and, this done, we proceeded to light them all,

and to treat ourselves and the rest of the party to a full

and comprehensive view of the beauties and marvels of the

wonderful place. And if those beauties and marvels had

excited our admiration when viewed by torchlight, affording

such inadequate illumination that they were guessed at

rather than seen, what shall be said of them when they

were lit by a hundred large lamps ?—for that was the exact

number which went to the lighting of the landing, the

stairway, the anteroom, and the great circular temple

itself- The effect upon the painted walls with their in-

numerable figures was beautiful and wonderful beyond

description ; and we could but gaze silently and admiringly

as we pondered from whence had come the people capable

of executing such marvellous work, and, still more, by

what fate they had been obliterated.

It was while the temple was illuminated and the first

real inspection of it was in progress that a further discovery

was made which, while it seemed at the moment to be

comparatively unimportant, was destined by a curious

chance to exercise a vital influence upon the fortunes of

the entire party. The discovery was that of a small

chamber behind the recess, or shrine, in which stood the
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figure of the goddess. There was no furniture in this

chamber, save a large chest, or coffer, constructed of some

exceedingly hard wood, black with age, elaborately and

exquisitely carved on its four sides and its cover, and bound

at its angles with great bands of metal which ultimately

proved to be bronze, chased all over in a graceful pattern

of intricate, flowing curves, as were also its massive bronze

hinges. The lid was not locked or fastened in any way,

and—perhaps naturally expecting that so handsome a

receptacle would be found to contain something especially

choice—the coffer was quickly opened, when it was found

to contain several very beautiful, richly embroidered and

jewelled woman's garments, which seemed to have been

intended to furnish a change of robes for the enshrined

figure. Owing to the perfectly dry air of the subterranean

chambers, aided possibly by the almost hermetically tight

fit of the lid of the chest, the garments—of which there were

nine complete sets—were in a state of perfect preservation,

and after they had been opened out and duly admired,

particularly by the two girls, they were carefully re-folded

and returned to the custody of the chest.

It was about a week after this discovery that we had

reason to believe the long-expected rainy season was

actually at hand. Hitherto, the weather had been perfect,

from the moment of our arrival upon the island ; that is to

say, the trade wind had blown steadily all day, springing

up about eight o'clock in the morning as a gentle breeze,

gradually freshening to half a gale about one o'clock in the

afternoon, and then as gradually moderating until by about
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half an hour after sunset it fell to a flat calm, succeeded,

about an hour later, by a land breeze which blew with

varying intensity until about half an hour after sunrise the

next morning ; this breeze, by the way, only reaching about

a mile and a half into the offing, where it gradually merged

into the trade wind, which blew night and day over the

surface of the surrounding ocean. And all this while the

rich, brilliant, ultramarine blue of the sky continued to be

softly dappled with cotton-wool tufts of trade cloud coming

up out of the eastern horizon, sailing solemnly, one after

another, across the sky, and settling away below the

western horizon, a few of them casting their shadows upon

the island as they swept over it, but never a one of them

bringing so much as a drop of rain in its skirts. This long

continued absence of rain was at first a source of wonder

to me, for I could not understand how, under the circum-

stances, the verdure of the island retained its perennial

freshness as it seemed to do ; but the explanation came

upon the first night when Oldroyd and I camped out in the

open, upon the occasion of our exploration of the northern

end of the island ; for when we awoke in the morning it

was to find our clothing saturated with dew, while every

bough, every leaf, and every tiny blade of grass was

dripping with it.

But now, about the time before mentioned, a change

seemed to be coming over the spirit of our dream ; for upon

turning out on a certain morning to take our usual dip

before beginning the labours of the day, the first sensation

of which we became aware was that of a strange lethargy,
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as different as darkness is from light from the feeling of

briskness, vigour and abounding vitality with which we were

wont to spring from our leafy couches every morning. We
j

were all affected by it in an equal degree, and for a few

moments we were all, I believe, subject to the same fear,

namely, that this unwonted disinclination to move and

bestir ourselves was the forerunner of some malady, pecu-

liar, perhaps, to the island at a certain season of the year.

But upon our emergence into the open air—for we had by

this time made the cells of the ruined building our night

quarters—we perceived that it was due in great measure,

if not entirely, to a change of weather which had occurred

during the night. The sky was no longer the cloud-flecked

clear, transparent blue to which we had grown accustomed,

but of an uniform dirty white, streaked here and there with

patches of smoky grey, except away to the eastward, where

the newly-risen sun appeared as a shapeless blotch of yellow

radiance imperfectly showing through the unbroken curtain

of vapour which obscured the heavens. And there was no

sign of the regularly recurring trade wind, or indeed of any

wind at all, for every twig and leaf hung as motionless in

the stagnant, stifling air, as though wrought in metal, while

the boom of the surf breaking upon the reefs came to our

ears with startling distinctness.

"Ah 1" remarked Oldroyd, gaspingly, as he wiped the

perspiration from his already streaming visage, " I guess

this means that the rainy season is coming at last.

Now, it is up to you and me, Massey, to make tracks for

the tobacco patch, the first thing after breakfast, and to
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bring in every leaf that is sufficiently cured to make it

worth while ; for a downpour of rain will just spoil them

all ; and we shall need every ounce we can save, if we

are not to go short before the ripening of next year's

crop. So, hustle, lad, hustle ; get a move on you, and

look lively about it."

Strangely enough, however, no rain came all through

the day, but the atmosphere grew hourly more suffocatingly

close, until it seemed possible to get enough air for our

parched lungs only by taking great gasping gulps of it, as

men do when at the point of suffocation. And all the while,

the perspiration streamed from us until our scanty clothing

was saturated ; while, as for work, the mere exertion of

moving our limbs seemed almost too much for us. Yet by

setting our teeth and keeping grimly at it all day Oldroyd

and I contrived to save the remaining portion of our tobacco

crop, a task that under ordinary circumstances we could

have accomplished easily in a couple of hours

!

With the arrival of sunset we were treated to a picture of

such gorgeous, sombre magnificence as I, in all my experi-

ence of the tropics, had never beheld. The whole of the

western sky seemed to be ablaze, while, to add to the wonder

of the scene, the blazing heavens were broadly streaked

with great bands of dun, smoky cloud intermingled with

blotches of blood-red and purple-black. This fiery display

lasted for only a few minutes, the vividness of the colours

faded even as we gazed at them spellbound, and presently

all had become a jumble of dull, smoky, brownish grey that

quickly changed to black, and the night, breathless and
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dark, with an Egyptian darkness that could almost be felt,

fell upon us, and we groped our way to the interior of the

ruin, and lit the lamps, the added heat of which, trifling

though it actually was, made the breathless atmosphere

more unbearable than ever.

There was nothing to keep us from our beds, that night,

therefore with one accord we sought our couches early,

animated by the fervently expressed hope that we might

find relief in sleep, for we were all labouring under a feeling

of the extreme langour and exhaustion. But although

my couch of dry ferns and grass was sufficiently soft and

comfortable to lure sleep to my pillow of heaped vege-

tation in the course of a minute or two upon ordinary

occasions, it refused to come to me, that night ; the

very walls of the cell which formed my sleeping chamber

seemed to exude heat, as the walls of an oven, while not

a breath of air came in through the great unglazed aper-

ture at the head of my couch, which served as a window,

and I missed, and deeply resented the absence of, the

usual soothing swish and sough of the wind in the

branches and foliage of the trees which surrounded the

ruin at no great distance.

At length, however, nature asserted herself, and I was

slowly sinking into a condition of restful unconsciousness

when I was startled into broad wakefulness again by a

flash of light that for the fraction of a second illuminated

my cell with a brilliance more intense, it seemed to me, than

the radiance of the noontide sun, while my ears were deaf-

ened by a crackling crash so violent that I felt the masonry
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of the stone floor beneath my bed quiver and vibrate with

the terrific violence of it. This was almost instantly fol-

lowed by another flash and thunder-clap, the flash and

the clap synchronising so accurately that I knew the storm

must be immediately overhead ; and then for a few mo-

ments the flashes of lightning with their accompanying peals

of thunder, followed each other so rapidly that the whole

island seemed to be on fire and at the same time in process

of being rent to pieces—so paralysingly awful was the

sound of the crashing thunder. Then, while the lightning

continued to blaze and the thunder to shake the ruin to

its foundations with its terrific crackling detonations, the

rain splashed down with a roar like that of a cascade, and

in an instant the whole surface of the island was covered

with rushing streams of water, while the atmosphere be-

came a downpouring deluge through which the darting

flashes of lightning showed as through crinkled glass.

What with the roar and rush of the rain through my
window, the crash of broken branches and falling trees out-

side, and the deafening peals of thunder, it seemed impossi-

ble for any other sounds to reach my ears, yet now and

then methought I could catch fragments, as it were, of

sound from the inside of the ruin which suggested that my
immediate neighbours on my right and left were in a plight

similar to my own ; but I could do nothing to help them.

I therefore stood, as I had been caught, near the window

of my cell, with the wind wildly scuffling all about me and

the rain lashing me from head to foot, yet feeling through

it all a curious, detached sense of enjoyment, for at last
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I was once more pleasantly cool and it was no longer an

effort to breathe.

The hurricane lasted until dawn ; then with the uprising

of the sun the clouds suddenly broke to windward and

went sweeping in a wild scurry of tattered fragments across

the sky until the last shred of them had vanished, the rain

ceased, the sky resumed its usual tint of deep, rich, crys-

talline blue, the wind dropped with startling suddenness,

the sun poured down his scorching beams upon the satur-

ated earth, which gave forth its superfluous moisture in the

form of great clouds of steam, and within the space of an

hour everything was again as it had been upon the island

from the moment of our landing, save for the sodden

interiors of the cells that happened to be on what was the

weather side of the ruin when the storm burst, and for the

uprooted trees that met our gaze here and there when we

sallied forth, and the innumerable broken twigs and

branches that were everywhere to be seen.

Although it scarcely seemed so at the moment, this brief

hurricane was the herald of the rainy season on the island,

for thereafter, for the space of some three months, scarcely

a day passed without rain, more or less ; sometimes it

amounted to no more than a short, sharp five-minute

shower just before sunrise—a sort of " pride of the morn-

ing "—while at other times we were treated to a whole

day's steady downpour.



CHAPTER IX

The Beginning of Trouble

Meanwhile we had all been busy in our several ways, for

the most part doing everything in our power to improve

our condition and make life as pleasant as might be during

our involuntary sojourn upon the island. Doctor Shirley-

Winthrop was the only drone in our hive, although I am
quite certain that it would have been impossible for anyone

to persuade him that such was the case ; on the contrary,

every word and action of his bore eloquent testimony to the

fact that he enjoyed the comfortable assurance that the

work upon which he was engaged was the only work which

really mattered, or was of any actual value ; the labours of

us others were merely expended upon the common, hum-

drum task of keeping the community alive. And what

was this important work upon which the worthy Doctor

was engaged, it may be asked. On nothing less than an

Accurate survey of the tower and its subterranean ad-

juncts, and the careful copying of the paintings on the

walls ! He was convinced—and no doubt he was so far

right—that the tower, the subterranean temple and its

approaches, were the relics of a dead and gone highly

civilised and cultured people who had existed unknown and

unsuspected upon that island, and had vanished in some

i 4 i
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unaccountable way ; and he felt it to be not only his duty

but his privilege to discover everything he could about

them, and in due time to communicate his discovery to the
*

world. It was a congenial task, which he pursued with

enthusiasm, and he was ably seconded in it by Mason

when that ingenious individual's services were not requi-

sitioned for the production of some article, the possession

of which our steadily growing needs demanded. For the

rest, the two girls had by this time not only assumed the

entire control of the domestic arrangements of the party,

but they also employed their spare time in spinning their

silk into thread, weaving it into cloth on the loom with

which Mason's ingenuity had provided them, and finally

converting the cloth into sorely needed garments. And
here it may be mentioned that our lengthened sojourn upon

the island, our mutual dependence upon each other, and

the natural and primitive style of our lives, was fast work-

ing a most important change and improvement upon Miss

Anthea Shirley-Winthrop's character. Her insufferable

pride and hauteur were being rapidly toned down. She

was treated with precisely the same amount of respect and

consideration as was accorded to Lucy Stroud, and no

more; her occasional outbreaks of petulant temper were

met by silent but none the less unmistakable marks of

disapproval, and very soon she was made to realise that if

she wished to be treated as a rational person, she must

behave as such. There was no room on the island for

people of the spoiled-child variety, and, to do her justice,

commonsense brought recognition of this fact and a
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corresponding improvement of character and behaviour.

I believe I was one of the first to profit, for at the outset of

our intercourse she had regarded me merely as one of the

crew of the ship, and consequently in some sort as a person

whose services she—or rather her father—had bought and

paid for, and who therefore might be treated with that

contemptuous indifference which ill-bred people consider

a proper attitude toward dependents of every kind. But

by the time of which I am now writing all that sort of

behaviour was a thing of the past ; fate and circumstance

had put us upon an equal footing, and we had come to

understand each other so far as to have insensibly slipped

into the habit of addressing each other by our Christian

names. Oldroyd and I were still the chief foragers of the

party, although the two girls made it a rule to take an

hour's walking exercise each day, during which it was their

custom to gather enough fruit for the daily needs of the

party ; while, as for the two seamen, they had built a huge

stack of timber on the summit of the peak, to serve as a

signal bonfire, should a ship heave in sight, and they took

it in turns to spend the day on the summit, maintaining a

continuous look-out.

I have said that Oldroyd and I still continued to play

the rdle of chief foragers of the party, by providing fish and

flesh—or rather fowl— for the community. As has always

been stated, the island was rich in bird life, some three or

four varieties of which afforded most acceptable additions

to our larder, and these we now invariably brought down

with our bows and arrows, in the use of which we had
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eventually become so expert that we thought nothing of

the feat of bringing down a pigeon on the wing.

Of course foraging for the larder occupied but a limited

portion of our time, much of which remained for other occu-

pations. And these occupations were not long in presenting

themselves. For example, there was our tobacco patch

to be looked after. The quality of our first crop was so

good that those of us who smoked indulged in the habit to

the full, with the result that long before the next crop was

ready our stock began to run short, and we were obliged

to retrench. Naturally, this suggested an extension of the

patch, and Oldroyd and I spent a good deal of time cleaning

and hoeing some two acres of fresh ground and sowing it,

also in thinning out the existing patch, rooting up the most

unpromising plants so as to give additional room and air

to the rest. Then, shortly after the cessation of the

rainy season, we—or, rather, Oldroyd—made two import-

ant discoveries, the first of which consisted in the finding

of a few scattered specimens of the cotton plant, while the

other was the discovery of a bush very similar in nature

and appearance to one which flourishes in certain districts

of South Africa, from the leaves of which the Boers brew

a concoction which they call " hunger tea ", from the fact

that it has somewhat the taste of ordinary tea while it is

provocative of a good healthy appetite. Our first business

after these important discoveries was to prepare another

patch of ground for the reception of the cotton plants, and

then to transplant them ; and our next carefully to gather

and dry the leaves of all the
'

' hunger tea
'

' bushes we could
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find. These occupations, with a visit to the lagoon and

the lake four days each week, for fish, sufficed to keep

Oldroyd and myself so busy that we had very little time

to spare for companionship with the others.

Thus far we had neither seen nor heard anything of the

savages who dwelt in the basin at the north-western ex-

tremity of the island, we had never paid a second visit to

the edge of the basin or gone nearer to it than the northern

end of the lake, not having had occasion to do so ; and so

far as danger was concerned, so completely had the idea of

it in connection with the savages become dissociated from

our minds that whenever either of the girls, or both of

them, proposed to accompany us on our excursions to the

lagoon or the lake for fish, as they now sometimes did,

declaring that they required a little change from the or-

dinary routine of their daily lives, we never dreamed of

saying them nay.

The first hint of possible danger from the savages came

to us one afternoon when Anthea, in her frankest and most

genial manner, informed Oldroyd and me that if we would

promise to be good boys and take the utmosr>care of her,

she might be tempted to accompany us to the lake, whither

we were bound to procure a supply of fish. Of course we

gave the promise, for when the girl was in an agreeable

mood she was delightful company ; and shortly afterward

we started off, visiting our tobacco patch and cotton fields

on the way, where we found the plants progressing as

satisfactorily as heart could wish.

Arrived at the lake, we launched our raft, got aboard,

K
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and at once headed for a tiny bay about half-way down

the lake which we had discovered to be the favourite haunt

of a species of trout the flesh of which was of a peculiarly

fine and delicate flavour. Our destination reached, we

anchored the raft with a " killick ", or large stone, at a

spot about a hundred yards from the western shore, baited

our lines, and began to fish. We had but two lines on the

raft, and as Miss Anthea elected to take an active part in

the proceedings, Oldroyd willingly surrendered his hue to

her and, stretching himself at full length along the middle

of the raft, smoked at his ease.

The fish were biting freely that afternoon, and we had

already, between us, landed upward of a dozen, Oldroyd

unhooking Anthea' s fish for her and re-baiting her hook

when just as he had again performed this service and was

settling back into a recumbent position, Anthea cried out

in a low, tense voice

" Jack—Paul—look ! There is a man peeping at us

through the bushes on shore/' As she spoke, she lifted her

hand and pointed. " Ah I" she added, " he is gone, now.

I believe he saw me pointing/'

" A man !
" we both exclaimed. " Where ?

"

" You see that bush with the beautiful purple convol-

volus blooms upon it ? Well, he was crouching behind that

bush and peering at us through its parted branches, I

saw his face distinctly ; but when I raised my hand and

pointed, he disappeared, and I saw the parted branches

spring together as he vanished."
a
Are you quite sure ? " I asked.
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" Yes," she replied, " I am quite sure."

Oldroyd looked at me and signed with his lips the word
" savages." I nodded.

" You are quite sure, I suppose, that it wasn't Mason,

or—or—one of the sailors ? " suggested Oldroyd.

" Sure 1 As sure as that I am sitting here," answered

Anthea, quite composedly. " I guess he is one of the

savages who, you say, live in the big basin over yonder."

I sprang to the painter and began to haul up the

killick.

" Out paddle, Oldroyd," I said, " and head for the shore,

I'm going to look into this."

" I guess not, my son," answered Oldroyd. " If

there really was a savage there—which I don't doubt,"

he hastily added as Anthea turned upon him with a

hint of lightning in her eye
—

" likely as not there will

be a dozen or twenty more with him ; and we have only

our bows and arrows. What could we do against a

crowd like that ?
"

" Shove me ashore, if you please," I returned. " I mean

to see for myself whether there is any sign of a savage having

crouched behind that bush. If there is, it is important

we should know it beyond doubt. But I don't want you

two to come with me ; on the contrary, as soon as I am
ashore I want you to paddle as hard as you can to the

landing place, and then hurry Anthea to the tower."

" No, Jack," interposed Anthea, " I won't have it ; you

shall not do it. Head for the beach, Paul," she ordered,

seizing a paddle and beginning to use it.
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" But, Anthea " I began to protest.

" I don't care," she interrupted, vehemently plying her

paddle ;
" Paul is right ; the savage I saw may have

twenty—or fifty—more with him, and if you were to land,

you would just get killed, and—no, you shall not land—or,

if you do, I will land with you !

"

"All right," I said. "Of course that settles it. We
will make for the beach and—give me the paddle, please,

Thea ; I am stronger than you, and we must return to

the tower without loss of time. But we will take our fish

with us, so while Oldroyd and I paddle perhaps you will

kindly string our catch upon that length of liana."

We reached the beach without further sight or sound of

the savage, or savages ; and then, while Oldroyd stood on

guard, with his bow bent and an arrow fitted to the string,

I hauled up the raft, secured her, and removed the fishing

lines so that they might not be stolen. I more than half

anticipated an attack while we stood there exposed upon

the open beach, but nothing happened, and when we had

made everything as secure as possible we started off for

the ruin, Oldroyd leading with bent bow, cautious step,

and eyes that searched every tree and bush along the path
;

Anthea going next, carrying our catch of fish ; and I, also

with bent bow, bringing up the rear, walking backward for

the most part and, it must be confessed, every moment

expecting to see a party of savages break through the scrub

and come howling at us. But nothing untoward happened,

and in due time we reached the ruin and safety, un-

molested.
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The news that a savage had been seen in what we had

come to regard as our own exclusive part of the island was

productive at first of excitement, which yielded to a feeling

of doubt as to whether Anthea had not been mistaken,

especially as neither Oldroyd nor I had seen anything

alarming. But Thea stuck to her guns and was so certain

that she had seen a strange face peering out at us through

the bushes that incredulity in its turn yielded to conviction,

and a council of war was held as to what steps should be

taken for our protection. The thing we had most to fear

was a rush from ambush and the capture of the ruined

monastery—if such it was—by assault. True, the ground

all round the building, for the space of nearly a quarter of

a mile was for the most part open, being encumbered only

here and there with small, detached patches of scrub ; but

even these were numerous enough and bulky enough to

permit of small bodies of men taking cover behind them,

and so creeping near enough to cover the remaining open

ground in a rush, we therefore proceeded to destroy these

by piling dry twigs and branches round them and setting

them on fire, and then breaking down and carrying away

the charred remains. We managed to complete that task

before dark, after which we felt safe, comparatively

with absolutely open ground all round for a

full quarter of a mile. Then Oldroyd and Mason got

out their firearms, gave the weapons a thorough cleaning

and oiling, loaded them, and arranged them at various

strategic points round the building, each with its little

pile of ammunition, while the rest of us overhauled our
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bowstrings, fitted new where necessary, and proceeded

diligently to add to our stock of war arrows. Finally,

although we were doubtful as to the likelihood of an

attack that night, we arranged a system of watches, the

sentinels took up their appointed positions, and those not

on duty retired to rest.

The night passed without alarm or disturbance ; and

while we sat at breakfast next morning another informal

council of war was held, at which the question of our future

proceedings was discussed. Among other points raised was

that of the nomination of one of our party as a recognised

head, or leader, who should take command, arrange a plan

of campaign, and issue orders for the conduct of every

member of the party, who should be bound to obey him.

This suggestion was made by the Doctor, and was supported

by the others of the party, all of whom seemed inclined to

think me the proper person for the post. But while

declaring myself willing to accept the responsibility, I felt

bound to explain that I had had no actual experience of

fighting, and knew nothing of war tactics, while both

Oldroyd and Mason had mingled with savages on more

than one occasion and must have acquired a considerable

amount of knowledge as to the best method of dealing

with them, I therefore proposed that one of them should

take the position of captain. To this, however, both

demurred, pointing out that, being a shipwrecked party,

they had hitherto regarded me, a sailor, as the one most

competent to assume the direction of affairs, and that in

their opinion it would be unwise to make any alteration at
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the present juncture. Finally it was decided that I should

continue to be regarded as in command of the party, with

Oldroyd and Mason as my lieutenants, both of whom very

heartily promised unreservedly to place their knowledge

and experience at my disposal.

Breakfast over, Oldroyd, Mason and I climbed the tower,

to reconnoitre the face of the country, and further to dis-

cuss a plan of operations. With my telescope I examined

the open country in sight, but nowhere could I detect any

sign of savages, although we were all agreed that unless

Anthea was mistaken in supposing that she had seen the

face of one peering at her on the previous day—as to which

we were by this time a little doubtful—the savages, once

apprised of the presence of strangers upon the island, would

lose not a moment in ascertaining where those strangers

had located themselves, how many they were, and any

other particulars. We were equally agreed that it was of

vital importance for us to discover as much as possible

regarding the movements of the savages and their inten-

tions. With regard to the savage seen—or supposed to

have been seen—by Anthea on the previous afternoon,

Oldroyd and Mason were of opinion that, if the man was

not the figment of Miss Shirley-Winthrop's imagination, or

a trick of light and shadow momentarily assuming the

semblance of a human countenance, he would track us

first to the beach, an4- thence to the ruined monastery,

probably lurk within sight of the ruin until darkness closed

down, discovering all he could about us, and then make his

way back to his friends, to report. They further agreed
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that the savages, having preparations to make, would not

move before daylight.

But I was never a patient individual ; if there was going
*

to be war I wanted to know exactly where the enemy was,

how many of him there were, and all about him. I therefore

proposed that I should take a double-barrelled sporting gun

and a pocketful of buckshot cartridges and, making a wide

detour, go out upon a reconnoitring expedition, pushing

forward, if possible, as far as the Basin itself, with the

general object of gaining information. Oldroyd and Mason,

however, would not hear of it ; they were in agreement

with me as to the desirability of obtaining information, but

I had had no experience of savage methods of warfare, and

knew not what dangers to guard against ; and so, therefore,

for me to undertake the adventure would be tantamount to

throwing away my life without any useful result. They,

on the other hand, were accustomed to mingle with savages,

they knew the tricks and peculiarities of the average native

and how to deal with him, both in war and in peace, and

if the proposed expedition must be undertaken—and they

agreed that it was in every way desirable—one or the other

of them was the proper person to undertake it. To this

argument I had no reply. Accordingly it was agreed that

Oldroyd should go, since he knew the country and the

best route to the Basin ; and five minutes later he quietly

set out, without saying anything to the others. As Mason

and I bade him farewell at the base of the tower I reminded

him of the existence of the subterranean passage from the

tower to the monastery, pointed out to him that if he
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failed to effect an entrance of the one he might succeed

with the other ; and then, after we had watched him

out of sight, we set to work with a will to strengthen

our fortress by barricading its two entrances—that at

the tower and the other at the ruin— as effectively

as possible.

There was plenty for all of us to do, in view of the possi-

bility that the savages, if they attacked us, might choose

to fight the fight of " sit down ", that is to say, to beleaguer

us in the hope of starving us out ; therefore the two girls

undertook to maintain a watch, the one from the summit

of the tower and the other from the roof of the monastery-

both being of course strictly cautioned not to allow them-

selves to be seen, while Mason and I, with the two seamen,

went from point to point of our defences, strengthening

them where necessary, until by mid-afternoon we had done

everything that was possible. We then had time to feel

anxious about Oldroyd, who had been absent long enough

to have made his way to the Basin and back, if he had not

been detained.

It was not, however, until nearly nine o'clock that night

that our adventurous friend turned up, and then he had

a sufficiently exciting story to tell.

" When I left you fellows, this morning," he said, address-

ing Mason and me, " I started off by way of the left bank

of the stream, for a distance of about a mile, until I came

to the elbow in which the tobacco patch is ; and here I

struck away from the stream, past the outer edge of the

cotton plantation, heading for the western shore of the
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lake, my object being to find the bush from behind which

Thea believed she saw "

" There is no question of ' believing ' " interrupted

Thea. " I did see him, as plainly as I see you now."
" Precisely/

1

agreed Oldroyd, " you did see him, without

a doubt ; for in due time I found the bush and, behind it,

the fellow's form where he had crouched in the long grass,

watching us. From there his trail was easy enough to

follow, for he appeared to have been at no pains to obliter-

ate it. Of course I followed it, to ascertain his subsequent

movements. It led close along the shore of the lake until

it reached the cotton field, and here the fellow must have

lain perdu in the grass for some time—doubtless watching

us as we landed from the raft—for here again his ' form

'

was distinctly marked. Ultimately he followed us close

up to this building ; and here again he lay watching for

some time behind a clump of bushes which effectively con-

cealed him. When he had seen all that he wanted—or,

perhaps I ought to say, all that was possible—he crept away

in the direction of the crater until he had got well in among

the tall timber, where he went off in a westerly direction

and it was only with difficulty that I could follow his tracks.

" I had gone some three or four miles, perhaps, and was

in a part of the forest that I had not visited before, when

suddenly a flock of parrakeet took wing, some distance

ahead of me, making a terrific row. They were alarmed at

something, but what I could not guess ; I knew it was not

at myself, for I was too far away ; moreover they flew

toward me. I got behind the trunk of the nearest tree,
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and presently saw a man coming toward me. He was a

savage, light in colour and not at all a bad-looking chap.

He wore a full beard and moustache, and his hair was

long, hanging down upon his shoulders. His clothing was

a sort of short petticoat made of grass and bound round his

waist by a belt of what looked like plaited grass. In one

hand he carried a sheaf of half-a-dozen short spears with

multi-barbed points, while in the other he had a war club

the head of which—as big as my two fists—was spiked all

over with what looked like shark's teeth. He came forward

noiselessly and with some caution, peering ahead and all

round with his head thrust well forward.

" At first I imagined him to be alone ; but presently, he

turned, uttered a chirping sound like that of a bird, and

others followed him, to the number of just two hundred

and sixteen—for I counted them. But you can bet your

bottom dollar that I wasn't going to stay behind the trunk

of that tree, with the almost certainty of being spotted

by one of the sharp-eyed cusses. I just subsided into

the long grass and crept for all I was worth until I

had got well out of the track of the crowd, and there

I lay, scarcely daring to breathe, until I reckoned that

they had all gone past.

" At length, when I calculated that the last of the party

must have put about a mile between himself and me, I rose

first to my knees and then to my feet, and looked about me.

And, will you believe me, sir, I had scarcely straightened

out the kinks in my backbone when

—

whizz—there came a

spear at me from nowhere in particular, clipping my best
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stetson off my head and sticking kerplunk in the trunk of

a tree about two yards behind me

!

i€ The fashion in which I disappeared from view would

have done credit to the slickest ghost you ever saw ; but

I noted the direction from which the spear had come, and

I calculated that it was from the lower branches of a certain

tree, the top of which I could just see from where I lay

hidden in the long grass, and at once, very cautiously, I

began to circle round, on hands and knees, toward that

tree. It took me a good half-hour to make a quarter of

a circle, at a distance of about eighty yards, and then I

came to a good big bush, thick enough to afford me perfect

cover. Here I halted and, getting to my feet, managed to

part the boughs until I got a clear view of the tree I sus-

picioned as the lurking place of the wily foe. And I guess

my suspicion was dead right ; for there, perched astride

one of the lower branches, was the cuss I was looking for.

" Well, I guess I don't need to tell you in detail exactly

what happened to that savage, it will be enough to say

that he will not trouble anybody any more. Having

satisfied myself of this, I took up the trail of the rest of the

party, using every precaution to make sure that none of the

departed cuss's friends were coming along the back trail to

see what had become of him. This made slow work of my
going, but I was anxious to avoid further trouble, more-

over every yard might be bringing me nearer to those whose

track I was following, and I did not want them to hear the

report of my gun, and perhaps return to find out what the

disturbance was about, it was therefore within half an
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hour of sunset when I next sighted them. And where do

you suppose they are ?
"

" At a rough guess, I should be inclined to say they are

surrounding this ruin, as near to it as they can get without

being seen/' I replied.

" That is precisely where they are. But—and this is the

most important point, so far as we are concerned—they are

evidently in ignorance of the existence of the subterranean

temple and the passages connecting this ruin with the

tower, for the latter is well outside the extreme boundary

of their enveloping camp—there are not enough of them,

you see, to encompass the whole of the ruins and the tower ;

therefore I am convinced that by using the passages and

the exit by way of the tower, we may, with ordinary care,

contrive to keep ourselves supplied with provisions and

water until—as Massey graphically puts it—further orders."

" Will they attack us, think you, or, having invested

this building and, as they believe, shut us in, will they try

the game of starving us out ?
"

" The later, I should imagine, decidedly," answered Old-

royd. " My experience of savages is that—with the excep-

tion, perhaps, of the Zulus—they never fight for the mere

pleasure of fighting or unless it seems impossible for them

to achieve their object in any other way. If any other

way than fighting seems feasible, they wiD generally adopt

that way."



CHAPTER X

The Attack

Although we were all persuaded that Oldroyd's view of

the situation was correct and that we need not fear any

attempt on the part of the savages to carry the ruined

monastery by assault, at all events until we had been, as

they would suppose, starved into a condition which would

render us incapable of effective resistance, we were of

course too prudent to neglect any precaution ; accordingly

our system of watches of the preceding night was con-

tinued, two of us doing sentry go on the flat roof of the

building for four hours at a stretch. The Doctor was

anxious to take turn with the rest, but with diplomacy on

Oldroyd's part we convinced him that his services were not

necessary and persuaded him to give the night to sleep.

With the two girls we were less successful, they simply

refused to accept our dictum that they could very well be

dispensed with, and insisted in joining one or another of us

on the roof, until, recognising that they were both fully

determined to " do their bit/' we gave in and allowed them

to do their regular turn with us.

158
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On the first night of our investment by the savages my
turn of sentry go was from six o'clock until ten, after which

barring excursions and alarms, I was free for the remainder

of the night. But I was exceedingly anxious to see for

myself the enemy's arrangements and his methods of

action in general, therefore when at ten o'clock I was re-

lieved, instead of going directly to my cell, I obtained

possession of a loaded rifle, dropped a few cartridges into

my pocket, and made my way down to the basement of the

building, and thence, by way of the subterranean passage,

to the tower.

The most critical point in the passage from the ruined

monastery to the tower was perhaps that where it became

necessary to raise the loose slab of stone in the paved floor

of the tower, thus uncovering the aperture at the head of

the first flight of steps leading to the subterranean regions.

For if by any chance an enemy happened to be occupying

the base of the tower at the moment when one of us at-

tempted to pass through the aperture, the chances were

greatly in favour of instant detection. Yet detection was

not necessarily inevitable, for the central column of masonry

which supported the winding stairway leading to the top

of the tower, and the stairway itself, effectually hid the

slab from any one who might happen to be standing just

inside the doorway, keeping watch upon the exterior
r

surroundings, while as for sound, we had taken measures

to render the opening and closing of the aperture

noiseless.

We did not anticipate the presence of an enemy in the
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base of the tower ; there had not been one stationed there

a few hours earlier, when Oldroyd had joined us by way

of the subterranean passage, and there was no particular

reason why one should be stationed there now ; but I

neglected no precaution when I reached the critical spot,

with the utmost care and silently I raised the slab, crept

out, lowered the slab into place again, and noiselessly

passed round the central column, and reached the doorway

of the tower. A glance showed me that my pre-

cautions had been needless, the open doorway, framed by

the blackness of the pierced wall, showed nothing more

alarming than the view of a patch of vegetation dimly

illuminated by starlight and surmounted by a narrow strip

of brilliantly starlit sky.

But although the base of the tower held no enemy, it

was possible that a sentinel might be posted at no great
Hi

distance outside, I therefore Utole on tiptoe to the opening

and from its darkness peered intently about me. So in-

tense was the darkness of the interior of the tower that the

starlit landscape outside seemed by comparison to be

brilliantly illuminated, every shrub, every bush, every tree,

nay even the blades of grass that gently waved at my feet

in the soft night breeze showed up distinctly, and had there

been a human figure within my ken I must at once have

detected its presence. But there was not ; it was evident

that the savages had no suspicion of the existence of a

means of communication between the ruin which harboured

our party, and the tower, and the latter was therefore left

unwatched. I listened for any sound which might indicate
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the proximity of a human presence, but could hear nothing,

I therefore stepped cautiously into the open and, again

peering about me, made my way along the winding

path which led through the encircling belt of shrubs to the

open country beyond.

My object in venturing forth thus alone in the darkness

was of course to obtain a personal view of the number and

dispositions of the enemy. But the tower from which I

had just issued and the beleaguered ruin were on opposite

sides of the brook, which I must cross before I could reach

the enemy's camp, I therefore turned southward, following

the course of the stream, until I had put about a mile be-

tween myself and the tower, when I waded across to the

opposite bank and headed toward the spot where I guessed

the main body of the enemy to be. My progress was

naturally slow, for I was pitting myself against savages,

who, all the world over, are credited with the possession of

faculties sharpened to an abnormal degree, and who are

known to depend to a very large extent for safety upon

their keenness of sight, hearing and scent. The rustling of

a leaf or twig without sufficient reason, the slightest un-

accountable movement, even an odour so faint as to make

no impression upon the nostrils of the civilised man, suffices

to put the savage on the alert and warn him of possible

danger. It was therefore imperative that I should advance

as cautiously as though I were stalking a startled deer ;

but at length the scent of wood smoke reached my nostrils

and I knew that the end of the first part of my journey

was near.
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Dropping upon hands and knees, I crept forward inch

by inch, availing myself of every scrap of cover, until at

length through the twigs of a bush I caught sight of a dull

red glow, some twenty yards distant. I was still staring

at this and the ground in its immediate vicinity, when a

little draught of wind swept past, fanning the expiring fire

into a momentary flicker of flame, by the light of which

I saw a number of recumbent figures, more than half con-

cealed by the grass in which they lay, while, some ten

yards farther on, I caught a glimpse of an upright figure

standing with his back toward me, and consequently

facing in the direction of the ruin wherein our party was

lodged.

The necessity to make my every movement with circum-

spection rendered the encirclement of the enemy's position

a long and tedious business, but I accomplished it at last,

the result of my observations being the discovery that the

savages, to the number of some two hundred, had so com-

pletely invested the monastery that it would be impossible

to leave the building and pass through their lines without

being detected and captured. It was evident they in-

tended to follow the dictates of prudence by fighting the

fight of " sit down "—in other words, to keep us penned

up until hunger and thirst should compel us either to sur-

render or to attempt to force our way out by means of

a sortie, for I saw nothing to indicate an intention to storm

the building in the hope of carrying it by a surprise attack
;

on the contrary, everything seemed to point to the fact

that they were prepared to remain quietly where they
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were just as long as need be, and not to strike a blow

except in self-defence. I accomplished the circuit of the

encampment as the signs of coming dawn appeared in

the sky, and effected my retirement undiscovered, entering

the tower at the moment when the first ray of the rising

sun smote the summit of the Peak and turned it to

gold. I returned by the way I had come, through the

subterranean passage, taking care to secure the moveable

slab so that it could not be raised from without, and

rejoined the rest of my party before any of them was

aware of my absence.

The maintenance of a sufficient supply of food and water

for our little company was now our chief anxiety, for we

knew that the savages were dependent, like ourselves, upon

the adjacent woods and the neighbouring stream for every-

thing. It was a matter demanding careful consideration,

but an hour's discussion solved the problem. We argued

that the savages would do their foraging in the day time,

possibly despatching messengers to the Basin from time to

time to fetch such articles of food as fish, corn, meal,

et cetera, as the woods did not provide. Furthermore, we

judged that since the country to the north and west of the

ruins was comparatively flat, while that to the south and

east was steep and rugged, they—if they were at all like

other savages, averse from the performance of unnecessary
r

labour—would confine their foraging operations to the first

named part of the island, which was capable of supplying

their every want. The conclusion was that we must care-

fully confine our foraging to the southern and eastern
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portions of the island. Of course it would be as necessary

for us as for the savages to do our foraging by daylight,

since it would be difficult if not impossible to find a suf-

ficiency of the right kinds of fruit in the dark, to say

nothing of the birds, an important part of our diet ; but we

believed this difficulty might be overcome by sallying forth

by way of the tower before daylight, and returning after

dark, by which means we hoped to avoid encountering the

savages or being detected by them. As for water, an

adequate supply of that was easily managed, since we all

so well knew the way from the tower to the stream that

we could go to it at night and bring in as much as we

needed while the whole force of the savages would be on

the alert to prevent any of us from stealing out of the

ruined monastery. This plan we adopted, with satisfactory

results, although it involved a lot of night work for the

menfolk of our party. In this way a full week passed,

without inconvenience to us, except that the two girls were

deprived of their daily walk, for it would have been madness

for them to venture beyond the shelter of our four walls,

and fortunately they had sense enough to know it, al-

though both of them attempted once or twice to wheedle

Oldroyd and myself into taking them with us. Also we

or rather, Mason—kept the simple savages on the alert,

day and night, and induced in them an indisposition to

stray very far from the neighbourhood of the ruins by

making frequent feint attempts to break through their

cordon, always taking care not to venture far enough away

to get caught, and effecting a timely retreat under cover
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of the bows and arrows of the two seamen, who, having

become, by assiduous practice, very fair shots, thus

contrived to put some half-dozen of the savages hors

de combat.

It was on the ninth day of our investment that the first

signs of impatience on the part of the savages became

noticeable. Mason, who was in command during the

absence of Oldroyd and myself—who, as usual, had gone

out foraging—was on the roof of the monastery, recon-

noitring preparatory to another feint on his part to break

through, when he caught a glimpse of a savage face peering

at him through a bush on the outskirts of the open ground

surrounding the building. Lucy Stroud was on the roof

with him, and he at once sent her for my telescope, and

examined the ground, with the result that he eventually

discovered some twenty savages concealed behind conve-

nient bushes, all staring at the monastery. He kept those

twenty well under observation for nearly half an hour, at

the end of which he saw them, as at a preconcerted signal,

back carefully away until they supposed themselves to be

out of range, when they calmly rose to their feet and walked

to the shadow of a large tree, where, squatting on the

ground in a circle, they engaged in an animated discussion

which had all the appearance of being a council of war.

He informed us, that night, when Oldroyd and I returned,

that the council—if such it was—lasted nearly an hour,

that the savages spoke in turn, using a vast amount of

gesticulation, the meaning of some of which he believed he

had guessed at pretty shrewdly, and that, if he was right,
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the subject of discussion was a proposal to storm the

building. He was of opinion that the members of the

council were by no means unanimously in favour of active

measures, the elders among them seeming to counsel pa-

tience, while the younger men seemed to advocate imme-

diate action. Of course this was all pure surmise, and

Mason may have been mistaken in his interpretation of the

gestures of the several members of the supposed war

council, but in any case what he had seen seemed to portend

action of some kind, and it was decided that no one should

leave the building next day, a decision the more easily

come to inasmuch as we happened to have a sufficiency

of food to last forty-eight hours.

We were all on the alert that night, for Mason's report

had led us to expect an attack sometime in the small

hours of the morning ; but contrary to our anticipation,

the night passed quietly, nothing happened, and when at

length morning came and we were once more able to get

sight of our surroundings, a careful reconnaissance from

the top of the tower revealed the fact that the savages were

acting pretty much as usual. Later in the day, however,

signs of greatly increased activity on the part of the enemy

became visible ; the two girls, who had undertaken to

maintain, between them, an uninterrupted watch from the

summit of the tower, reported that a party of about fifty

had been observed to leave their camp and proceed in the

direction of the Basin, returning some four hours later,

laden with spears and war clubs, and accompanied by a

large number of women bearing baskets containing supplies
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of fruit and fish, which they left at the camp, the women

then departing with the empty baskets. This seemed to

indicate that at last decisive action of some sort had been

determined upon by the enemy, and we made our arrange-

ments accordingly.

With nightfall our real anxieties began, for we could not

know whether the activity displayed during the day was

the prelude to an attack, or whether it was merely a demon-

stration made with the object of keeping us perpetually on

the alert and thus eventually tiring us out : furthermore, if

an attack was actually intended we had no means of know-

ing at what hour it would take place. It might occur at

any moment, though we rather anticipated that it would

probably be deferred until the small hours of the morning,

when human vitality is at its lowest and fatigue most

strongly asserts itself. Our preparations, however, were

complete before nightfall, and an incessant watch was

maintained from the roof of the monastery. Of course it

would have been the easiest thing in the world for us to

have avoided a fight altogether by the simple device of re-

tiring to the subterranean chambers and shutting ourselves

in ; but there were several good reasons against that, the

chief of which was that, since the savages had chosen to

assume the offensive, we must first demonstrate our

superiority to them, after which it would probably be

possible to establish amicable relations upon terms advan-

tageous to ourselves.

The hours passed, slowly enough ; Oldroyd, Mason and

the two seamen being stationed, one at the middle of each
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of the low parapets that surrounded the flat roof of the

monastery, each man reclining with his back to the parapet,

snatching such sleep as might be possible, but with his

weapons to his hand, ready for use at a moment's notice,

while I paced wearily round and round, keeping a strict

watch upon the belt of scrub that surrounded the open

space on all sides of the building. The silence remained

profound, being emphasized rather than broken by the

sullen, continuous low thunder of the surf upon the distant

reefs and the sibillant hum of the myriads of insects that

inhabited the neighbouring woods ; it was very dark, all

the darker for the shadow of those same woods and the

overhanging Peak, the last rearing itself blackly into the

black sky, like a wedge, and blotting out about a sixth-

part of the starlit firmament. Yet, dark as it was, the

star-sheen was just sufficient for one to distinguish the open

ground from the black mass of the surrounding scrub, and

it was upon this faintly defined open ground that I kept

my eyes fixed as I slowly traversed my beat, pausing at

intervals to take a longer look.

It was during one of these pauses that I seemed to detect

a subtle difference in the aspect of our surroundings. The

belt of scrub that bounded the open space on all sides of

the monastery was quite regular in outline—we had seen

to that ; but now it appeared to me that it presented in

places a jagged appearance, portions of the scrub projecting

here and there.

I took my night glass and studied these projections with

the utmost intentness, and as I did so a certain passage
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in " Macbeth " flashed into my mind ; the belt of scrub

was stealthily drawing nearer to the walls of the beleaguered

building ; already I could detect detached portions of it

here and there, each detached portion having behind it,

I could not doubt, one or more savages creeping inch by

inch, stealthily towards us.

I waited, patiently watching, until there could no longer

be a doubt as to the correctness of my surmise ; waited

until it was possible to distinguish those detached masses

of scrub with the unaided eye, then I gently roused my
four companions, explained to them in a whisper what I

had discovered, and pointed out to them the screening

patches of scrub behind which lurked the wily savages.

This done, four of us went to a lamp which we had burning

in a bucket on the roof, fired four big handfuls of prepared

tow, and dropped one each over the wall on to some bon-

fires we had built beneath. These last, being dry, instantly

kindled, and a minute later were blazing up and crackling

fiercely, sending up a thin smoke, it is true, but casting a

yellowish glare all over the open ground and revealing the

detached masses of scrub with startling distinctness.

The savages now sprang to their feet with blood-curdling

yells and, brandishing their spears, started at a run to

cover the intervening distance, a dozen or more gangs of

them, each numbering about twenty men, carrying long

pine poles, the branches of which had been lopped off to

within about a foot of the trunk, which they evidently

intended to use as scaling ladders. They came on from all

four sides at once, casting their spears as they ran ; and
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for a minute or two I thought that things looked rather

bad for us. We lost not a moment in getting our bows

and arrows into action, and although our every shot told, we

utterly failed to stop their rush until Oldroyd and Mason

seizing their shot guns, loaded with buckshot, began to

blaze away at the ladder bearers, in more than one instance

arresting the whole gang at a single discharge. Then,

indeed, whether it was the flash, the report, or the amount

of damage done, we could not say—perhaps all three played

their part—the mob came to a halt, with cries of con-

sternation and, after standing for nearly a minute, spell-

bound, while we continued to pepper them severely, turned

short round and fled, leaving nearly a quarter of their

number on the ground. There was only one exception to

this. He was a fine-looking fellow ; wearing a sort of

coronet of shells bound round his head, with several scarlet

feathers attached to a kind of necklace, from which, since

he seemed to be the only man so adorned, I drew the

inference that he was the chief of the band. He seemed to

be not in the least dismayed by the discharge of the guns

or the slaughter of his comrades ; he appeared to be ani-

mated by a kind of berserk rage and continued to advance

while his comrades were flying, hurling his spears with

marvellous strength and precision while he gave utterance

to the most extraordinary cries of ferocity and defiance.

He arrived within some twenty yards of the wall before

one of the seamen, seizing a rifle, brought him down with a

bullet through his chest. This ended the fight, for that

night at least, the savages retiring to their camp discomfited.
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Scarcely was the fight over, when the two girls made

their appearance on the roof, bearing a liberal supply of a

very refreshing and delicious cooling drink which they had

learned to compound from the expressed juices of certain

fruits mingled with cocoanut milk. They eagerly enquired

whether either of us had been hurt, and, receiving a reply

in the negative, proceeded to serve the draught which they

had prepared, and then quite obediently went to bed again.



CHAPTER XI

Anthea Raises the Siege

With the coming of the dawn we discovered, as we had

expected, that the savages had removed their dead and

wounded, with one exception, and that was the man who,

during the hottest of the fight, had refused to retire when

the rest had fled stricken with dismay at the effect of our

firearms, and whose mad rush had only been stopped by a

bullet fired by one of the seamen. He lay not more than

twenty yards from the foot of the south wall of the monas-

tery, apparently just as he had fallen, and he at first ap-

peared to be dead. But as we stood gazing at him, he

flung up one arm and clutched the wound in his breast, as

though the smart of it had pierced through his state of

unconsciousness. It was evident that some of the savages

had seen the movement, too, for on the instant a shrill cry

went up, and presently a band of about fifty of them

emerged, fully armed, from the sheltering scrub and

advanced at a rapid run, with the clear intention of carry-

ing him off. Now that I saw him in clear daylight, however,

I was more convinced than ever, from his appearance, that

he must be a man of importance, the eagerness of the

savages to save him going a long way to confirm me in that

opinion. But, if as I suspected, he was a chief—possibly

172
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the chief—of the tribe, it would be well worth while to

secure him, if only to hold as a hostage ; I therefore shouted

to Wilkinson to follow me and, hastily explaining to Old-

royd my determination to bring the wounded man in,

dashed down the steps leading from the roof, and made

my way outside the building just as a double report from

the roof apprised me that the two Americans had opened

fire upon the advancing savages. Without waiting to see

the result, I rushed toward the wounded man, while a

dozen spears hurtled about my ears, seized him by the

shoulders as Wilkinson came up and laid hold of his legs,

and together we bore him into the building, while the two

Americans held the advancing savages at bay and finally

drove them off with further losses.

We carried him to an empty cell and set him down, and

Wilkinson hurried away to fetch the Doctor, while I "Stood

by and watched the wounded man.

I judged him to be about twenty-eight or thirty years of

age, about five feet ten inches in height, splendidly made,

with fine, shapely but rather slender limbs, quite passably

good-looking, his complexion a pale olive, scarcely darker

than my own sunburnt features, and his hair, beard and

moustache were jet black. The man was conscious now,

and stared enquiringly into my face, as though trying

I thought—to read his fate there. I smiled encouragingly

at him, patted him on the shoulder and said-

" It's all right, old chap, don't worry ; we won't hurt

you
t

)

Of course he could not understand my words, but I
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think the tones of my voice must have been reassuring, for

he nodded gravely, said a few words, and then pointed to

the wound in his chest. I again nodded encouragingly,

and was about to essay further speech when the Doctor

entered, accompanied by Wilkinson. Walking straight

up to his patient, he bent over the savage, knelt by his

side, scrutinised the wound, and then ordered the seaman

to bring hot water, and a soft towel.

" The trouble with us," remarked the Doctor, while

waiting for Wilkinson's return, " is that we have no drugs,

antiseptics or dressings of any description. The utmost

that I can do for this man is just to wash the wound and

cleanse it as best I can, and leave Nature to do the rest.

It is a pity, for the wound ought to be dressed, though

ever so roughly, if only to exclude possible impurities,

but
"

" Would an old shirt be of any use, doctor ? " I asked.

" Well," was the somewhat hesitating answer, " it would

be better than nothing."

I went for the shirt, such as it was ; and when I re-

turned I found Wilkinson also back, with hot water, and

a nice soft clean towel, with which the Doctor was carefully

washing the wound. When he had done this he took the

shirt from me, inspected it, and finally began to tear it

into strips from which he formed pads and bandages.

Twenty minutes sufficed him to do all that it was possible

to do, when he left the patient, instructing Wilkinson to

remain and see that the man was not disturbed, as sleep

was now the best thing for him. The Doctor had been very
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gentle in the handling of his patient, but, notwithstanding,

he must have caused the poor chap considerable pain, yet

the savage never once winced, or betrayed the smallest

evidence of discomfort, apart from a profuse perspiration.

When I rejoined the rest of the party they were about to

sit down to breakfast, while Shirley-Winthrop was doing

his best to satisfy the curiosity of his questioners as to the

condition of the patient and his prospects of recovery.

I arrived in time to hear Lucy Stroud offering her services

as nurse, to the Doctor, and he, good simple man, was

cheerfully accepting them, when I intervened with a very

decided negative, saying

" No, certainly not ; the man must not be permitted to

see either of you girls, on any account whatever."

Breakfast over, Oldroyd and I started out upon our

daily duty of bringing in the necessary supplies of food

and water for the day's consumption. Naturally, we
exercised extreme caution in our movements, for we had

no desire to fall into the hands of our pertinacious enemies,

nor did we wish them to discover by what means we en-

tered and left the ruins. But we had little fear on the

score of either contingency for, if I have not already done

so, I mil explain now that the ruins which we inhabited

were situated on the right bank of the stream from which

we drew our supply of water, while the tower from which

we made our exit was on the left bank, the subterranean

passage connecting the two passing beneath the bed of the

stream. Moreover, the two buildings—the tower and the

monastery—were about half a mile apart, the latter being
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hemmed in and closely watched by the savages, who

evidently had no idea that any means of connection be-

tween the two existed, for, thus far, we had been unable

to discover that even the most cursory observation of the

tower was being maintained. This, and the further fact

that the tower was encircled by a belt of high bushes,

through which only one intricate and almost secret passage

existed, enabled us to leave the tower, even in broad day-

light if need were, with very little risk of discovery.

On this particular day we were rather longer than usual.

The girls had by this time taken upon themselves the

entire duty of preparing our meals, therefore after handing

over to them our booty, Oldroyd and I made our way to

the sick man's cell to see how he was progressing. Upon

entering the cell we learned from Dartnell, who was now on

duty, that the patient had only awakened from a some-

what lengthy sleep a few minutes previously, and seemed

to be asking for something, though the seaman could not

understand what it was. Oldroyd diagnosed the want as

that of water, we therefore sent Dartnell away to fetch

some, and also a bunch or two of grapes, that we had

brought with us fresh from the woods that morning, and

upon receiving these the wounded man partook of them

eagerly, at the same time making signs which we easily

understood were those of gratitude. When he had finished

eating, the poor fellow seemed inclined to sleep again, so

we left him.

It was natural, I suppose, that after we had left the

wounded man, our conversation should turn upon the
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difficulty of exchanging ideas between people, each ignorant

of the other's language. I had already recognised that,

having now actually come into contact with the savages,

it was highly important that we should be able to converse

with them and make ourselves understood, but I could not

see how it was to be done, and said as much to my com-

panion. Oldroyd, however, assured me that the difficulties

were not nearly so great as I seemed to imagine, and he

went on to explain his own simple method. It consisted

in selecting some object known to both parties, naming it

in English, and then, by signs, inviting the other to name

it in his own language. We agreed to try the plan with

our patient, as soon as he was well enough ; and, I may

say that we found it answered so excellently that by the

time that the savage was completely recovered, he, Oldroyd

and I were able to make ourselves fairly well understood

in a general way.

A week elapsed, during which our particular ruin re-

mained as beleaguered as ever by the savages, although

no further attempt was made to storm the place. The

time began to hang rather heavily on the hands of some of

us, and particularly was this the case with the girls. The

Doctor was still busy with his researches, while as for

Oldroyd and myself, we soon found a new interest in our

endeavours to establish a mutual understanding between

our prisoner and ourselves. We had already ascertained

from him that his name was Kilau Minga, and had taught

him to name us both. But the only occupation of the

girls was to prepare the food of the party. At length, by
M
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way of a joke and in order to vary the monotony a little,

?Thea took it into her head to descend to the vault of

the temple and, with Lucy as her accomplice, remove from

the coffer therein the nine sets of robes which we believed

were intended as changes of raiment for the wooden

goddess. These she conveyed to her own cell and, on a

certain night, when we believed both girls had retired to

bed, she startled and amazed us all by bursting in upon

us, arrayed in the most gorgeous of the robes, with her

beautiful hair streaming loose in golden waves over her

shoulders and far below her waist.

For a moment or two we were all stricken dumb by the

exquisite picture and—so far at least as I was concerned

by the marvellous resemblance which she now presented

to the goddess of the niche.

The apparition of her, thus apparelled, inspired me with

a sudden idea. For days I had been wondering if it might

be possible to induce the savages to raise the siege and

leave us once more free to roam the island at our pleasure,

and now I believed I saw how it might be done.

" By Jove ! Anthea," I exclaimed, " you are the very

image of the goddess in the temple down below. And see

here, I have an idea
"

" Really ?
"

" Yes, really. This persistent siege of the ruins, and the

necessity for us all to be keenly watchful is daily

growing more monotonous and irksome. Now, I have

been trying to hit upon some scheme whereby the savages

may be scared, or induced to raise the siege, and the
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appearance of Miss Shirley-Winthrop in that splendid robe

has given me the idea for which I have been groping.

" The savages who now inhabit this island, and their

progenitors, have probably been here for hundreds of

years. Whether or not they are the descendants of the

people who built the tower and excavated the wonderful

temple beneath it, I cannot say
"

" But I can," interrupted the Doctor, " I assert un-

hesitatingly that they are not. The people who con-

structed the temple, and carved the beautiful image of the

goddess which stands in the niche, were a highly intellectual

people, a people of refined and cultivated taste—as is

evidenced by the paintings which still adorn the walls of

the subterranean temple ; and they must have possessed

something more than the mere rudiments of civilization.

The people who now hold the island are savages, pure and

simple. They cannot have descended from them. The

descendants of a people capable of producing such beautiful

things as we have seen in the temple could never have

degenerated into mere savages."

" Um !
" I remarked ;

" that rather knocks my scheme

on the head. You think, then, Doctor, that the savages

outside have no knowledge of the goddess of the Temple

—

not even by tradition ?
"

" No, I won't go so far as to say that/' answered the

Doctor. " They may possess more or less hazy legends of

such a being."

" Well," said I, " at all events let me explain my idea

to you all ; you will then see what you think of it."
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There was a murmur of assent, and I proceeded.

" Seeing Miss Shirley-Winthrop in that robe suggested

to me the idea that it might be a good plan for her to show

herself, just as she is, at the top of the tower, some night

to-night, if you like ; it is full moon and it would be an

excellent night for such an apparition. From the summit

of the tower she will be in full view of the savages investing

us ; and if there is any legend or tradition among them

relating to the goddess down below, they may perhaps be

led to believe that her reappearance at this juncture

indicates her displeasure at their conduct in beleaguering

us, and they may thus be induced to abandon the siege

and retire to their own end of the island. What do you

think, Doctor ?
"

" Candidly, I have not very much faith in it," answered

the Doctor. " To begin with, these people may never have

heard of the goddess. And if they have, it is safe to say

that not one of them has ever seen the figure, therefore

Anthea's resemblance will count for nothing ; the effect

if any—would be just as good if Miss Stroud were to person-

ate the goddess. Finally, neither Anthea nor Miss Stroud

knows a word of the savages' language, so how would they

express their displeasure ?
"

" By action, of course," answered Anthea. " Now, you

just watch me."

So saying the girl drew herself erect and stood for a short

time with her hands clasped easily before her while she

gazed contemplatively skyward. Then she glanced down-

ward and a frown of displeasure wrinkled her smooth brow
;
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she shook her head slowly ; then, stamping her right foot

angrily, she threw out her arm and waved it imperiously,

as though ordering her audience to disperse, repeating the

action several times. Finally she turned to us all with

a smile, and addressing her father, asked

—

" How was that, poppa ? Do you think that would

fetch them ?
"

" Upon my word I believe it would, my dear," answered

the Doctor. " It was excellently done, and I think the

savages would understand it. At all events, there can be

no harm in trying. What say you, gentlemen ?
"

" I agree with you, Doctor," answered Oldroyd. " It

certainly was admirably and expressively done. I don't

see how the savages could fail to understand the meaning,

and if they have ever heard of the goddess I believe the

performance would result in complete success."

Mason and I similarly expressed ourselves. " There is

only one point remaining to be settled," I added, " and

that is—are you willing to do it, Thea ?
"

" Yes, certainly I am," answered Thea. " I would do

much more than that in order to gain freedom to leave the

ruins whenever I pleased, unmolested. But you must go

with me, Jack. I dare not go up there alone at night."

" I think we need not discuss the matter further," I

said. " 'Thea understands exactly the effect which it is

desired to produce, and I believe ' she is capable of pro-

ducing it. The only thing that remains is to put the

experiment to the test, and the moment is as favourable

as could be desired; the moon rides high, the sky is
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cloudless, and it is almost as light as day outside. Shall

we go at once, Thea ?
"

" Yes/* she answered, " I am ready."

We reached the summit of the tower without adventure

and, crouching low, made our way to the point at which

I wished Anthea to take her stand. The parapet had here

crumbled away so completely that the platform constituting

the roof of the tower was left entirely unprotected, and by

standing there the entire figure of the " goddess " would

be revealed, which I deemed highly desirable ; moreover,

it directly faced the moon, the rays of which would fall full

upon Anthea's figure.

Approaching within about six inches of the edge of the

platform, Anthea assumed the pose which she thought

appropriate for the opening scene of our little comedy, and

stood thus, motionless, for nearly ten minutes—without

apparent result. I was beginning to think that the savages

were maintaining a less strict watch than we had believed,

and that our experiment was about to end in failure, when

a startled exclamation down below revealed the fact that

Anthea's gorgeously glittering figure had at last attracted

attention. The exclamations of astonishment were re-

peated in various tones, culminating finally in a shout

which carried with it a note of terror. Then Anthea per-

mitted her gaze slowly to decline from the cloudless heavens

to the earth beneath, and the pantomimic performance

began. She made it more elaborate than she had done in

the first instance, but it was splendidly done, and, what

was more to the point, it was completely effective, for she
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did not desist until the enemy—who had punctuated her

impassioned gestures with groans, howls and shrieks of

dismay—hurriedly snatched up their weapons and scant

belongings and started at a run in the direction of the

Basin.

When the last of the savages had disappeared Anthea

turned to me with sparkling eyes and laughing lips.

" Oh ! Jack,'* she exclaimed, " I wish you could have

seen it—but you couldn't, of course, could you ? It was

really too funny for words, and I could hardly help laughing,

and so spoiling the whole show. The wretches were

frightened stiff at the first sight of me—I am sure they

must have heard of me before, for I noticed that each man,

as he pointed me out to the others, exclaimed ' Taana !

Taana I
' which I believe is the name of the figure down-

stairs. I think the terror at my appearance must have

been succeeded by a feeling of delight, at least that was

how I interpreted their cries and their gestures. But when

I frowned and shook my head at them they flung them-

selves down on the ground, groaned most dreadfully and

beat the earth with their fists. Then they rose up on their

knees and lifted their hands appealingly to me, upon which

I made signs to them to go away immediately, which they

did—at least I suppose they did. Do you think they really

have all gone, Jack ?
"

"I really don't know," I said. "But I'll soon

find out."
it

it

How ?
" enquired my companion, briefly.

By paying a visit to their camp."
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" Oh, yes, of course," exclaimed Thea, eagerly.

" Let's."

"Let's?" I reiterated. " Does that mean that you

propose to accompany me?"
" It is just as safe for me as for you."

" No, it is not," I returned ;
" and for this reason. If

any of the savages still remain in their camp, the worst

that they are likely to do will be to make a prisoner of me.

That will not matter very much, for I believe that, if cap-

tured, I could contrive somehow to get away from them.

But if you, in that robe, were seen with me, the whole effect

of what you have just accomplished would be destroyed.

You would be recognised as just a woman, and not the

goddess that they now believe you to be, and they would

make a prisoner of you also. How would you like that ?
"

" Well, of course I shouldn't like it."

" Very well, that settles it. We will not go," I an-

nounced with decision. " And now let us get back to the

ethers. They will be wondering what has become of us."

Great satisfaction was expressed when, upon our return

to what we called the " dining-room," we announced our

belief that the experiment had been crowned with complete

success. Thea was complimented and thanked by the

entire party for the skill with which she had played her

part, and the young lady retired to her room in high feather.

We men sat for nearly an hour longer, discussing the prob-

able future conduct of the savages toward us, and then,

sanguine but by no means certain, drifted to our respective

cells.
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F

I was tired, but the excitement of the night's adventure

had keyed me up to such a pitch that I could not sleep.

I lay, twisting and tossing upon my bed—such as it was

until the dawn came stealing in through the open window,

revealing the roughness of the masonry which formed the

walls of my cell ; then I rose and, stealing past the doors of

the other sleepers, made my way into the open air, by which

time the first rays of the rising sun were gilding the summit

of the crater.

I made my way boldly and at once to the late camping

ground of the savages, for I felt confident, from what Thea

had told me, that the savages had indeed retired ; and such

I found to be the case, for, apart from the trampled and

beaten-down grass and the ashes of their watch-fires, there

was nothing to show that they had ever been there. Once

satisfied of this, I returned to our ruin and gave the good

news to the inmates, who were by this time astir.



CHAPTER XII

The Goddess Taana and Kilau Minga

We were just about finishing breakfast when Dartnell, who

was keeping a look-out on the roof, came down and re-

ported

" There's a dozen of them natives outside, sir. They're

not armed, but they've got baskets of fruit and fish on their

heads, and they're signallin' to know if they may come

alongside."

" Right !
" I said. " I'll go up and see them."

" Fruit and fish, eh ? Sounds like a peace offering, doesn't

it ? " remarked Oldroyd. " I'll go with you, Massey."

" And I—and I," added some of the others, the girls

included.

" No," said I ;
" certainly not. The natives must not

see either of you girls, so please keep out of sight. As for

the others, there is no reason why you should not show

yourselves, if you care to come."

With that, the entire party of us, the girls excepted,

went up on the flat roof of our domicile and from thence

beheld the party of natives reported by Dartnell. There

were a dozen of them, all men, and fine, stalwart fellows

they were, well-made, and not at all ill-looking. They had

placed their baskets before them at their feet ; and now,

1 86
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upon our appearance, one of them stepped forward, pointed

first to the baskets, then to us, and finally to the base of the

wall and uttered a sort of interrogative " Eu ?
"

The man's meaning seemed plain enough ; I nodded, and

signed that they might bring their baskets forward, which

they immediately did, placing their offering on the ground

below where I stood. Eleven of the twelve then retired a

few yards and, drawing up in line, appeared to be awaiting

further developments, while the twelfth—he who appeared

to be the leader of the party—began signing to us a commu-

nication which Oldroyd and I eventually interpreted as an

enquiry of some sort in reference to our prisoner. We
waited patiently until the fellow seemed to have completed

his enquiry, and then I uttered, interrogatively

" Kilau Minga ?
"

The savage nodded his head vigorously, and appeared to

be highly gratified at his success.

" I think," said I to Oldroyd, " it is clear enough that our

friend down below there is anxious to get definite informa-

tion regarding his chief. Do you think it would be wise to

take him to Kilau Minga and let him see for himself how the

patient is progressing allowing the two of them to have a

chat together and exchange confidences ?
"

" Yes, I believe it would/' agreed Oldroyd. " I think

the effect would be distinctly good."

" What say you,. Doctor ? " I asked, " is your patient

well enough to endure the ordeal of an interview with one

of his own people ?
"

" Oh yes," answered the Doctor. " A brief interview
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it

will not hurt him ; on the contrary, it may be distinctly

beneficial."

Good !
" said I. " Then I will go down and admit our

friend from outside/'

That interview was satisfactory. The native who had

initiated the enquiry fearlessly and unhesitatingly accepted

my invitation to enter our ruin, followed me confidently,

and displayed delight when he saw his chief not only alive

but well cared for and on the road to recovery. A long

conversation passed between the two, in the course of which

I had no difficulty in distinguishing that the new-comer was

relating the incident of Thea's performance of the previous

night—indeed I heard the name " Taana " uttered several

times. Kilau Minga appeared to be impressed by what he

heard ; he put a number of questions to his visitor, to

whose replies he listened in awe-struck amazement ; and

I gathered that he approved of the raising of the siege.

Oldroyd and I escorted our visitor to the door, where the

man treated us to another long pantomimic performance

the purport of which we gathered to be, first, an expression

of deep gratitude for our care of the chief, and, next, a re-

quest for permission to repeat the visit. The first we

accepted with due dignity, and graciously accorded the

second, the departure of the party being marked by many

eloquent signs of amity and good-will.

We were all gratified at so satisfactory a termination of

our little war. Mason was the only one not completely

satisfied. He questioned whether the rest of us were not

taking the peaceful protestations of the natives rather too
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much for granted, pointing out that savages were almost

invariably treacherous and untruthful, regarding deception

as legitimate for the gaining of an end. He was inclined to

suspect the sincerity of our particular savages ; he regarded

their conversion as much too sudden to be genuine, and

urged caution until the natives should have demonstrated

their honesty. He was so earnest in his protests, and his

arguments were so reasonable, so solidly based upon com-

mon sense, that we could not ignore them ; and for a week

or so we observed our former precautions ; but by the end

of that time we were all—Mason included—so convinced of

the needlessness of those precautions that we practically

abandoned them.

One result of the changed relations with the natives was

that we no longer had to forage for our larder, our late

enemies keeping us amply supplied every day with fruit,

fish and birds in pleasing variety.

Matters progressed thus for about a week ; and then, on

a certain day, an element of variety was introduced by the

inclusion of four women in the party who brought the daily

tribute of fruit, etc., to our larder. The man whom we had

by this time come to recognise as the leader was also present,

and when the contents of the baskets had been delivered,

as usual, this man led forward the four women and gave

us to understand, by signs, that they also requested per-

mission to see the chief. We gathered from the signs of

the introducer—who, by the way, had conveyed to us the

information that his name was Naqua—that the four

women were Kilau Minga's wives, and as we saw no reason
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for refusing their request, we permitted the interview.

Upon being introduced into Kilau Minga's chamber they

rushed forward and, throwing themselves upon their knees

beside his couch, seized his left hand, one after the other,

and pressed it against their foreheads ; then, settling back

upon their heels, with little cries of delight at seeing him

again, they poured forth a torrent of eager questions, which

the poor fellow answered as well as he could in face of in-

cessant interruptions. He appeared to be explaining the

nature of our treatment of him, frequently indicating the

Doctor, who was present, and who was visibly embarrassed

by their constant manifestations of gratitude.

The interview lasted about half-an-hour, and then, at a

sign and a word from Kilau Minga, the quartette rose to

their feet, bent over the chief, again pressed his left hand

to their foreheads, and somewhat reluctantly withdrew.

Naqua remained a minute or two longer, apparently to

receive certain instructions, and then he also withdrew,

the whole party prostrating themselves before us by way of

farewell, and then retiring into the forest, voicing a low,

murmuring chant as they went.

Having by this time come to the conclusion that we had

no cause to fear further interference we resumed our mode

of life, save that, since the daily gift of fruit, fish and birds

continued, there was no need for us to forage for ourselves.

Oldroyd and I spent a good deal of our time with the chief,

studying his language and imparting to him a knowledge of

ours, with the result that by the time that Kilau Minga had

completely recovered, we three were enabled, with the help
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of occasional sketches, to communicate with each other with

a considerable amount of freedom.

Interesting as Oldroyd and I found the study of the

islanders' language, the presence of Kilau Minga in our

midst grew increasingly embarrassing as he progressed to-

ward recovery. It was no part of our policy to introduce

him into what I may term the intimacy of our family circle,

and especially was I anxious to conceal from him, and the

natives generally, the existence of the two girls for as long

as possible—although we all foresaw that this concealment

could not be prolonged indefinitely ; we therefore watched

the chief's progress toward recovery with the keenest

interest, since we were all anxious to send him back to

his own people at the earliest date possible. Meanwhile,

I had been thinking out a little scheme having for

its object the strengthening of the impression made upon

the native mind by 'Thea's nocturnal appearance upon

the top of the tower. This scheme ran upon parallel lines

with the one to which I have just alluded ; and the first

to whom I mentioned it was Oldroyd, who gave it

qualified approval. I broached it to Thea, since it could

only be carried out with her co-operation, and she at once

consented.

At length the Doctor pronounced his patient to be suffi-

ciently recovered to need no further professional care, and

to be fit to return to his people. The man's delight was

plain when he was given to understand that he would be

free to leave us and return to his home. And he was not

only delighted at the prospect of rejoining his own kith and
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kin ; he was also intensely grateful for the care which we

had taken of him and the humanity with which we had

treated him.

At this point Oldroyd—who had a genius for the ac-

quisition of languages and was far ahead of the rest of us

in the facility with which he was able to converse with

Kilau Minga—diverted the conversation into another chan-

nel by enquiring whether Naqua or any of the other natives

who had visited the chief during his illness had made any

mention of a remarkable apparition which had revealed

itself one night on the top of the tower, and the appearance

of which, we supposed, had led to the abandonment of the

siege of the ruins by his people.

" Yes," answered the chief, he had been informed of the

circumstance ; and he, in common with the rest of his

people had interpreted the manifestation as an indication

of the goddess's displeasure at their attack upon the white

people. He asked whether we, too, had seen the appari-

tion ; to which Oldroyd replied that we had ; and, not only

so, we had discovered among the ruins a temple dedicated to

the worship of the goddess, for it contained an image of her,

precisely as she had appeared on that memorable night.

Kilau Minga was moved at this news ; his countenance

betrayed awe, amazement, fear and a suspicion of incred-

ulity. His voice sank to a whisper, and he glanced about

him apprehensively as though he momentarily expected

that the goddess would appear and visit with condign

punishment the bold intruder who stood on what he

evidently regarded as holy ground.
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" It is the great goddess Taana, without a doubt !
" he

murmured. " None of us have ever seen her—until now
;

nor have we been told that she ever appeared to our fore-

fathers. Neither do we know whereabouts her temple is,

although it has been diligently sought for, time after time.

But we know that it exists somewhere on this island ; and

we have a legend concerning Taana, that ages ago, the people

rebelled against her rule and slew her priests because they

had ordered the punishment of certain chiefs who had

transgressed the law ; whereupon the goddess disappeared,

the mount yonder vomited forth fire and smoke, and the

solid earth shook so terribly that many of the buildings

standing near Taana's Tower were destroyed—as you may

see them this day. And the legend goes on to say that

Taana will some day return to the island ; and that when

she does, all will go well with us if we will but obey her

laws—which we certainly will."

" I think you will be wise to do so," remarked Oldroyd.

" I also think it possible that Taana may have returned to

the island ; for the apparition which we saw upon the

tower the other night precisely resembled the image in the

temple ; indeed it might well have been the same, so

exactly like was it."

Kilau Minga nodded abstractedly ; he was thinking

hard. Presently he looked up and said, hesitatingly-

" My lords, might I see the temple of which you speak

and Taana's image, before I go back to my own people ?
"

" Have you the courage to enter that sacred place ?
"

demanded Oldroyd.

N
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" I have the courage, yes, I have the courage/' answered

the chief. " I have never knowingly disobeyed any of

Taana's laws, so why should she be angry with me ?
"

" Good !
" returned Oldroyd. " Then you shall see both

the temple and the image. I will get torches ; then you

shall come with us."

On his way to procure the torches, Oldroyd tapped at

Anthea's door and gave her the warning for which she had

been waiting. He was not long absent, for our preparations

had already been made, in anticipation of the moment,

the only time needed being what sufficed for Mason to

light the lamps in the temple, and for Anthea to mount

the pedestal in place of the image, which had been

removed ; a few minutes later, therefore, Oldroyd

returned, with torches.

Oldroyd led the way, followed by Kilau Minga ; the

Doctor, Mason and I bringing up the rear, each carrying a

lighted torch. The chief gazed about him curiously as we

traversed the long subterranean passages, and it was not

difficult to see that, despite his recent declaration of courage,

he was oppressed by a sense of distinct perturbation.

We reached the end of the passage and Oldroyd halted

before the curtain which marked the entrance to the temple.

Turning to Kilau Minga, he whispered impressively

" You are still sure that you have the courage to face the

image of Taana ?
"

The chief hesitated for a moment before answering.

Then, drawing a deep breath, he replied, with a perceptible

quaver in his voice-
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" Ye—es, I—I—have the courage."

" Then—enter !
" responded Oldroyd, drawing aside the

curtain and revealing the interior of the temple, brilliantly

illuminated by the lamps which Mason had lighted imme-

diately before joining us. At the last moment, however,

Kilau Minga's courage seemed to fail him ; he hesitated,

and beads of perspiration bedewed his forehead, trickling

down his cheeks.

" Come, and fear not," murmured Oldroyd, grasping the

man's hand and gently leading him through the doorway.

The chief, obeying the impulse of Oldroyd's hand, followed,

his eyes, protruding with awe and amazement as they

slowly travelled round the spacious interior, marking the

paintings upon the walls. Then, suddenly, as his gaze

reached the niche containing the pedestal and he saw Anthea

standing there motionless, clad in the magnificent, glittering

robe which she had worn upon the occasion of her

appearance on the summit of the tower, he dashed his

torch to the ground, and fell upon his face, shivering

violently and uttering low, piteous moans of terror.

" Nay, fear not, my friend," said Oldroyd, laying his

hand reassuringly upon Kilau Minga's shoulder. " Rise

and look upon the goddess. See, she smiles upon thee !

"

Slowly the chief lifted his head until his eyes met

those of Anthea, and lo ! a miracle had happened, for the

figure which he had believed to be only an image, was

alive and as Oldroyd had said, was smiling benignantly

upon him !

As the eyes of the two met Anthea, who was acting her
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part splendidly, raised her hand and beckoned the quaking

man to approach, which he did, his movements and his

whole attitude and aspect betraying the mingled feelings of

reverence and fear which gripped him. Hesitatingly he

approached until he stood close before her ; she beckoned

me to stand beside him, whereupon she stooped and, bend-

ing forward, took the chief's hand in one of hers and mine

in the other, and joined them together. Next, waving me

aside she beckoned Oldroyd forward, repeating her action

of joining hands, and so on, with the Doctor and Mason.

Then, drawing herself to her full height, she gravely signed

to us to retire, which we forthwith did, returning by the

way we had come, to the cell which Kilau Minga had

occupied during the period of his sojourn with us—for we

had decided that we would preserve the secret of the

passage from the temple to the tower.

When we stood once more in the chief's cell, Oldroyd

turned to Kilau Minga and said

—

" Well, my friend, you are a favoured man indeed, and

should be happy this day, for not only have you seen your

goddess, but she actually came to life in order to express

her will to you. Do you understand what that will is ?
"

" I do," answered Kilau Minga. " The will of Taana is

that I and my people shall be the friends of the white

lords ; and I swear that it shall be so. Ay, it shall be so

indeed, for, if my lord Massey wills, he and I shall be blood-

brothers, after which war between my people and his will

be impossible."

" Right !
" I exclaimed. " That is agreed.
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" Then a day shall be set for the ceremony to be per-

formed at my village, in the presence of my people and

yours/' said Kilau Minga. " And now/' he continued, " if

my lords will, I leave them and go back to my own people."

Rather more than a week elapsed after the departure of

Kilau Minga from among us, during which we heard

nothing of him—although the daily offering of fruit, fish

and birds was maintained with the most scrupulous

regularity. Then, on a certain morning Naqua presented

himself with a message from the chief, inviting us all to

accompany the messenger to the native village in order

that the ceremony of blood-brotherhood might be per-

formed in the presence of all the people.

There seemed to be no reason why the act should be

delayed ; but when we proceeded to discuss the matter,

a difficulty arose through Anthea, who calmly announced

that she intended to go with us, to witness the ceremony.

Now this announcement, sprung upon us without a

moment's warning, must have been made through sheer,

downright perversity on the girl's part, for she was aware

of our anxiety to keep secret from the natives, as long as

possible, the fact of her and Lucy Stroud's presence among
us ; furthermore, there was always the danger that Kilau

Minga, or some other keen-eyed native might detect the

startling resemblance between her and the revelation of

Taana that had been vouchsafed to them. In vain did

we reiterate all the arguments that we had often before

advanced in her hearing ; she refused to be moved by them,
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and in the end we must either yield to her whim, or defer

the performance of the ceremony indefinitely. The reasons

against the latter course were so obvious that they scarcely

needed to be mentioned to insure their rejection, the only

alternative, therefore, was to let the minx have her way,

and take our chance of what might be the result.

This settled, we who were going to the village set out

under the guidance of Naqua, who made no attempt to

conceal his astonishment at the fact that we had a woman
among us ; but—to do Anthea justice—she had contrived

to metamorphose her usual appearance so effectually that

we were no longer haunted by the fear that she might be

recognised as the impersonator of the goddess Taana.

Our way led for some distance down the right bank of

the stream, as far as our tobacco patch—which I was glad

to see was flourishing ; but at this point we crossed the

stream to its opposite side and struck off in an almost due

westerly direction, leaving the lake on our right hand. We
found ourselves following a beaten path through the long

grass—which we had certainly never noticed before

and between the trees, for a distance of some three

and a half miles, at the end of which we arrived at the

mouth of a cavern cunningly concealed, either by art or

by nature—or, possibly by a combination of both—by a

dense clump of bushes. Coming to a halt here, Naqua

gave an order to his followers, who at once plunged into

the cavern, returning a minute or two later with a

plentiful supply of torches.

This cavern was natural for some six or eight yards of its
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length from the entrance, but beyond that it was evidently

artificial, for it was here rectangular in section, about ten

feet wide by eight feet high, the walls, roof, and floor being

smooth and everywhere showing the marks of the tools

with which it had been hewn. For a length of a few yards

from the entrance the floor seemed to be practically level,

but beyond that point it began to slope downward at an

inclination of about one in twenty, which made it easy and

comfortable to traverse.

For several minutes my companion and I maintained

silence, and I was beginning to puzzle my brains as to how

I should end the awkwardness of the situation when Anthea,

glancing up at me, said-

" Do you think it will be very painful, Jack ?
"

" Do I think what will be very painful ?
" I retorted.

" Why, the—the—ceremony of blood-brotherhood/'

answered Thea.
" Good Heavens !

" I returned, " how should I know ?

I haven't the foggiest notion of how the ceremony is per-

formed, or in what it consists."

" But I have," asserted Thea. " I've read about it

somewhere, I'm sure. They will cut a gash in your body,

somewhere, and a similar gash in the chief's body, and the

blood of both will be allowed to mingle. That is the cere-

mony whereby two men are made blood-brothers. You
must take care that they do not cut through an artery, or

you will bleed to death—or you would if I were not there.

But I've brought plenty of bandages with me in case—you

know.
'

'
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a And do you mean to tell me that that is the reason

why you insisted on coming ? " I demanded.
a

it

Why, yes—partly, '

' was the answer.
r

And pray what was the other part/' I asked.

tt

But the only reply I received was a shrug of the shoulders

which lightly pressed against my arm.

Thanks, Thea ; you are a real little brick, and a good

chum ! It was kind of you to think of those bandages."

The hand I patted gave a distinct jerk, and for a mo-

ment I thought it was about to be snatched away, but it

was not. There was a moment's silence, and then my
companion replied, in tones as casual as my own

" Oh, that's all right ; I just happened to think of them,

that's all—just as I should, of course, if it had been anyone

else ; so please don't flatter yourself that you are especially

favoured."

With this remark the conversation came to a close, not

another word passing between us until, after a passage of

about three quarters of a mile, we emerged into daylight

once more and found ourselves at the southern extremity

of the plateau beneath the cliffs which Oldroyd and I had

reconnoitred shortly after our arrival on the island. Allow-

ing my thoughts to revert to that day, I wondered how it

was that neither of us had on that occasion spotted the

hole in the cliff-face from which we had just emerged ; but

upon glancing around I soon discovered the explanation in

the fact that the exit was so artfully concealed in a sort of

recess in the cliffs that it could not be seen from above.



CHAPTER XIII

The Chief and I become Blood-brothers

Glancing around at our surroundings as soon as we were

fairly clear of the tunnel I found that we had come out on

the plateau at the point of division between the part

planted with Indian corn and that devoted to sugar culti-

vation, a pathway which divided the two leading to the

slope upon which was built the village. Along this pathway

Naqua now led the way, our view being restricted by the

tall sugar canes on our left and the scarcely less tall Indian

corn on our right, to a narrow strip of the lagoon right

ahead. But when, some ten minutes later, we reached the

outer edge of the plateau, at which the cane and mealie

fields came to an end, an exclamation of delight escaped

my companion at the charming prospect which met our

view, for there, stretching away to our right for a distance

of some four miles, on the gentle slope which descended

from the plateau to the beach, lay practically the whole of

the native village. Every garden had its little orchard

of from one to two dozen fruit trees, the remainder of its

space being devoted, in about equal proportions, to the

cultivation of vegetables and flowers ; and as it now hap-

pened to be the early summer time of the year, with most

of the fruit trees in full bearing and the flowers in full

bloom, the general effect was exquisitely beautiful.

201
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A pathway about ten feet wide ran all round each plot,

dividing it from its neighbours on every hand, and Naqua

now led us along these paths, winding now to the right and
*

anon to the left, affording us an excellent view of the un-

fenced gardens as we passed them, while, as I presently

noticed, we were heading in a general direction toward the

centre of the village. This, so far as Oldroyd and myself

were concerned, was our second glimpse of the place, but

whereas on our former view of it each garden had its little

gang of busy workers, there was now not a soul to be seen

except the little groups of happy, care-free children who

were playing about in the bare space—apparently devoted

to them—in front of every hut.

But this somewhat remarkable circumstance was ex-

plained when, after about half an hour's walk through the

village, we arrived at what appeared to be its centre. This

was a large, rectangular open space, the middle of which

was occupied by what I concluded must be the village

temple, for it was a structure about two hundred feet long,

by some fifty feet wide, and twelve feet high to the eaves

of its steeply sloping thatched roof. It was built entirely

of wood, walled in on all four sides, the western end wall

being pierced by a doorway some eight feet wide by about

twelve feet high, above which was a large square window

opening in the gable-ended roof. There were also ten

large window openings in each of the side walls, affording

abundant light and fresh air to the interior of the building.

Like all the other structures in the village, it was neatly

thatched with palm leaves, but, unlike the huts, every inch
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of the surface of its walls was profusely decorated with

deeply cut carved scroll-work patterns of a most elaborate

and intricate character, the building in its entirety pre-

senting a distinctly novel and beautiful picture. I esti-

mated that it was spacious enough to accommodate every

adult inhabitant of the village without crowding, a surmise

which presently proved to be correct.

Thus far, as I have said, neither man nor woman had

been seen during our passage through the village, but now

it was not difficult to understand the reason, for as we

approached the big building we became aware of a low,

subdued hum, like the hum of a huge swarm of bees, rising

from it, which, as we drew still nearer, became identifiable

as the low murmured conversation of a great crowd of

people. The talk seemed to be in full blast as we arrived

at the door of the building, but with the entrance of Naqua

at the head of our little party it stopped so dead that, to

make use of a well-worn expression, one might have heard

a pin drop.

The building was full—though by no means uncomfort-

ably so—of people, men and women, grouped indiscrimin-

ately together, the women apparently out-numbering the

men in the proportion of about two to one. They were

attired, as usual, in the scantiest of raiment—with one

notable exception, namely, that every one of them, men
and women alike, wore a great garland of flowers round

the neck, while the women had, in addition, flowers stuck

here and there in their elaborately dressed hair.

The interior of the temple—-for such we now saw it
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undoubtedly was—was even more elaborately decorated

with carved work than was its exterior, especially as regarded

its east wall, which was that immediately facing the door.

The central position of this wall—-which, gable-shaped,

measured at its highest point some thirty feet from floor to

roof—was occupied by a female figure about fifteen feet

high, standing erect and facing toward the interior of the

building. It was carved in high relief, and despite the

crudity of its design it bore a certain general resemblance

to the beautifully carved effigy occupying the niche in the

splendid temple beneath our tower which I thought could

be scarcely accidental. It was surrounded by a scroll-work

design, also carved in high relief ; the effect of the whole

being quite beautiful. And before the figure there stood

an altar, also finely carved, heaped high with flowers.

But I was accorded little time in which to note details,

for Naqua led our party straight up to the far end of the

building, along a kind of aisle about eight feet wide which

divided the congregation into two parts—every eye being

turned upon us as we progressed, while low murmurs clearly

indicative of astonishment and admiration, greeted the

appearance of Thea, who clung tenaciously to my arm

until we arrived before the altar, on one side of which—as

we could now see—stood Kilau Minga, surrounded by half

a dozen elderly men whose garb, consisting of a long, white

robe reaching to the feet, led me to surmise that they were

priests. The chief, like everyone else, wore a garland of

flowers round his neck
; v and when Naqua had placed us all

in position on the other side of the altar, facing the
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congregation, one of the priests stepped forward and, taking

a garland from off the altar, approached and placed it

about my neck. The priests then, leaving Kilau Minga,

ranged themselves behind the altar, and the elder of them

delivered a short address which, so far as I could gather the

sense of it, was a declaration of the duties, privileges and

responsibilities of blood-brotherhood. The address, which

lasted about ten minutes, was followed by a kind of chant,

led by the priests and joined in at certain intervals by the

congregation, at the conclusion of which Kilau Minga was

led forward to the front of the altar by one of the priests,

while another took me by the hand and led me to my
appointed position beside him, placing me on the chief's

left. The chief priest, as I took him to be, then ap-

proached us both, holding in his right hand what looked

like a long, narrow shell, and signed to me to bare my right

arm, which I did by rolling my shirt-sleeve up to my
shoulder. Next, grasping us both by the wrist in such a

manner as to bring the chief's left arm into close touch

with my right, he asked if it was our will that we should

become blood-brothers, and upon our replying in the affir-

mative, he raised the shell in his hand and swiftly slashed

the edge of it across our arms, some four inches below the

elbow, inflating wounds from which the blood flowed freely.

Grasping the two wounded arms, the priest pressed them

firmly together in such a fashion that the rounding of them

formed a little channel into which the blood from each

wound flowed, thus mingling. Still pressing our arms to-

gether, the priest turned to the congregation, calling upon
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them to behold the intermingling of our blood, to which the

assembled villagers responded with a great shout, causing

the rafters of the temple to ring. The wounds were allowed

to bleed until the blood overflowed the channel formed by

our two arms and began to drip upon the floor, when two

other priests stepped forward and quickly and deftly

dressed the gashes by applying a sort of poultice of leaves

enclosed in a bandage of coarse linen, which presently

stopped the flow of blood. While this was being done the

chief priest delivered another brief harangue, which was

followed by what I supposed to be a hymn. This brought

the proceedings to a close, for with the ending of the hymn
the congregation proceeded to file out of the building in

a very orderly and decorous fashion.

We—that is to say Kilau Minga and our own party

waited until the last of the congregation had passed out

through the open door, when the chief, taking me in

brotherly fashion by my unwounded arm, intimated that

a banquet was prepared for us in his house, in honour of the

occasion, which he trusted we would grace with our pres-

ence. This invitation I passed on to the others, who

cordially accepted it. We accordingly formed a little pro-

cession, Kilau Minga and I leading while the others fell

in behind us, and in this fashion we marched out of the

building—to find, as soon as we passed out through the

doorway, that apparently the entire congregation had

formed up outside to greet us and—as I shrewdly surmised

to get a nearer view. The greeting was certainly a very

hearty and friendly one, and as I glanced round at the fine,
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stalwart forms and resolute faces of the men the thought

occurred to me that their friendship was cheaply purchased

at the cost of a small gash on the arm and the loss of two

or three ounces of blood.

Kilau Minga's house was situate at no great distance to

the northward of the temple, and we reached it in the course

of a few minutes. It occupied a plot of ground of exactly

the same dimensions as all the others, but the house itself

was considerably bigger than either of the others, consisting

apparently of two large rooms, with an annex, which I con-

jectured to be a kitchen, attached to its rear. Its exterior

was also more elaborately decorated than either of the

others. I noticed that, as in the other houses we had

passed, its floor was raised some two feet off the ground,

which I at first supposed was done for the purpose of

keeping out the rain in the wet season, but upon my men-

tioning this idea to my blood-brother he informed me that

it was not so, but the houses were built in this fashion to

exclude ants and other pests from the interior, and he

showed me how this was managed by stepping each of the

main posts in a pool of water, which the ants could not

cross.

Upon entering what appeared to be the chief apartment

of the house we were much surprised to discover that some

at least of the refinements of civilized life were by no means

unknown. There were, for instance, a table, several chairs

and a sort of couch in the room, while the floor was covered

with beautifully fine matting. The interior walls were

decorated with carvings which, in the present case,
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consisted of pictures of hunting and fishing scenes

;

while, immediately opposite the main entrance door there

hung suspended from stout pegs, a formidable war club,

the head of which was studded with sharks' teeth ; several

spears, with barbed heads made from the bone of some

animal much bigger than any that I had seen thus far

on the island ; and a pair of beautifully carved canoe

paddles.

The table which was innocent of a cloth of any kind, was

laid for eight, namely, the seven of us from the tower and

as I correctly supposed, Kilau Minga. But the " laying
"

was primitive, consisting merely of eight " plates "—-as

I imagined them to be—formed of great flat shells, some-

what like the shells of an oyster, while the centre-piece was

a great nautilus shell containing flowers, of which these

people seemed to be particularly fond.

At a sign from Kilau Minga we sat, I being on his right,

with Thea next to me. The party being seated, the chief

uttered a call, whereupon two women entered, one of them

bearing upon a roughly-made wooden dish a bounteous

supply of roast fish, while her companion bore upon a

similar dish a quantity of roasted bread fruit cut in slices.

These comestibles were first offered to Kilau Minga, who

signed the women to begin with me, which they did, passing

round the table and ultimately returning to the chief, who

was last served. There were, as might be expected, neither

knives nor forks, nor anything in place of them, and I was

for a moment rather nonplussed as to how to help myself,

until Oldroyd, perceiving my difficulty, remarked
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" Use your fingers, old chap ; they were made long before

forks came into fashion."

This was sensible advice, and I acted upon it, the others

following my example.

The next course consisted of roasted birds cut into con-

venient portions, accompanied by a dish of yams ; and this

was followed by a service of fruit of various descriptions,

some of them new to us. Thus far we had been offered

nothing to drink, but after the fruit had been passed round

for the first time two other women entered, one of whom
carried a wooden tray upon which were arranged a number

of drinking cups formed of cocoanut shells set in beautifully

carved wooden stands shaped like birds' claws, while the

other bore a large, handsomely-shaped earthern jar con-

taining an amber-coloured liquid which gave forth a wine-

like and distinctly inviting fragrance. This was served to

us in the cocoanut-shell cups aforesaid, and proved to be

exceedingly palatable, its flavour being somewhat similar

to that of Chianti ; indeed we christened it by that name
without further ado.

This concluded the banquet, which we all agreed reflected

great credit upon Kilau Minga in his character of host ; and

then, as we rose from the table, the chief invited us to go

down to the beach to inspect the fleet of canoes.

These we found to be very clumsy, indifferently-modelled

craft, ranging in length from about sixteen feet to forty

feet over all, with a beam of from three to four feet. They
were each made out of a solid tree-trunk ; and when I asked

for details of their construction I was informed that, after
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selecting a suitable tree and felling it, the builder proceeded

first to shape it in accordance with his requirements and

his personal views on the subject of naval architecture*

and when the log had been shaped to his satisfaction he

proceeded to hollow it out, first by building fires along its

top length, and so gradually charring the interior wood

away, and then completing it by cutting away the remain-

ing wood. The mention of cutting naturally raised the

question of tools, whereupon the chief led us to a part of

the beach where several men were engaged in laboriously

constructing a canoe, when we saw that they were using

rude axes and adzes, the heads of which consisted of large

shells, somewhat like oyster shells, possessing the valuable

property that one edge was almost as keen as a razor, and

so extremely hard that it was almost impossible to injure

it. This particular craft was only just began, the log in-

deed being, so far, only of very rudimentary shape : I there-

fore took it upon myself to offer, chiefly by means of

sketches on the sand, certain suggestions for the improve-

ment of the model, these consisting for the most part in

the fining of the lines, fore and aft. These suggestions were

received with respect and eagerness, and were—as I sub-

sequently learned—carried into effect, with satisfactory

results to the owner.

The afternoon was by this time well advanced, and it

behoved us to make a start if we wished to reach home

before darkness overtook us ; we therefore took leave of

our host who, in bidding us farewell, explained that the

morning's ceremony not only made him and me blood-
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brothers but also created me a chief second in power and

authority only to himself. He was at much pains also to

make us clearly understand that war between his people

and ourselves was henceforth impossible, and he wound up

by saying that, since we were now friends, he and his

people hoped that we would all, or as many of us as felt

so inclined, visit the village as often as we pleased, staying

as long as we pleased, and being assured of a hearty wel-

come from everybody. This was handsome treatment,

and we responded by assuring the chief that we would not

fail to call, from time to time.

The conclusion of peace with the natives upon so firm

a basis and such satisfactory terms was a source of the

utmost satisfaction to us all, and especially to the girls, for

we felt that we could now go over the island, individually

or collectively, without fear of molestation ; moreover it

was a pleasant change as well as—we all agreed—an act of

sound diplomacy to visit the village from time to time and

so cement the good relations between the natives and

ourselves.

One result of our increased intercourse with the natives

was the discovery that they possessed not the remotest

knowledge of the use of sails, due in part no doubt to the

fact that they were without the means to manufacture sail

cloth. They had looms of a sort, it is true, but they were

small, clumsy and very primitive machines, capable only

of turning out narrow strips of a coarse kind of cloth, made

from the fibre of a certain plant, and produced with the

utmost difficulty at a vast expenditure of time. I was
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seized by an insatiable longing to teach our new friends the

art of sailing, and with this object I one day took Wilkinson

and Dartnell, the two seamen, down to the cove where our

boat still lay concealed, and, rigging her, sailed her round

to the smaUer lagoon, to the delight and admiration of the

natives. It was the first time they had beheld a craft

more scientifically modelled and constructed than their own

canoes, and it was amusing to watch the eagerness with

which they examined every detail of her, and their wonder

and admiration generally. But what, after all, appealed

to them most strongly was the fact that she could be

made to go from any one point to any other by the

power of the wind alone. Like most savages, they were by

no means enamoured of hard work, and the paddling of their

crudely modelled canoes was hard work, without a doubt

;

it is not to be wondered at, therefore, that every mother's

son of them expressed anxiety to be taught the new art

without delay, while Wilkinson and Dartnell were so eager

to impart instruction that they suggested the boat should

be left at the village, under their charge, for greater facility

of instruction. And to this proposal I innocently enough

assented, not in the least foreseeing what would be the

outcome of it.

The enlightenment came about a fortnight later when,

upon visiting the Basin to see how matters were going

generally, I was accosted by Wilkinson and Dartnell, our

two seamen, who somewhat sheepishly informed me that

they had decided to settle permanently on the island and

to marry—and would I be pleased to tie the knot for them.
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" Settle on the island ! Marry !
" I ejaculated. " Why,

men, what on earth can you be thinking about ? What has

happened to put this folly into your heads ?
'

'

" Beggin' your pardon, Mr. Massey," returned Wilkinson

who had assumed the r61e of chief spokesman, " but where

do the ' folly ' come in ? To us two sailormen it looks to be

the most sensible thing we can do. Are we ever goin' to

get a chance to leave this here h'island ? It don't look

much like it, do it, sir ? We've been ashore here now-

well, gettin' on for the best part of a year, accordin' to my
reckoning and not so much as the ghost of a sail have hove

up above the 'orizon durin' the whole of that time. And
we—Dartnell and I—argues that if no ships have come

along durin' that time, they ain't likely to come along at

all. And if no ships comes along, how are we goin' to get

away ? Are we to go in the boat ? I reckon not. I doubts

if there's e'er a one of us as 'd care to go through such

another time as we had in her ; no, not if we was certain

sure of comin' out all right at the end. You as't the Doctor,

Mr. Massey—and his darter—as't Mr. Oldroyd and Mr.

Mason, and hear what they says about it.

" Very well, then ; what Dartnell and I says is this : if

we can't get off the h'island we've just got to stay on it

;

and if we've got to stay on it we might as well settle down

and be comfortable—and that's what we've made up our

minds to do. We've got up alongside of a couple of fine

handsome gals who seems quite agreeable to be spliced, and

we've been talkin' to the chief about it and, so far as we

can understand 'im, he'll be glad enough to have us—in fact
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he've promised to give each of us a plot of land and all the

help we wants to build our two houses—and that's just

about clinched it."

" But," said I, " you surely have not given as much

consideration as you ought to this idea of yours. Your

decision appears to have been very hastily arrived at. You

have only been among these savages about a fortnight, and

yet here you are talking seriously about marrying and

settling down among them—throwing in your lot with them

for the remainder of your lives. I think you scarcely

realize the seriousness of the decision. Suppose, for in-

stance, that a ship should come along—as one may any day.

Would you, under such circumstances, still decide to remain

on the island, or would you not rather jump at the chance

of returning to civilization ? Have you no relatives at

home whom you would be glad to rejoin ?
"

" No, sir, we haven't," was the answer. " Dartnell and

me are both of us h'orphans, without kith and kin, so far as

we knows of, so there's nothing of that sort to make us

want to get back to the old country. And what else is

there to make us want to go back ? We're both of us just

plain, common sailormen, with nothin' ahead of us but a

sailorman's life if we was to go back, and that's a hard

enough life. But if we settle down here among these people

—who, beggin' your pardon, Mr. Massey, ain't by no means

such savages as you seems to think 'em—what do we get ?

Why a life of ease and comfort ; no hard work—no turnin'

out in the middle of your watch below to go aloft and reef

taups'ls in a gale o' wind and gettin' wet through, mayhap,
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while doin' it ; no standin' at the wheel for a couple o'

hours at a stretch with the icy wind freezin' the very marrer

of your bones ; no two hours* stretch on the fo'c'sle-head

keepin' a look-out on a pitch-black night, with the spray

flyin' over yer with every pitch of the ship into a head sea ;

no toilin' at the pumps in a leaky old hooker ; no mates

hazin' of a man night and day if he don't happen to do

things to their likin' !

"

I could not but admit that, looking at the matter from

the two men's point of view, they had made out a fair case
;

yet it seemed unnatural that Englishmen—even of the

comparatively uneducated class to which Wilkinson and

Dartnell belonged—should seriously contemplate throwing

in their lot and allying themselves by marriage with a people

who, whatever their good points, were just heathens and

savages ; and I did not hesitate to say as much in pretty

plain language to them. But I soon saw that the men had

made up their minds to go their own way : they disclaimed

any intention to desert us, assuring me that they would

consider themselves as much as ever under my orders in all

essential matters—although they did not hesitate to re-

mind me that the wreck of the Andromeda made free men
of them, and they wound up by saying that if I declined

to " splice " them, they must get a priest to do the job,

but that they would very much prefer that one of us

should do it.

I returned to the ruins, to find that everybody excepting

the Doctor was absent. As for Shirley-Winthrop, he was

still busy, pottering about down below in the temple,
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laboriously engaged in sketching the paintings on the walls.

And very beautifully he was doing it, too, for he possessed

great artistic skill, and it happened that among the con-

tents of his daughter's trunk a sketch block and a box of

water-colours had been found : the Doctor therefore was

happy, despite the fact that he was compelled to work by

the inadequate light of a single smoky, evil-smelling lamp.

He was too deeply absorbed in his work to give anything

like the concentrated attention I desired to what I had to

say ; also he was of too unpractical a turn of mind to be of

much assistance to me, therefore after patiently listening

for a little while to a learned dissertation as to the probable

origin of the people who had built the temple and produced

the paintings upon its walls, I left him to pursue his labours,

undisturbed.



CHAPTER XIV

A Derelict

It was while the affairs were in this tranquil condition that

one of the natives who, by arrangement between Kilau

Minga and myself, had been set to maintain a daily watch

for ships, from the summit of the crater, came down to the

ruins, while we were all sitting down to breakfast, ex-

claiming
it

Lord, there is something floating afar off yonder
it

pointing away to the eastward ;
" but whether it be what

you call a ' ship ' I know not, for it has no sails."

" A steamer, then, without a doubt," I exclaimed, spring-

ing to my feet. " What does she look like, Simba ? Did

you see smoke issuing from her ?
"

" Nay, lord, I saw no smoke/' was the reply. " It may
be a canoe, but, if so, it must be very many times bigger

than the biggest of ours/'

" No sails—and no smoke ! What the dickens can it be ?"

I ejaculated. " About how far away is she ?
"

About as far distant as that end of the island "—point-

ing northward
—

" is from what my lord calls the look-out,"

replied the man.

Good ! then she ought to be visible from the top of the

tower," I exclaimed, in English. " I'll get my telescope,

and shin up aloft to have a look at her."
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" And I'll go with you, if you have no objection," re-

marked Oldroyd.

" Objection ?
" I exclaimed ;

" of course not. Come

along, old chap."

It took us but a few minutes to reach the summit of the

tower, when, scanning the sea to the eastward, we caught

sight of the object reported by the native ; and a few

minutes later I had her sharply focussed in the lenses of my
telescope.

" A large ship—totally dismasted," I reported to Old-

royd, as with my eye glued to the eye-piece I carefully

scanned the picture there revealed, and noted details.

" Lying low in the water, and with a heavy list to star-

board. The wreckage of her spars floating alongside, still

attached to the hull by the shrouds, backstays and so on.

I see no sign of life aboard her—nor can I make out any

boats at her davits. Looks to me like a derelict—aban-

doned in a panic, possibly, when she was dismasted.

Would you care to have a look at her ? There you are,

then "—as I handed over the telescope. " Put it in my
room, please, when you have finished with it. I am off

down to the Basin. I mean to board that craft ; there

may be no end of things aboard her which would be of

incalculable value to us. Well, good-bye, and—take care

of the girls if anything should happen to me."
" You bet I will !

" returned Oldroyd, emphatically.

" But—say," he continued, " nothing is likely to happen

to you, eh ?
"

tt
No," I answered, " certainly not. Still—one never
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knows. Good-bye, once more." And, so saying, I dashed

at full speed down the broken stairway, avoiding, by a

miracle, a headlong dive from the top to the bottom, and

so into the open.

There was no apparent need for extreme haste, yet so

impatient was I to get aboard the hulk that when at length

I reached the Basin I was streaming with perspiration.

Arrived there, I seized the first man I happened to en-

counter, and sent him careering through the village with

instructions that every male above the age of fifteen was

to betake himself to the beach forthwith, carrying with

him food and drink sufficient for the whole day, and any

axe or other tool he might possess. I next called upon

Kilau Minga, telling him what I had done, and why I had

done it, whereupon, like the good fellow that he was, he at

once announced his intention to go with me, believing that,

owing to my still imperfect knowledge of the language, he

might be helpful in interpreting my wishes to his people.

Then, from there, after the chief had secured enough food

and " wine " to serve us both for the day, we wended our

way down to the beach, where my twelve boatmen were

patiently awaiting me, and where also some fifty or sixty

other men had already turned up. Others, however, were

momentarily arriving, a few singly, but mostly in groups,

and in about twenty minutes there were fully two hundred

men awaiting orders. These, with the tools of various

descriptions which they had brought with them we hustled

into the twenty biggest canoes of the flotilla, and, with six

of my own men, and Kilau Minga in the jollyboat, leading
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the way, we proceeded to sea. Inside the lagoon there was

little wind, merely a light air from the eastward, but as we

ran before it toward the passage it freshened somewhat, and

when we arrived off the northern extremity of the island

there was wind enough to need a wary eye on the lee gun-

wale while carrying whole canvas. The canoes had as yet

no sails, and they therefore paddled directly to windward,

while we in the boat worked up in the same direction,

making short tacks, finding that by doing so—and by
" carrying on " to such an extent that two men were

kept continually busy baling the water that came in

over the lee gunwale—we were just able to keep pace

with the canoes.

It took us the best part of three hours to reach the ship,

and when we did so she was rolling so heavily that it was

a job to get alongside and scramble aboard without injury

to the boat or the canoes. But we managed it, half of our

number boarding the hulk while the other half remained in

the small craft, to take care of them.

A hasty glance satisfied me, when I got aboard, that the

vessel was derelict, boats and crew being alike missing.

Nor was I able to get much information by visiting the

captain's cabin, for upon abandoning the ship he had taken

her papers and nautical instruments with him. All that

I was able to learn, in fact, during that first hasty look

round, was that the craft was named the Amy Trenton,

hairing from New York, that she was a comparatively new

wood-built ship, of about fourteen hundred tons register,

and that, before coming to grief, she had been barque-
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rigged. Hunting about, I found the sounding rod without

much difficulty, and sounding the well, found that she had

nearly eight feet of water in her. I did not attempt to lift

the hatches just then, to ascertain the character of her

cargo, for she seemed to be reasonably buoyant, considering

the amount of water in her, and the bold idea had come to

me of attempting to tow her to the island, instead of rifling

her out there at sea. And this, I thought might be done,

for wind and sea were alike in our favour. But of course

it would be useless to attempt to tow a big lump of craft

like that with such a mass of raffle as was attached to her,

towing alongside. I therefore set my boarding party to

work in the first instance cutting through the lanyards of

the rigging, and in about twenty minutes I had the satis-

faction of seeing the whole of it—masts, yards, canvas and

rigging—drive clear.

Our next business was to look for something by means

of which we could tow the hulk, and this we found in the

shape of a fine, stout hawser, almost new, stopped securely

down on the roof of the forward house. Cutting this adrift,

we passed one end of it over the bows through a fairlead

and down into the boat. To this we bent on, at intervals,

convenient lengths of warp to serve as towlines for the

canoes, and then, having paid out the whole length of the

hawser to its bare end, we took several turns of the latter

round the windlass-bitts, making all secure with a stout

seizing, when, our preparations being complete, I sent all

hands back into the canoes and the boat, and, directing

them, through Kilau Minga, what to do, arranged the
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canoes in pairs on each side of the hawser, each of them

being secured to it by a length of warp, and bade them

paddle ahead for all they were worth, the jollyboat, with

the far end of the hawser aboard, and her sail set, taking

the lead, while I stationed myself at the wheel, with Kilau

Minga on the forecastle-head to convey orders to the

towing craft, as might be required.

The towage of such a big lump of a hulk as the Amy
Trenton, water logged as she was, proved a most formidable

undertaking, even with two hundred strong men toiling at

the paddles ; we found her at first very heavy on our hands,

but at length, when we had got her fairly round, stern-on

to wind and sea, matters improved so far that we were

actually able to give her steerage-way ; and finally, after

some eight hours of strenuous toil, we triumphantly took

her in through the opening of the reef and grounded her

upon the beach.



CHAPTER XV

Our Prize

The days that followed this momentous event in the annals

of our island story were busy ones for me, for with the

coming of the hulk upon the scene the complexion of things

generally was altered, very much for the better.

The first thing was to give the wreck a thorough overhaul,

and see what she contained that might be of use to us

;

and as a preliminary to this I had her pumped dry and

hauled broadside on to the beach, when, as I had more

than half suspected, it was found that her leaks, wherever

they might have been, had taken up, and that she was

making no more water. This done, we made a start by

opening her lazarette, which we found still well stocked

with provisions of various kinds, including such welcome

additions to our larder as hams, bacon, sardines, tinned

sheep tongues, potted meats and fish, potatoes, wines and

spirits in cask and bottle—in short everything that is

usually to be found in the lazarette of a well-found ship,

and nearly all of it in perfect condition. All these we
divided as evenly as we could into two parts, giving one

half to the natives and keeping the other for ourselves.

The only exception to this rule which we made was in the

case of the wines and spirits, the whole of which I caused

223
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to be transported to the ruins, believing it best to keep

everything of that kind out of reach of the natives.

Having emptied the lazarette, we next took off the

hatches and investigated the contents of the holds. These

we found to consist largely of machinery of various kinds,

notably among which were the complete equipment of a

saw mill and a smithy, several lathes, and other tools.

With these at our command we were able to see our way

to build a craft of suitable dimensions to convey our party

in safety and comfort to any destination we might choose,

and this, we all agreed, must be our first consideration.

The hulk, indeed, was better than a gold mine to people

circumstanced as we were, for in addition to the matters

already named, there was her well stocked medicine chest,

her carpenter's chest, a dozen modern rifles, fitted with

bayonets, a dozen navy revolvers, and a considerable stock

of ammunition for both kinds of firearm ; there were also

several cases of ready-made clothing both for men and

women, from which we were able handsomely to replenish

our scanty wardrobes.

The first thing to be done was of course to get everything

out of her and properly sorted out ashore, then we should

know exactly what our resources were.

To do this, our first requirement was a raft upon which

to float everything across the short space of water between

the hulk and the beach ; and this we constructed by

requisitioning from the natives four of their biggest canoes,

arranging them abreast with a space of about a foot be-

tween each two and building upon these a platform, the
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materials for which we obtained by taking the two deck-

houses to pieces.

This, and the handling of the cargo, was of course very

heavy work, but Kilau Minga placed the resources of the

tribe at our disposal, and with the strength thus available,

supplemented by the employment, under my supervision,

of the winches, windlass, tackles, &c, belonging to the

ship, we managed excellently.

It cost us rather more than two months of arduous

labour to discharge the ship and stack the cargo upon the

beach, by which time the hulk, now empty, was once more

afloat and standing high out of the water. Should we, now
that the hulk was afloat, keep her so, ballast her with such

portions of her cargo as were of no use to us, jury-rig her,

and attempt to sail her to some port from which we could

obtain passage home—or should we break her up and

build a craft to suit ourselves ?

There was something to be said in favour of either plan.

If the first were adopted, we should have a fine big ship,

with comfortable and ample accommodation for all. But

to effect a jury-rig such as would enable us to put to sea

with a reasonable hope of coping with bad weather, and of

reaching our destination, would tax our resourcefulness to

its limit ; it would take a long time to do it as it ought to

be done ; and, then we should need a strong crew to man
and handle the ship. The last difficulty we might overcome

if a sufficient number of the natives could be induced to

accompany us ; but would they ? This question could only

be answered by referring it to Kilau Minga. And if a
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sufficient number could be prevailed upon to undertake

the voyage, how were they to be returned to the island-

as they would desire to be—without betraying its position

to the outer world ? I could find no reply to this question ;

and merely to suit our own convenience, we should hardly

be justified in " giving away " its whereabouts and so

introducing the many vices which accompany intercourse

with the usual stamp of white trader.

The adoption of the second alternative—that of building

a craft to suit ourselves—would involve the expenditure of,

probably, more time than the first, but the labour would

be somewhat lighter ; and when finished the boat would be

handy enough to be worked by Oldroyd, Mason and my-

self, even if by that time Wilkinson and Dartnell had not

grown tired of their island life.

The entire party, girls included, discussed the matter

at length one night, after dinner ; and the conclusion was

that the best plan would be to build a craft for ourselves.

The next thing was to prepare the working plans ; and

here I found that I should have to rely upon my own

knowledge and judgment, for my companions disclaimed

all pretentions to knowledge of naval architecture ; on the

other hand they both admitted they possessed something

more than a mere smattering of mechanical knowledge,

and they agreed eagerly to my suggestion that they should

with the help of the natives, of course—undertake the

erection of a saw mill and a smithy.

I took pains in thinking out the design of the proposed

craft. The chief considerations to be studied were three

;
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namely, safety, comfort, and room enough to stow away

all the provisions we were likely to require. There were

subsidiary ones also, as, for example, a fair turn of speed

under sail, and weatherliness—that is to say, the ability to

turn to windward against a foul wind. Also, she must be

easy to handle, since there were only three of us to be

reckoned upon for working her.

These requirements, I concluded, might all be met in

a craft of forty-two feet in length on the water-line, with

a beam of fourteen feet, which would give us a good, sturdy

seaworthy boat, roomy on deck and below, with a cabin

high enough to stand upright in, and permitting of the

provision of a stateroom which should secure complete

privacy for the two girls. The correct rig for a boat of

those proportions would be that of a cutter ; and I decided

that while I was about it I would make the boat as yacht-

like as might be ; that she should be, in fact, modelled

very much upon the lines of a cruising cutter-yacht.

I set to work, and ultimately, after many alterations,

produced a drawing which I believed would not only meet

our requirements, but would be staunch enough to face any

weather, even to a hurricane. I was busy over the draw-

ings for a full week, getting everything to my liking, and

then I was ready to start work forthwith.

And now our troubles began in earnest, for the natives,

while willing to help, had not the most hazy idea of what

we were aiming to do, nor could we enlighten them, ap-

parently, try as we would. Consequently mistakes were

being continually made, and much of the work had to be
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undone and done over again. But, after nearly three

weeks' hard work we got our keel shaped, scarfed, planed

up and erected in place, and I nattered myself that our

most formidable difficulty was overcome, particularly since

Wilkinson and Dartnell unexpectedly came forward and

proffered their services.

The accession of these two seamen made a vast difference

to us, both in our rate of progress and in rendering our

work less arduous, for we soon discovered that constant

association with the natives had enabled them to acquire

a better knowledge of the language than either of us others

could boast, and they were therefore valuable in the matter

of giving directions. The attachment of the sternpost to

the keel was a comparatively simple affair ; then came

the shaping, bolting together, and erection of the frames,

and within four months of starting work the skeleton of

the craft was complete and we were able to form some idea

of what she would look like, while even the natives seemed

at last to grasp the notion of our intentions.

Thus far, ever since the beginning of our ambitious

enterprise, we had been favoured with glorious weather

;

but now, about the time when all the timbers were in

position and we were attaching the deck beams, there came

a day when the sun rose as a mere shapeless ball of light

into a sky no longer brilliantly blue, but overspread with

a thick veil of haze ; the trade-wind failed to blow, and the

atmosphere became so suffocatingly close and hot that

even the natives were overcome by it and could scarcely

be induced io make the slightest exertion. We white men
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persevered for a time ; but at length, when the moment
arrived for us to knock off for breakfast, Oldroyd suggested

that we should treat ourselves to a day's holiday, pointing

out that it was scarcely worth while to incur the serious

risk of sun-stroke for the sake of forwarding the work to

the extent of only a few hours, so it was arranged that

instead of resuming work we three should pay a visit to the

ruins and see how the Doctor and the girls were faring

for now that we were so busily engaged at our shipyard we

seldom saw them more often than once a week, namely, on

Sundays, when we made a point of spending the day with

them.

Accordingly we dismissed our native working party,

and set out to walk the seven miles that lay between the

scene of our labours and the tower.

Our progress was slow, for even walking threw us into a

profuse perspiration, while so dead was the atmosphere that

merely to breathe seemed difficult. True, it was all up-hill

from the beach to the tunnel through which access was

gained to that part of the island outside the boundaries of

the Basin, as was also the passage through the tunnel

itself, but we consoled ourselves with the assurance that,

once in the tunnel, we should find it cooler, as was usually

the case. On the present occasion, however, we were dis-

appointed, for inside the tunnel it seemed hotter than in

the open air.

Our emergence from the upper end of the tunnel was

marked by a blinding flash of lightning, almost instantly

succeeded by a deafening crash of thunder, and when we
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presently recovered sight and hearing we found that during

our passage through the tunnel the atmosphere had thick-

ened and darkened to such an extent that it was as dark as

our brief, tropical dusk, while a cool—almost cold—wind

from the westward had sprung up and was blowing in

fitful gusts.

In cool wind we put on speed ; but we had not left the

tunnel ten minutes when there occurred another terrific

flash of lightning, accompanied—not followed, this time

by an explosion of thunder that caused the island to tremble

;

and before its rumblings ceased down came the rain in

cataracts, drenching us to the skin. For a quarter of an

hour the lightning, thunder and rain flashed and bellowed

and poured with the utmost violence, while the firma-

ment continued to darken so that, tramping through the

forest, as we now were, we were only able to make our way

with the utmost difficulty. Then, all in a moment, the

rain, the wind, and the lightning ceased, and there ensued

a breathless pause, unbroken by any sound save that of the

patter of water dripping from the trees to the ground, and

the gurgling rush of innumerable little runnels formed by

the rain. This intense silence continued for perhaps three

minutes, when a low whining, moaning sound became

audible, rapidly increasing in intensity until, with a weird,

shrieking roar the hurricane burst upon the island ; and in

an instant we were being driven along at a run by the power

of the wind, while the air became thick with whirling leaves,

twigs and branches torn from the swaying, writhing trees.

" Get under the lee of the biggest tree you can find," I
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shouted to my companions ;
" it is dangerous to remain

in the open
"

At this point in my adjuration something smote me a

terrific blow on the back of my head and for an instant

I was conscious of reeling forward ; then my senses left me.

The next thing of which I was conscious was a murmur

of voices, which presently began to impress me as being

vaguely familiar. Gradually the voices became recog-

nisable as those of Doctor Shirley-Winthrop and his

daughter ; and I began to understand that they were dis-

cussing the condition of someone who had been hurt.

Finally I realized that the discussed individual was none

other than myself ; that the Doctor was advancing with

considerable emphasis the assurance that no complications

were to be feared, and consequently there was no ground

for undue anxiety ; and that he was, with equal em-

phasis, protesting against what I gathered to have been

an unreasonably protracted watch at my bedside,

on his daughter's part. He closed the discussion by

remarking-

" And now, I'm going to get some hot water to bathe

this young man's broken head, and to re-dress it ; after

which I shall insist upon your going to bed, young woman.

I'm not going to have two patients on my hands if I can

help it."

The words reached my consciousness without at first con-

veying any definite meaning, as though it were the con-

tinuation of a confused dream—which indeed I at first
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believed it to be, for I was still hovering upon the border

line of unconsciousness ; so near it, indeed, that I did not

for the moment recognise that I was myself the subject

under discussion. But as the conversation proceeded

recognition gradually came to me and I strove to shake off

the lethargy which held me ; but the effort was too much,

and I lapsed into unconsciousness again.

A painful, smarting sensation at the back of my head,

accompanied by a feeling of warmth and wetness, and a

gentle patting of some soft material on the seat of my
discomfort aroused me from my condition of oblivion, and

I opened my eyes, wondering where I was and what had

happened to me. The first thing of which I became aware

was that it was night, for there was a lamp burning, par-

tially illuminating the more distant portions of the apart-

ment in which I found myself. I was in a sitting position

on a bed of some sort, supported by someone against whom
I was leaning and who was industriously engaged in

bathing my smarting head with warm water from a basin

held by Anthea.

As my gaze wandered to her and the light of recognition

dawned in my eyes, Thea uttered a little cry of delight,

and exclaimed

" Oh, pop, his eyes are open, and I believe he knows me !

You do know me, don't you, Jack ?
"

" Yes," I mumbled ;
" you are Anthea. I've been

dreaming about you."

" You have ? Oh, Jack, please tell me what your dream

was.
'

'
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" Certainly not !
" came the Doctor's voice, authorita-

tively. " He must not be allowed to talk—not yet a

while, anyway, excepting to answer my questions. How
do you feel, Massey ? Am I hurting you ?

'

'

" No, thanks," I answered. " What has happened ?
"

" An accident, my boy ; that's all," replied the Doctor.

" Nothing serious ; just knocked the senses out of you for

a time ; you will soon be all right again."

The dressing of my wounded head was rapidly proceeded

with, Anthea taking the Doctor's place and supporting me
while her father deftly applied lint and secured it in place

with a bandage. Meanwhile I was vainly striving to re-

member how I had come to be in my present condition, but

memory just then refused to respond, and presently I

said-

" But, Doctor, I want to know what has happened to me.

Please tell me in as few words as you will, but please tell

me.
a You are in competent hands, and that is all that you

need know at present. What you have to do is to get well

as quickly as possible, and to take your food and medicine

like a good boy. And, by the bye, Anthea, speaking of

food, I want you to go to Lucy and see if that broth is

ready. If it is, bring about a quarter of a pint and give it

to him. Then sleep will be the best medicine for him
and for you, too."

The broth—I learned later—was the first nourishment I

had taken since my accident. Feeling strangely weak

and exhausted, I sank into a dreamless, refreshing sleep.
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A Midnight Scare

From that moment my progress was rapid, thanks—in part,

so I was told—to my vigorous constitution and perfect

state of health, but chiefly, I know now, to the skill and

care of the Doctor and to the devotion of his daughter.

For three days after my return to consciousness no one

was allowed to see me ; on the fourth this restriction was

removed, and Oldroyd and Mason were admitted for a few

minutes. They were delighted to see me again, and to

hear of the progress I was making ; and they briefly re-

counted the circumstances of my accident. My memory of

everything up to that moment had by this time returned
;

I distinctly recollected the gale that had sprung up, and

the blow upon the back of my head, which I now learned

had been inflicted by the fall of a heavy branch torn from

a tree by the wind. For the moment my two companions,

buffeted by the furious wind, and drenched by the rain,

had failed to notice I was no longer with them ; but upon

discovering my absence they had fought their way back

and found me prostrate, bleeding profusely from a wound

in the head. To carry me from that point to the ruins—

a

distance of three miles or more—must have been a task of

234
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almost Herculean difficulty to those two devoted men,

harassed as they were by the force of the gale ; but they

managed it somehow, and turned me over to the Doctor.

This story Oldroyd and Mason had jointly told me in a

somewhat hurried manner, persistently ignoring several

attempts on my part to interrupt them, for I was anxious

to know how matters were going at the shipyard. It was

not until nearly a week later that I was permitted to learn

that the hurricane had played havoc down in the Basin,

unroofing and at least partially wrecking nearly half the

houses in the village, driving the hulk upon the beach

almost high and dry, and—worst of all—demolishing our

work upon the new cutter so completely that most of it

would need to be done again ! Had I learnt this a few days

earlier, the disappointment of it would have retarded my
recovery, but, thanks to the watchfulness of the Doctor and

his daughter, the intelligence was not permitted to reach

me until I was strong enough to battle with the feeling of

depression occasioned by it. Even so, my anxiety to know

the worst and to see for myself the extent of the damage

done was so great that it was hurriedly arranged I should

be carried down to the shipyard upon a stretcher, on the

following day ; and the stretcher having been knocked

together with a piece of canvas firmly nailed to a couple of

poles, Oldroyd commandeered a party of natives to bring

the contrivance up to the ruins and carry me down to the

Basin upon it.

It was a sorry sight that met my gaze when we emerged

from the tunnel, and the native village lay before me. The
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inhabitants had got to work on the morning after the

hurricane broke, and much of the minor damage was al-

ready repaired, but a great deal still remained to be done,

some thirty to forty houses being without roofs, while I

counted nine that had been to all intents and purposes

demolished.

But it was not until we reached the beach that the

catastrophic effect of the hurricane upon the fortunes of us

white folk became apparent. The hulk, lying broadside

on to the beach, was almost high and dry ; and—worst of

all—the framework of our new cutter was reduced to a

confused heap of wreckage, much of it so splintered and

broken as to be valueless.

To do a second time, what had already been once done

was a wearisome task ; yet it was not altogether without

its advantages, for the collapse of the framework had re-

vealed here and there certain defects, not important enough

to merit serious consideration, but quite worth rectifying,

now that we had the opportunity, and we rectified them

accordingly.

I think we were beginning to slow down a little in our

work when we started our building operations for the

second time ; the climate had got into our blood, infecting

us with a disposition to ask ourselves and each other-

" What need is there for all this hurry ? Let us take things

quietly, our work will be of all the better quality it if is not

rushed' *—when an event occurred of a sufficiently alarm-

ing character not only to dissipate any tendency toward

slackness but to spur us to a condition of such concentration
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and activity as we had never yet manifested since our

arrival at the island.

We had reached and passed the point of progress at

which we had arrived when the hurricane intervened to

destroy all our efforts, and had just begun the operation of

planking-up, when, late on a certain night, when we had all

retired to our several cells and were fast asleep, we were

startled into alarmed wakefulness by loud subterranean

rumblings, accompanied by violent earth tremors which set

the ruined monastery rocking like a ship riding a ground-

swell, while several crashes distinctly heard above the

rumbling sounds, apprised us that masonry was falling here

and there. With one accord we sprang from our couches

and rushed to the ancient refectory, which had now become

our common riving room.

Glancing round to see whether or not we were all present,

my eye encountered Anthea's, and she instantly rushed up

to me and exclaimed

" Oh, Jack, what is it that is happening ?
"

" It is an earthquake," I answered. " We must all get

into the open at once. Out there we shall be comparatively

safe ; in here we are liable to be overwhelmed at any

moment. Come !
" And, snatching Thea by the hand,

I made a dash for the door, rushed along the passage, down

the steps, and so into the open air, the others following

close upon my heels.

Once there, it dawned upon us that the earth tremors had

ceased. It was a glorious night ; there was not the faintest

breath of wind, the moon, nearly at the full, rode high in
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a sky bare of the smallest shred of cloud, and the only

sound audible was the roar of the surf upon the reefs en-

closing the two lagoons, which seemed to me to be unusually

loud just now. I made a remark to that effect to Oldroyd

who was standing near me.

" Yes/' agreed Paul, "it is unusually loud ; I noticed

it the moment that I got outside. And it is not so much

on account of the stillness of the air that we hear it so

distinctly ; it is because, as I believe, the surf is just now

unusually heavy, due, doubtless, to those earth tremors

that have startled us so confoundedly and sent us scuttling

out here at this unearthly hour. But I think the 'quake

is over, don't you ? Mightn't we as well get back to our

beds ?
"

'* You may, if you like, Paul," vouchsafed 'Thea ; "I
shall not ; I shouldn't feel safe in that stupid old monastery

again ; I should be afraid of being buried alive there.

You will stay with me, won't you, Jack ?
"

" Certainly, if you wish it," I replied. " Where are the

others ? The air seems unusually close to-night ; don't you

think so, Oldroyd ?
"

" I certainly do," was the response. " And there is a

peculiar odour in it, too."

" It smells as if someone had been burning matches,"

suggested 'Thea.

" Matches I
" ejaculated Oldroyd, coming to a halt.

" Yes, that is it ; sulphur—and something else. And, by

Jove ! look there ! That explains it. Our volcano has

become active again !
"
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He pointed upward, as he spoke, to the crater, a bare mile

away ; and, sure enough, a thin column of smoke, tinged on

its underside with a ruddy glow, was rising slowly into the

air.

" Does that mean further danger, Jack ? " asked Thea,

thrusting her hand within my arm and clinging to me, as

if for protection.

" I don't know," said I. " What do you think,

Oldroyd ?
"

" Guess I wouldn't care to say decidedly one way or the

other/' was the reply. " If it doesn't develop any further

activity I believe we needn't greatly worry. But who is to

say whether it will, or will not ? Let's ask the Doctor what

he thinks about it. Does he know anything about vol-

canoes, Thea ?
"

" I believe he knows something about everything,"

answered the girl. As she spoke she withdrew her hand

from my arm and walking up to her father said

" Poppa, do you see that the volcano has become active

again I Jack and I—and Paul—want to know whether

that means fresh danger for us. What do you think ?
"

The Doctor studied the appearance of the crater carefully

for a full minute or more. Then he answered-

" No ; not immediately. The eruption is, so far, very

mild. But volcanoes are not to be trusted. I would

suggest that our wisest course will be to remove to the

Basin, for the time being, and throw ourselves upon the

hospitality of Jack's blood-brother, until we can judge more

clearly how the volcano is going to behave."
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" An excellent suggestion," declared I.
" We will carry

it out forthwith. Only there is no need for us to claim

hospitality from Kilau Minga, or anybody else. There is

accommodation enough for us all aboard the hulk, and we

shall be a lot safer there than here. The earthquake will

not have hurt her, I'll be bound. But by Jove ! has it

hurt the cutter, I wonder ! It will be bad luck for us all,

if it has."

We saw no signs of damage from the earthquake, no

fissures in the earth, not even so much as an overturned

tree, as we made our leisurely way down to the Basin that

morning ; and even when we reached the village such

damage as had been done might easily have escaped our

notice, had it not been pointed out, and upon arrival 'at the

shipyard all I could discover, after a rigorous examination,

was that a few of the keel blocks, upon which the skeleton

of our new craft rested, had been slightly displaced ; this,

was soon put right, while, as for the hulk itself, it was

absolutely uninjured. This was in the highest degree

satisfactory ; but the earthquake was a warning to us all

that still worse things might happen ; it completely dissi-

pated the tendency to slackness that had been insidiously

laying hold upon us, impressing upon us the urgent neces-

sity for haste ; and we resumed our ship-building opera-

tions with renewed vigour. And while we five men—for

Wilkinson and Dartnell still showed no sign of a renewed

desire to desert us—toiled in the shipyard, the girls were

equally busy upon the task of converting the hulk's spa-

cious cabin into a really comfortable habitation for us all

;
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so that when Oldroyd, Mason and I went aboard that

night, thoroughly tired out by a hard day's work, we agreed

that the change of quarters was distinctly advantageous.

With the stimulus upon us of a possible repetition of the

earthquake, involving disastrous results to our labours,

we toiled strenuously, day after day, from dawn to dusk,

until at length a day arrived when our cutter was so near

completion that the only thing needed to make her ready

for launching was three coats of paint applied to the in-

terior of her hull. We were engaged on the first of these

when, on a certain afternoon, one of the men from the

look-out came rushing breathlessly down to the Basin with

the startling news that a great canoe, with masts but no

sails, and with smoke issuing from a short, thick mast in

her middle, was in sight and heading toward the island

!

Scarcely able to believe that I had heard aright, I dropped

what I was about, hurried abroad the hulk to get my tele-

scope—and, incidentally, to communicate the good news

to the Doctor and the girls—and, calling to Oldroyd to

accompany me, set off hot-foot for the crater, that being

the nearest point from which a view of the stranger could

be obtained since she was coming up from the southward.

" Of course," said I to my companion, as we hurried

through the village, " the craft is a steamer, and the ' short,

thick mast ' with smoke issuing from it is her funnel. But

I am curious to know what she is, and what she is doing in

these waters. She cannot be a liner, for we are far away

from all liner tracks, and even if she should prove to be

a trader, I can scarcely understand what can be the

Q
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business which would bring her into this out-of-the-way

part of the ocean. The only reasonable explanation

which occurs to me is that she may be a man-o'-war."

" In which case/
1

remarked Oldroyd, " all our troubles

will be over."

" Oh, they will be over in any case if she should touch

at the island, or even if she should pass near enough to be

signalled/' said L "If she does not send a boat ashore to

investigate, you may be certain that every glass aboard her

will be turned upon the island as she passes ; and I will

find means to make our presence known. If it were not

that she is probably by this time so near that it would be

too late to send the boat out to intercept her, I would do so.

But—no," I continued, as a thought suddenly occurred to

me, " that would scarcely be a wise thing to do. She may

prove to be an enemy."
" An enemy ? " repeated Oldroyd. " What do you

mean ?
"

" Why/' said I, " she may be a German, although I don't

think it very likely."

" A German—here !
" exclaimed my companion. " Oh,

no ; that is rather too unlikely. Why, what do you sup

pose your cruisers would be about to allow a German to

be at large in the Pacific ? No, I have no fear of that."

" Well," said I, as we entered the tunnel that led from

the Basin to the other part of the island, " we shall know

in the course of another hour at the utmost. I wish I had

thought to ask that look-out how far distant she was when

he sighted her."
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" A goodish way off, I guess," returned Oldroyd. " You
may bet that the fellow started down to report on the

instant that he saw her, and these natives have wonderfully

keen sight. Haven't you ever noticed it ?
"

" I have/' I agreed. " But the man would naturally

sight her first when she topped the horizon or, in other

words, when she would be some fifty or sixty miles away ;

and I doubt if he could make out at that distance such

details as he described.

"

" I believe he could," contended Oldroyd. " And,

assuming that he did, how long would it take a steamer of

average speed to travel, say fifty miles ? At least three

hours, wouldn't it ? And I guess it will be barely an hour

since he left his post : and it will take us about the same

time for us to get there. We shall be in plenty of time to

make all the observations you require, and to take such

steps as you may consider necessary. You'll see."

The instant that we reached the ridge our glances fast-

ened upon the stranger, at that moment some twenty

miles distant, and heading direct for the island. Without

wasting a moment I brought my telescope to bear upon her.



CHAPTER XVII

The "Seeadler"

We waited there, seated in the long grass, for nearly three

quarters of an hour, with the telescope bearing all the while

upon the stranger, before it became possible to distinguish

details with anything approaching to definiteness. Then

the first fact to reveal itself was that she was undoubtedly

a merchantman, but of what nationality I was unable to

determine. There was a time, not so very many years

ago, when it was possible for a sailor to make a shrewd

guess at the nationality of a ship by noting certain details

connected with her build and rig, but that was when ships

were built of wood, and when each nation had its own well-

defined ideas in the matter of naval architecture ; and even

to-day the rule holds good, more or less, so far as wooden

ships are concerned. But it is different where the iron or

steel ship is concerned, especially if that ship happens to

be a steam vessel. In this case the national characteristic

has almost if not completely vanished, a standard model

having apparently been adopted by most of the ship-

building nations which renders the determination of a

ship's nationality from her appearance almost an impossi-

bility, to say nothing of the fact that nowadays ships are

often built in one country to sail under the flag of another.

244
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So it was that in the present case the only thing of which

I could be certain was that the stranger was a merchant-

man—or that, at all events, she had originally been built

as such. But, if a merchantman, what could she be doing

in this out-of-the-way quarter of the globe, was the question

which I repeated to myself.

We were not to be kept much longer in suspense, for

when the stranger had arrived within about a mile of the

entrance to the southern, or bigger, lagoon—-the lagoon in

which we castaways had originally landed—her engines

were stopped, she rounded to, broadside-on to the island,

fired a gun, and hoisted the German naval ensign !

" A German !
" exclaimed I. " Well, I am not very

greatly surprised ; somehow there has been a lurking sus-

picion in my mind that it might be so, from the moment
when I got my first glimpse of her. I can't explain why
it was so ; intuition, I suppose. Yet even now I can't

understand her, by a long way. She is flying Germany's

naval flag, but I'll swear she was never built for a man-o'-

war ; she is a merchantman from truck to water-line—

a

combined cargo and passenger carrier, without a doubt, for

I can make out a tier of passenger cabins amidships, and

that long poop of hers probably contains others. All the

same, she is an armed ship now, for there is a gun mounted

on that same poop ; ay, and another on her fore deck ; and

she seems to be full of men. Now, what the dickens can

she be ? A privateer ? No ; privateers do not fly the naval

ensign ; moreover they are not permitted nowadays.

Still—I wonder whether the fact of privateering being
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illegal would be recognised by Germany. She did not show

much respect for the law of nations when she overran

Belgium, did she ?
"

M She certainly did not," agreed Oldroyd. " But what

is it that you have in your mind, Massey ? Do you think

the fact that yonder steamer is a German will affect us ?
"

" That is just the question that is worrying me," an-

swered I. " According to every law of humanity the

skipper of that ship ought—even though his country

should be at war—to take us off this island and land us at

the first civilized port it may be convenient for him to call

at. But—will he ? That is the point. You see, we don't

even know whether the war is still on. If it is not, of

course we are all right ; but if it is—well, it may be preju-

dice on my part but I've no great belief in Germans, And

I think the war is still on, otherwise why is that armed

merchantman under the German naval flag ? Ah ! by

Jove ! that must be it
"—as enlightenment flashed into my

mind—" she is a commerce-destroyer; that is to say, a

privateer under another name."
" You are probably right, Massey," concurred Oldroyd.

" But, even so, how will that affect us ? We are not

Germany's enemies—unless of course America has taken

a hand, which I do not believe. Even you—the only

Englishman among us, can scarcely be regarded as an

enemy, for you are not in the naval service."

" That is true," I agreed. " Yet somehow the idea that

we should all go down to the beach to meet that boat which

I see they are just about to lower, and ask them to take
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us off does not appeal to me. If those fellows are really

commerce-destroyers, as I very strongly suspect them to

be, they are just pirates, under another name, a lawless

crew to whose tender mercies I should be very reluctant

to commit Thea and Lucy."

" By Jove ! yes," exclaimed Oldroyd. " I was wonder-

ing what the dickens you were hesitating so confoundedly

about, but now I understand. No, we must take no risks,

so far as the girls are concerned. But what do you suggest ?

Are we to keep discreetly out of those fellows' way, and

let them leave the island without making any effort tos

come to an understanding with them ?
"

" No—no—wait a moment ; let me think ; an idea has

just suggested itself to me which may prove to be a way

out of the difficulty. Those Germans are sending a boat

ashore, as you see. Why they are doing so I cannot as

yet surmise. It may be that it is merely curiosity that is

prompting them. If this island is not laid down on their

charts—as may be possible—they will very probably be

curious to discover what its resources are, and whether it

is worth annexing—they are great on annexation, you

know. Or they may be short of water, and hope to be

able to fill up here.

" Now, my idea is this. I propose to go down alone

toward the beach, approaching the landing party as nearly

as I can without being seen, in the hope that I may gather

some idea of what their intentions are. Then, having done

that, I will return to the Basin, and we will see if we can-

not concoct a plan for the capture of the ship. That will
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be a lot better than trusting ourselves to the honour of

a crew of pirates."

" Excellent !
" exclaimed Oldroyd. " But you never

told us that you have a knowledge of the German language."

" Didn't I ? " —with a laugh. " I suppose that was

because I haven't any such knowledge."

" Then, how do you propose to find out what the Ger-

man's intentions are ? " demanded Oldroyd.

" Oh, just by watching them and noting their move-

ments," said I. " One can learn a lot that way."
" Yes," agreed Oldroyd ;

" but not nearly so much as by

listening to their conversation. Now, Jack, your plan is

a good one—so far as it goes, but it doesn't go far enough.

I have a scheme worth two of yours, and it is this. I

understand German, so we will both go down together, and

I'll do the listening part while you do the watching. Then,

perhaps, we may learn something worth knowing."

" Good !
" said I. " We'll do it. But we ought to let

the others know our intentions, otherwise they may get

uneasy and, coming out to look for us, run foul of the

exploring party which those feDows are pretty sure to send

up in this direction. I wish now that we had that look-out

fellow with us who brought the news ; he would have

been very handy to carry messages for us."

" He would," agreed Oldroyd. " But what about the

other chap ? He will be up there still, won't he ? Take a

squint through your telescope and see if you can spot him."

I did so, and soon made him out, apparently watching

us intently.
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" Yes," I said ;
" there he is, and he seems to be keeping

an eye upon us.

" Good man !
" remarked Oldroyd. " Then, let us get

behind that clump of bushes, where we cannot be seen from

the ship, and I'll signal to the fellow to come down while

you watch him through your glass to see whether he ob-

serves my signals/'

We did so, Oldroyd waving his pocket-handkerchief

vigorously with a beckoning motion while I watched the

man through my telescope. He seemed to catch the signal

almost immediately, and after a pause of about a minute,

as though considering what it might mean, he threw up

both hands, by way of an answering signal and set off at

a run down the slope of the mountain.

" That will do with the handkerchief," I said. " He has

seen it, and is coming."

"Right-o!" remarked Oldroyd. "He'll be here in

about a quarter of an hour. Now, Massey, I guess the

proper thing to do will be for you to write a note to Mason,

telling him what we propose to do, and giving him instruc-

tions how to act in certain eventualities. Isn't that so ?
"

" Yes," I said. " But the trouble is that I have neither

pencil nor paper. Have you ?
"

" You bet," returned Oldroyd, groping in his pocket.

" Here are both, a memorandum book and a pencil, found

by me one day in a drawer of the skipper's stateroom.

I was investigating on the off-chance of finding something

likely to be useful, and I happened upon these and pocketed

both. Now, fire away with your screed to Mason. Better
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tell him, among other things, that we may be absent all

night. And let him send us along a few sandwiches and

a bottle of wine."
F

I wrote a fairly long letter to Mason, giving him what

small measure of information we had so far been able to

acquire, telling him what our immediate plans were, and

instructing him how to act under every contingency I

could think of ; adding also Oldroyd's message touching

refreshments. By the time that I had finished, the native

was standing by my side.

We gave him his instructions, dismissed him, and then

turned in earnest to the business in hand. By the time

that we got back to our post of observation the boat which

the Germans had lowered was so near the passage through

the reef that we could only see her at intervals through

the spray of the surf ; but as we continued to watch we

saw her shoot through the passage into smooth water,

when, somewhat to our amusement, we noted that she also

was flying the German naval ensign, trailing from a staff

erected at her stern. But, as Oldroyd remarked, the

Germans love ceremony, and never miss a chance to in-

dulge in it.

" In the present case," said he, " it is doubtless done

duly to impress the inhabitants of the island—should there

be any."

Watching the boat for a few minutes after she had

entered the lagoon, I saw that she was now paddling slowly

toward the beach, and that those in her were taking sound-

ings, which seemed to suggest that perhaps the German
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skipper might be contemplating the possibility of bringing

his ship into the lagoon. Well, so much the better for us I

it was precisely what I could have wished.

But it was high time for us to be moving, if we desired to

be on hand when the boat should reach the beach, so we

set off, cutting across the spurs of the volcano until we

reached the stream, the almost dry bed of which we were

wont to use as a pathway when going to and fro between

the ruins and the big lagoon, and which we now followed

on our way to the beach.

It will perhaps be remembered that at the spot of which

I am now speaking the woods came down the hill side to

within a very few yards of the beach, leaving only a narrow

strip of grass between the two ; by following the bed of the

stream, therefore—which led us down to the site of our

original camp—we could keep under cover until within a

few yards of the water's edge, and thus avoid being seen

from the lagoon. Arrived at this spot, we once more got

a glimpse of the boat, which had by this time reached the

beach at a point some two miles from our lurking place.

She had landed two men, armed with rifle and bayonet,

who were walking slowly in our direction, while the boat

kept them company at scarcely more than oars-length

from the beach. One of the men was tramping through

the dry, heavy sand : he seemed to be scrutinising the

sand in search of footprints, while his companion, several

yards distant from him, was wading through the long grass,

evidently keeping a wary eye on the woods at no great

distance on his right. Also I now saw that the boat
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carried what I took to be a machine gun mounted in her

bows, with a man crouching behind it, apparently ready

to open fire at a moment's notice.. The spot where they

had first touched the shore was plainly indicated by the

German flag, which, staff and all, had been removed from

the boat's stern and firmly planted on the grassy slope,

a few yards inshore from the beach. So we were now

standing on German soil ; a few more square miles of

territory had been added to the German empire !

Slowly the boat approached us, the two men ashore per-

forming their allotted tasks, while the officer in charge stood

up in the stern-sheets, peering keenly about him, now sea-

ward at the ship, and anon at the tree-clad slopes on his

right sweeping upward to the naked crater with its trailing

column of brown smoke. Evidently, like ourselves, upon

our arrival at the island, they were seeking for signs of

possible inhabitants.

At length the strangers reached the point at which the

rivulet, near which we were lurking, flowed into the lagoon,

and here they again unconsciously imitated us by beaching

the boat while all hands but one of them landed, as we had

anticipated they would. The officer in charge of the boat

spoke a few sharp words to his men, which we were not

near enough to hear distinctly, but which, from his gestures,

we judged to be orders, and then, ascending the stream for

a few yards, he tested the water by tasting it. It was

deliciously cool and sweet, as we well knew, and an eloquent

gesture assured us of his satisfaction at the discovery.

Facing round toward the boat's crew who, with the
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exception of the man behind the machine-gun in the bows

of the boat, were all ashore, he shouted an order to them

•which Oldroyd immediately translated to me—to get

the two casks out of the boat, roll them up to the stream,

fill them and return them to the boat ; adding that he

and " Karl " were going a short distance inland to explore,

but that the others were on no account to leave the

beach. He then called to " Karl"—who proved to be

a petty officer—to accompany him, and, both of them

fully armed, the pair started to climb the grassy slope

which led upward to the wood.

" That craft in the offing is short of water, which is one

reason—if not the reason—for her calling here," I remarked

to Oldroyd.

" Ah i
" he returned, " how do you know that ?

"

" Easily enough," said I. " The fact that they have

brought a couple of casks ashore to be filled, shows that

they are down to pretty nearly their last drop. Now,

having found that there is good drinking water to be had

here, the skipper will bring his ship into the lagoon to fill

up his tanks ; and I intend that when she goes out again

it shall be under my command, with the rest of the party

occupying her best cabins, of course."

" Good for you, old son !
" commented my companion,

in a cautious whisper. " But how are you going to manage

it ? There are eleven men with that boat, and probably

fifty or sixty more in the ship. Those are long odds, you

know ; but of course you may count upon Mason and me
to back you up in any practicable scheme."
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" Yes, I know," said I. " Of course I recognise that the

odds against us are tremendously heavy, and those fellows

are evidently much too cautious to be easily caught un-

awares ; but I'll find a way to do it, somehow, though it

will take a bit of thinking out. Now, let us follow those

two, and see how far they go. I don't want them to get

as far as the ruins, if it can be helped, because, if they do,

they can scarcely avoid detecting the signs of occupation

which we have left behind us."

" True for you, Jack," returned Oldroyd. " But I

don't think you need fear. Those ruins are a good four

miles away, and most of the distance up-hill. Neither of

those chaps is in condition to walk that distance in such

heat as this."

Moving with caution, following the Germans closely,

but keeping a few yards to the right of them, and inter-

posing the trunk of a tree between ourselves and them

whenever it could be done, we continued to keep within

earshot of them without betraying ourselves ; and this

was the more easily managed since the men we were stalk-

ing moved and talked noisily, making no effort to conceal

their presence. We soon learned that, again like ourselves,

they had jumped to the conclusion that the island was un-

inhabited and that there was therefore no need for special

caution ; and this conviction we determined to confirm, so

far as might be in our power. We also learned that the

name of the ship in the offing was the Seeadler ; that her

commander was named Traub ; that the lieutenant ahead

of us was named Kautsky ; and that his companion
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rejoiced in the not inappropriate name of Wolff. Something

was also said about certain prisoners on board, but pre-

cisely what it was Oldroyd could not catch, as we were at

that moment passing a spot where the trees were rather

farther apart than usual and we could not get near enough

to the pair to hear all that was said. The conversation

was desultory and fragmentary, and we did not get it all,

but we heard enough to satisfy us that my conjecture as

to her character was correct ; she was indeed a commerce-

destroyer which had slipped out of some unnamed German

port, several months before, and succeeding somehow in

evading the British Fleet, had made good her escape to the

Atlantic, where—and subsequently in the Pacific—she

seemed to have met with considerable success, plundering

and sinking many ships without—as we gathered—giving

very much consideration to the matter of their nationality.

In plain language the Seeadler was neither more nor less

than a pirate, perpetrating her atrocities under the shelter

of the German naval flag. These particularswe gathered in

the course of a two-mile walk toward the crater and back

again to the beach, during which the Germans conversed

scrappily when not gorging themselves with fruit, while we
watched and trailed them in the most approved manner of

the Boy Scout. We followed down to the beach, watched

them shove off and head for the passage through the reef,

and then betook ourselves to our former watching place,

on the look-out for further developments. The wind being

free enough to permit it, the boat set a big lugsail on her

passage back to the ship, accomplishing the trip in less than
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an hour. We saw her run alongside, saw the barrels of

water hoisted out of her, saw her hoisted to the davits,

and then, as I fully expected, the Seeadler got under way,

swept round with her bows pointing toward the passage

through the reef, entered the lagoon, and came to an anchor

as nearly as possible in the centre of it at the moment

when the sun touched the western horizon. Some minutes

later it was night, and the stars were shining.

" Well," said I, as I closed niy telescope with a snap,

" there she is, safe enough—for to-night, at all events.

And now we may get back to the Basin. I dare say

our friends there will be curious to hear what we have

to tell."

" You bet they will," agreed Oldroyd. He spoke as

one thinking profoundly. I allowed him to think on,

waiting patiently for his thoughts to translate themselves

into speech, which they did, a few minutes later ; but there

was nothing at all helpful in his utterance. It took the

form of a simple question.

" Well, Jack," he at length said, " what do you think

about it ? Have you formed a plan, yet, for the capture

of that ship ?
"

" I have two under consideration," said I, " but I cannot

make up my mind which to adopt. They are different.

If I could only know how long a stay those fellows intend

to make I could see my way a good deal more clearly."

" No doubt," agreed my companion. " But of course

you can't know that, can you ?
"

" No, I can't," said I. " One can only surmise. And
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the fact that they have annexed this island—which I take

to be the meaning of that flag planted down there by the

lagoon—leads me to fancy they will not leave before they

have made at least a rough survey of the place, which will

occupy two or three days. If they do this, their survey

party will probably consist of two or three officers—of

whom the skipper will doubtless be one—and perhaps half-

a-dozen men. Now, I can see no objection to their ex-

ploring the southern end of the island as exhaustively as

they please ; but they must not be permitted to pass to

the northward of the crater, because if they do they will

almost certainly discover that the island is inhabited ; and

such a discovery will put them on their guard and make

our task all the more difficult."

" Sure I
" agreed Oldroyd. " But how do you propose

to prevent that happening ?
"

" By calling in the assistance of Kilau Minga and his

people," said I. " We must have a strong body of natives

up here, whose business it will be to capture the survey

party at the first favourable moment after they pass to

the northward of the crater, if they get so far. The Ger-

mans will doubtless be armed to the teeth, and there may
possibly be a fight, but I think that may be avoided by

the adoption of precautions/'

" But," objected Oldroyd, " how is the capture of the

survey party going to help us ? You estimate that it

will consist of less than a dozen men, the capture of

whom will not weaken the Germans to a material extent,

while it will certainly put the remainder on their guard."
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" True," I agreed ;
" and that is one of the weak points

of the plan. But, to counterbalance that, we shall have

the skipper in our power ; and the capture of him and one

or two of the other officers will cause search parties to be

sent out to see what has become of them ; and those search

parties must also be captured. They, too, will be led by

officers ; and I am reckoning that their capture, together

with that of the skipper and such officers as he may have

with him, will so denude the ship of her executive that she

will be unable to put to sea again. Also, I am reckoning

that the loss of these two parties will cause a third party

a very strong one—to be landed ; and their capture will

so weaken the crew that it will be comparatively easy to

carry the ship by a coup de main.'*
a Y—e—s," agreed Oldroyd, doubtfully;

a

But you'll admit it's a pretty desperate plan, with plenty

of holes in it, any one of which may cause failure. And

the biggest of the lot seems to me to be that the scheme is

based upon the supposition that the Seeadler will remain at

anchor in the lagoon for several days. Now, let us suppose

for a moment that she doesn't—that, on the contrary, she

fills up her water tank to-morrow, and goes to sea again

before sunset. How then ?
"

" In that case," said I, " there is nothing for it but to

adopt my alternative plan, which is to attack her in canoes

to-night, or rather, in the early hours of to-morrow morn-

ing. But it will be a desperate adventure, and is certain

to result in great loss of life, even if we should succeed in

taking the Germans by surprise, which I do not believe
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possible ; for unless their officers are born idiots they will

see to it that a strict watch is maintained during this, their

first night in a strange anchorage.

"

" Are you dead sure of that ? " demanded Oldroyd.

" Why should they keep a more strict watch to-night than,

say, two or three nights hence ? From the scraps of con-

versation passing between the two men we followed, I got

the impression that they were convinced that this island

is uninhabited. And, if so, what have they to fear ? Why
should they keep a watch at all ?

"

" Simply because it is customary even in port, to keep

an anchor watch/' I replied. " And even if we assumed-

as you do—that those two men are convinced that the

island is uninhabited, you may bet your last dollar that an

anchor watch will be kept aboard the Seeadler to-night."

" How many men usually constitute an anchor watch ?
"

asked my companion. " Half the crew as when at sea ?
"

" Oh, dear, no/' I replied. " I don't know what the

custom is in the German navy, or in the British navy, for

that matter, but aboard a merchantman a couple of hands

are usually considered sufficient, and they are relieved

every two hours. It is not unlikely that half-a-dozen

hands, distributed about various parts of the ship, will be

as many as the Germans may consider necessary, anchored

as they are in the middle of a lagoon, with never a sign of

a canoe, or of human presence anywhere."

" Precisely," agreed Oldroyd, with animation. " You

and I are beginning to see the situation through the same

coloured glasses. Here is a ship, moored in a safe harbour.
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The weather is fine, with not the slightest sign of danger

from it. Also, as you say, no canoes in sight, and no sign

of inhabitants, savages or otherwise. What is there to

fear ? Nothing ! An anchor watch will be kept, you say.

All right : I'll take your word for it ; and I'll concede that

for the first few hours, the men on watch may keep fairly

on the alert. But the hours pass and nothing happens.

What is the result ? The watchers grow careless ; the

night air makes them sleepy ; why shouldn't they sleep ?

There is nothing to fear, no earthly reason why they should

remain awake ; they take a good look round at sea and

sky ; everything is serene—and ten minutes later they are

tucked up in some snug corner, sound asleep. Now, is not

that a quite possible state of affairs on board the Seeadler

to-night ?
"

" Possible/' I admitted, " but hardly probable, I should

say. So much will depend upon the character of the dis-

cipline maintained. If it is good—that is to say, strict-

your picture is not in the least likely to be realized. If on

the other hand it is bad, well, it may be ; that is all I can

say.

" Of course," agreed Oldroyd. " At what time will the

moon set to-night ? About ten-thirty, isn't it ?
"

" There or thereabout, within a few minutes," I replied.

" Very well," continued Oldroyd. " Now, what is

likely to happen on board the German ? I guess it will be

something like this. Up to about midnight the watchers

will remain fairly alert. After that, nothing happening to

keep them on the alert, they will gradually get slack, until,
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about two or three o'clock in the morning, all pretence at

keeping a watch will be at an end, and it ought to be a

comparatively easy matter for a dozen or two of us to steal

on board, surprise and overpower the watch, help a hundred

savages to climb the side, and then capture the crew in

detail, either in their cabins or as they come out on deck."

" Exactly/' I agreed. " You have got the hang of one

of my plans to a nicety ; and while we have been talking

the conclusion has been steadily forcing itself upon me

that it is the right one. The other might answer very well

if we could be certain the Germans will remain here for a

few days, as I still think they will. But, as you have put

it—suppose they don't. In that case we lose our chance,

for to attack her openly in broad daylight would be madness.

And we must not lose our chance, Paul ; no ; we mustn't

risk it. The proper thing to do is to attack to-night, and

we'll do it. I'll get hold of Kilau Minga at once and dis-

cuss the matter with him. I wonder what sort of a show

his people will make in a fair and square stand-up fight !

"



CHAPTER XVIII

The Canoe Expedition

As we passed through the village, on our way to the

hulk, we called at Kilau Minga's house, and broke ground

by informing him that the ship, of whose arrival he had

already been apprised, was an enemy, and that her crew

had already proclaimed their intention of seizing the island,

by planting their flag on the margin of the big lagoon.

" I will send a man to pluck it out and bring it to me,"

remarked the chief, simply.

" That will do no good," observed Oldroyd. " They will

put another there. Besides, it is not merely the planting

of a flag in the soil of your island that is the trouble. They

will take possession of the island, send a number of their

own people here to occupy the land, and those people will

either drive you away or make slaves of you."

" They shall not do that," asserted Kilau Minga. " I

and my people will kill them."

" You can't, there will be too many of them ; they will

fill the island," said Oldroyd. " No, if you do not want

your island to be taken from you, and yourselves enslaved,

there is only one thing for you to do. Jack and I have

been talking it over, and we have made a plan. This is

it "—and Paul proceeded to outline the scheme which we

had decided upon while returning to the Basin.

26a
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The chief listened with profound attention, and when

Oldroyd had finished Kilau Minga just nodded his head

approvingly. " Yes/' he remarked, " the plan is good,

very good. It shall be done.'*

" Are you sure that your people will fight—that they

will not be afraid and run away when they hear the noise

of the firearms ? " demanded Oldroyd.

My blood-brother laughed heartily at the suggestion.

" We might have been, had we never seen or heard fire-

arms before/' he acknowledged ;
" but, not now. My

brother "—indicating me—" has shown me what they are,

and what they can do, and we shall not be afraid. It is

the enemy who will have reason to be afraid."

" Right, old man !
" exclaimed Oldroyd. " That's the

proper spirit to show at a moment like this. Now, you

must muster your men ; tell them what we have told you,

and order them to get their weapons and canoes in order

and see that they do it. When you are satisfied that

everything is ready, come to the hulk, and we will tell you

exactly what is to be done. We shall have completed our

plans by then."

When we reached the hulk, we found the rest of the

party impatiently awaiting our return, anxious to obtain

the fullest particulars of what we had seen and done. Even

the Doctor was shaken out of his abstraction, for once in

a way, and was alert and eager. When we explained that

we had arranged to attack the ship that night, he became

positively chirpy,

" All right, boys/' he said ; " then I'll go with you.
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I confess that I am not much of a fighter, and should prob-

ably be a hindrance rather than a help if I were to attempt

to join in the tussle ; but from what you have said I calcu-

late that a few heads will be broken in the course of the

scrimmage, and that is where I shall be found useful."

As the rest of us talked with growing animation, Anthea

became silent and lost her colour ; but now, when her

father announced his intention to accompany us, she

brightened up again, exclaiming with a smile

"That's right pop; I'm glad to hear you say that;

you'll sure be wanted. And I'll go with you. I can help

too/'

"You'll come with me!" exclaimed the Doctor, in

consternation. " But, my child, you can't. The deck of

a ship upon which a fight is raging is no place for a woman."
" Willyou be there while the fight is raging ?

" demanded

his daughter.

" Well—er—no—not exactly," stammered the Doctor.

" But I shall be close at hand, with all my paraphernalia,

in a canoe, a few yards away from the actual fighting."

" Sure !
" agreed Thea ;

" and I shall be there with

you.

The Doctor flung up his hands in despair. " Explain to

her, Jack, that what she proposes is impossible," he be-

sought. " She'll not listen to me."
" Did you ever know her listen to me, sir, or pay the

slightest regard to my wishes ?
" I retorted.

The little witch came to my side and slid her hand

coaxingly under my arm. " Oh, Jack, how can you say
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so ? " she exclaimed. " I do as you bid me—sometimes.

Let me have my way just this once

—

-please."

11 You will have it, I guess, whatever I may say to the

contrary," I retorted. " But, please listen. If you are

determined to carry out this mad proposal, it must be on

the clear understanding that you keep well away from the

ship until the fighting is over, and don't come alongside

before I give you permission/'

" I will see to that, Jack, you needn't be afraid," struck

in Lucy, at this juncture. " I shall be going, too."

" You, too !
" I reiterated, with a gasp. " Well, you

girls are simply past understanding, that's all I can say."

" True, Jack, you don't understand us now—but you

will, some day," whispered Thea, as she gave my arm a

little squeeze before leaving me to rejoin her father.

We sat down to dinner, and in the intervals of eating and

drinking continued to discuss our plans until we had got

them exactly to our liking ; then I insisted that everybody

should turn in and get a few hours' rest and sleep to fit

them for our great adventure. They all protested that they

were much too excited to sleep, but I was firm in my in-

sistence, and at length I managed to get rid of the Doctor

and the two girls, Oldroyd and Mason keeping me company

for an hour longer, which time we spent overhauling and

oiling our revolvers and making them ready for action.

While we were thus engaged Kilau Minga turned up to

report that, so far as his people were concerned, everything

was ready, and all that he now required was our final in-

structions, which we gave him, describing our plan of
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action, explaining the character of the resistance we ex-

pected to meet with, and generally putting the situation

in its entirety as clearly as possible before him. Fortu-

nately for our prospects of success we were now able to

understand each other pretty well, and I was glad to see

that this savage chief, albeit quite unaccustomed to fighting,

displayed a remarkably intelligent comprehension of our

plans ; his determination to carry them out was patent to

us all.

When at length Kilau Minga rose to leave us, Oldroyd,

Mason and I accompanied him out on deck and saw him

over the side, after which the two Americans left me to my
own devices, and retired to their respective cabins.

It was a perfect night for our purpose. There was little

wind, and the trifle that was stirring was off the land
;

thus we should have smooth water for our canoe trip round

from the one lagoon to the other, while any slight un-

avoidable sounds which we might make when approaching

our quarry would be swept away from instead of toward

her. The moon, in her first quarter, hung large and yellow

within a finger's breadth of the western horizon, casting a

long, thin, wavering reflection across the water from the

horizon to within a few fathoms of the hulk's side, while

the innumerable stars shed a soft mellow radiance over the

scene that afforded us all, and indeed more than all the

light we needed. Not a sound was to be heard save the

deep thunder of the surf on the reef, a mile and a half

away, and the gentle swish of the ripples on the beach.

It was a night picture of perfect peace that met my gaze,
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whichever way I turned, and quite naturally, as it seemed

to me, I contrasted it with the scene which was to be

enacted in the big lagoon a few hours later.

As I stood there smoking meditatively, leaning with

crossed arms upon the hulk's poop rail, the moon's lower

edge touched the distant horizon line, dipped behind it, and

in a few minutes the planet had sunk out of sight, leaving

behind her a curious sense of chill and loneliness. I

straightened myself, gently knocked the ashes out of my
pipe, and started pacing the main deck to and fro.

The minutes seemed to drag themselves out to an un-

conscionable length, but at long last the moment arrived

for which I had been waiting, and, walking noiselessly on

slippered feet, I entered the store room, lighted the ship's

riding lantern, and carried it up on the poop, depositing it

upon the rail where it could be seen by every eye in the

village. This was the signal to indicate that the hour for

action had arrived, and a few minutes later moving forms

were beginning to muster on the beach abreast the hulk.

Going to Oldroyd's, Mason's and the Doctor's cabins, I

touched each sleeper on the shoulder and whispered in his

ear that it was time to rise.

Moving silently and stealthily as ghosts, that we might

not awaken the girls—whose mad project to accompany us

we were determined to defeat, if possible—we four men

assembled, a few minutes later, in the main cabin, from

whence we crept out on deck and descended into the canoes,

which by now were waiting for us alongside; Oldroyd,

Mason and I going in one of the big canoes full of fighting
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men, while the Doctor, with a big bundle under his arm,

entered a smaller and lighter craft. Kilau Minga was in

command of the canoe which carried us three white men,

and upon learning from him that everything was in order

and ready I instructed him to give the signal to start,

which he did, by paddling ahead as leader of the flotilla.

This flotilla numbered, in all, twenty canoes, ranging in

size from craft of forty feet in length, carrying crews of

twenty paddlers, down to the Doctor's canoe paddled by

six lads who were too young to fight. The weapons with

which the natives had armed themselves consisted of a

single long spear with a multi-barbed point and a formid-

able war club, its heavy head closely set with sharks'-teeth

spikes, one weapon of each kind being carried by every

native ; and as I estimated that our force must consist in

all of fully two hundred fighting men the thought occurred

to me that the Germans were in for a pretty rough time.

We crossed the lagoon and passed out through the gap

in the reef in single file, the natives paddling so silently that

not a sound was to be heard save the lap of the water

against the sides of the canoes, and the deep breathing of

the paddlers. We progressed at a good pace, although

I had so timed the start that we should arrive alongside the

ship about three o'clock in the morning without needing to

call upon the natives for undue exertion, for I was anxious

they should reach their destination fresh and in good fight-

ing condition.

The wind, which, earlier in the night, had been a mere

breathing, had strengthened to about a four-knot breeze,
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but this was an advantage to us, rather than otherwise, for

it slightly cooled the air while, still blowing off the land, it

made a fair wind for us across the smaller lagoon to the

open water outside, upon reaching which it became possible

for us to slip along close under the lee of the cliffs until we

should reach the reef forming the outer boundary of the

lagoon in which the German's ship lay at anchor. The

weather still held beautifully fine, and the water was

smooth, save for the long, low undulations of the Pacific

swell, over which the canoes rode buoyantly. The sky was

unclouded and the stars, beaming down upon us with that

soft lustre which is never to be seen outside the tropics,

afforded us all the light we needed, if not indeed rather

more than would be quite welcome when the moment came

for us to steal up alongside our quarry.

Outside the smaller lagoon our flotilla formed itself in

column of fours ahead, and in this fashion headed south-

ward, close under the shadow of the western cliffs. The

distance we had to travel was some fourteen miles, and we

were no sooner in open water than I saw that we should be

in ample time. The journey was uneventful, excepting

that for about half of the distance we were joined by a

school of porpoises which played around the canoes, darting

along beside us, shooting ahead, rushing athwart our bows

and occasionally leaping to a height of some six or eight

feet out of the water, their antics affording us an agreeable

diversion, for the water was brilliantly phosphorescent—to

my great regret—and it was interesting to look over the

side of the canoe down into the black depths of the water
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and see the creatures, their bodies gleaming like molten

silver, speeding along beneath us.

As we drew up abreast the barrier reef of the big lagoon,

the porpoises left us, alarmed, perhaps, by the thunderous

roar of the surf upon it, and their departure was a relief to

me, for I was beginning to fear lest they should accompany

us into the lagoon, in which case their gambols could

scarcely fail to attract the attention of a wakeful look-out-

should there be such an individual—on board the German,

and thus render it impossible for us to approach un-

detected.

Passing in through the entrance in single file, the canoes

ranged themselves close up alongside the inner edge of the

reef, affording us an opportunity to reconnoitre the enemy

before proceeding to the attack. By the phosphorescent

light emitted by the surf breaking on the outer edge of the

reef, and streaming over it in shimmering swirls of luminous

foam, I was just able to distinguish that it was now a few

minutes past two o'clock in the morning, which was the

moment of arrival that I had planned ; thus far, therefore,

all had gone well ; but the critical time was still to come.

A mile and a half away from the spot where we now lay,

as it were in ambush, the dark form of the Steadier stood

out indistinctly from the almost equally dark background

of the hills beyond her, and bringing my telescope to bear

I saw that she was lying stern-on to us, which might or

might not be an advantage according to circumstances.

There was no glimmer of light to be discovered anywhere

aboard her, but that was only what might be expected at
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that early hour of the morning. She was not even showing

a riding light ; which meant nothing, under the circum-

stances. We were too far distant from her for human
forms to be distinguished on her deck by the starlight

;

but I looked long and intently in search of such a faint

spark as might indicate that a look-out was endeavouring

to keep himself awake by the stimulus of a pipe or a cigar,

but I could see nothing ; we could only hope, therefore,

that under the influence of the quietude of the night and

the apparent absence of danger from any source, the watch-

if such had been set—was calmly and soundly sleeping.

There seemed to be nothing to wait for, no reason for

hesitation ; the moment appeared to be propitious ; I

therefore gave the word to advance, and, in accordance

with a previous arrangement, the natives in our canoe faced

about, by this simple action converting from stern to bow
the end of the canoe in which I and my companions sat.

We headed straight for the ship in single column of line

ahead, our canoe leading, and the others following close

enough in each other's wake for an order to be passed along

the line without raising the voice much above a whisper,

and now that the moment had arrived for the most pro-

found silence and the utmost caution it was wonderful to

note how noiselessly the natives handled their paddles

;

not the faintest splash threatened betrayal, but silently as

shadows we slid athwart the smooth, star-lit surface of the

lagoon until, about a quarter of an hour after leaving the

inner edge of the reef, our canoe floated into and was

absorbed by the deep shadow cast by the Seeadler's
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over-hanging counter, with, the other canoes grouped

about but not touching her.

Thus far all had gone well with us ; I had kept my gaze

immovably fixed upon the ship from the moment when

I gave the word to advance, and had failed to discover a

sign of movement or of life aboard her ; and now, while

I was wondering by what means we could climb the high,

smooth side of the ship, we discovered that, by a most

lucky chance, somebody aboard had been doing a little

washing on the previous day, and had dropped over the

stern a pair of trousers and a shirt, attached to a rope's

end, to rinse in the water all night.

Here was the means provided ready to my hand, and I

lost not an instant in availing myself of it. Up I went, and

in a few seconds was somewhat breathlessly scrambling

in over the tafrrail, to find myself standing on the spacious

poop of the ship. I was in my stocking-feet, having left

my boots behind in the hulk, and was therefore able to move

freely and noiselessly about the deck ; but Oldroyd, Mason

and Kilau Minga were following me, so before proceeding

to reconnoitre I turned to help them, and a minute or two

later all three stood beside me. A gun—apparently a

6-inch—with its shield and other paraphernalia was

mounted amidships, some twenty feet away ; and beyond

it a big skylight occupied the middle of the poop, up to

which we crept and crouched behind it for a moment to

consult, and arrange our next movement. Of one thing we

were already certain ; there was nobody on watch at this

end of the ship, or we must at once have seen him ; and
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this encouraged me to hope that the watch on the other

portions of the ship might be equally lax. This was the

next point to determine and accordingly, leaving Kilau

Minga to get the rest of his people out of the canoes, and

to conceal them as best he could abaft the skylight, the two

Americans and I crawled forward toward the fore end of

the poop and the ladder which we counted upon rinding

there

.

Moving rapidly but noiselessly, we traversed the length

of the poop and, peering over its forward edge, found our-

selves looking down upon the after well deck, with the

saloon superstructure as its forward boundary. The

middle of this well deck was occupied by the after hatch-

way, with the mainmast springing from the deck about

midway between it and the saloons. Accustomed as our

eyes now were to the starlight it was plain there was no

one moving on the deck below us, we therefore crept down

the poop ladder and looked about us.

My first glance was directed to the bulkhead forming the

front, so to speak, of the poop, and here I found, as I had

expected, a door. It was open and, feeling my way cau-

tiously along a passage some ten or twelve feet long, I

found myself in a fairly spacious cabin, the darkness of it

just relieved by the starlight filtering down through the

skylight in the deck above. There were staterooms on

both sides of the cabin, and they were occupied, for I could

hear snoring, deep breathing, and restless movements.

That afforded me all the information I needed for the

moment ; therefore I groped my way out on deck again,
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briefly informed my companions of what I had discovered,

and returned to Kilau Minga, who was rapidly getting his

people out of the canoes and up on deck. I explained that

I wanted twenty men to stand guard over one of the cabins,

and these I led forward, directing them to arrange them-

selves equally on either side of the passage leading to the

cabin, and on no account to allow anyone to pass out on

deck. Then I rejoined Oldroyd and Mason, who had use-

fully employed the interval in assuring themselves that no

sleeper occupied any of the shadowy corners of this part of

the ship.

Leaving the after well deck, we ascended to the upper

deck, upon which the saloon staterooms were built, and

devoted ourselves to a scrutiny of these. There were six-

teen of them—eight on either side of the structure—with

what we afterward discovered to be a bar, with a snug little

smoke room forward of that. The staterooms were two-

berth rooms, and, the doors being open, it did not take us

long to discover that every one was occupied. Passing on

to the smoke room, we discovered how it was that we had

been permitted to get aboard unchallenged, for here, coiled

up on the cushions, sound asleep and snoring, were two

seamen who obviously constituted the anchor watch. To

slip out on deck while Oldroyd and Mason mounted guard

over the pair, secure a couple of belaying pins to serve as

gags, and enough rope to bind the pair hard and fast was

the work of a few minutes ; and upon my return the two

Americans tackled the bigger of the twain while I attended

to the other. It was no time for standing upon ceremony.
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I therefore drew one of my revolvers, gave my man a smart

enough tap on the head with the butt of it to stun him, and

then proceeded to gag and lash him up as scientifically as

I knew how, the two Americans proceeding on similar

lines. My next act was to return aft to Kilau Minga,

obtain from him forty men to mount guard over the state-

rooms we had just scrutinized, including two to watch the

pair in the smoke room, and then, with my two companions,

go on to the captain's cabin on the navigating bridge,

taking care to provide ourselves, on the way, with the

wherewithal to render harmless anyone there.

Thus far we had found sleepers wherever we went,

but as we entered the captain's cabin—a little in-

cautiously, perhaps, our success up to the present having

rendered us a trifle careless—a figure clad in pyjamas

rose up on the couch opposite the door and demanded

in German

—

" Hullo ! Who is it ? What do you want ?
"

By way of answer the three of us leapt at him, and while

I gripped the man tightly by the throat to prevent him

from raising an outcry and giving the alarm. Mason caught

him in a bear-like embrace about the shoulders, effectually

restraining his efforts to get to his feet, and Oldroyd pressed

the cold muzzle of a revolver barrel to his head as he mut-

tered—-also in German

—

" Silence, as you value your life ! Will you surrender,

or must I blow your brains out ?
"

I relaxed my grip upon the fellow's throat sufficiently

to permit him to reply, and he gasped out
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if
Surrender ? What do you mean ? Who are you ?

Have the prisoners risen and taken the ship ?
"

" You shall know everything in good time, old chap,'*

answered Oldroyd. " Meanwhile the question is—Do you

surrender ?
"

" You are American !
" exclaimed the man, in English.

" There are no Americans among i >

" My good man/ 1

remonstrated Oldroyd, relapsing

into his mother-tongue, " will you stick to the point

and answer my question, or must we adopt rougher

measures with you."

" But who are you ? " persisted the German.
}>

it

it

a

" Surely

" Clap the belaying pin into his mouth and gag him,"

exclaimed I.
" We have no time to spare for this sort of

business. And, Mason, pass the bight of that rope over

his head and

Stop ! stop !
" gasped the man. " I surrender, since

it appears that there is nothing else for it. But

—

Himmel I

tell me who you are, and what it all means."

Yes, yes ; by and bye ; all in good time," answered

Oldroyd, soothingly. " What you have to do just now is

to be a good boy, and keep a quiet tongue in your head.

Now, Jack "—turning to me—" what is the next thing to

be done ?
"

" If Mason will kindly remain with this gentleman and

see that he does nothing foolish, you and I will finish our

explorations," said I,

Mason readily agreed to mount guard over Captain
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Traub—for such our prisoner proved to be—adding a

kindly word of warning to the man to behave himself if he

did not desire to be summarily knocked on the head ; and

Oldroyd and I thereupon proceeded by way of the fore deck

to the forecastle, where we found the crew sleeping peace-

fully. A strong guard of the natives was posted at the

door of this apartment, with instructions to permit no one

to leave the place before I gave the word ; and we were

then ready to complete the operation of taking possession

of the ship.



CHAPTER XIX
Capture of the " Seeadler," and End of the

Adventure

My first act now was to return to Traub's cabin, and ques-

tion him as to who were the prisoners, mention of whom

had escaped him during our first interview ; how many of

them there were ; and where were they confined ? The

man at first manifested a disposition to be sulky and un-

communicative, but we quickly demonstrated to him that

we were in no mood to waste time, or to put up with any

nonsense ; and he presently informed us that there were

one hundred and twenty-six Englishmen on board who had

been taken out of four British ships which had been cap-

tured, plundered and sunk by the Seeadler during her

cruise, and that these men were now confined below in a

part of the after-hold which had been converted into a sort

of strong room for their accommodation. The key of the

strong room he now handed over to me.

Our next proceeding was to return to the cabin under

the poop, light the lamp which hung in the skylight, arouse

the inmates of the staterooms adjoining, and acquaint them

with the fact that they were prisoners, at the same time

affording them a glimpse of the native guard, with their

formidable spears and war clubs, which we had placed

over them. We carefully searched those staterooms for

weapons, but found none, one of the party, a sub-lieutenant,

informing us that it was the practice to deposit all

arms in the big dining saloon down below ; which was the

reason, he rue' ully explained, why they surrendered with-

out attempting a blow in self-defence.

278
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We crowded these people, twenty in all, into five of the

staterooms, locked them in, and returned to the staterooms

on the upper deck amidships, the occupants of which we

secured in a similar manner, bidding them dress, and then

marching them all aft to the poop cabin, locking as many

as we could into the staterooms, and confining the remainder

in the main cabin. Finally, we entered the forecastle-

the atmosphere of which was poisonous—and ordered the

crew to come out on deck, one at a time, when each man
was taken into custody by a couple of natives. As in the

case of the officers, we warned these men of the extremely

serious consequences which would attend any attempt at

resistance, but they were a ruffianly crowd and when they

were all out on deck one of them shouted to the rest to

make a fight for it. A few of them were foolish enough

to respond to this call, and for two or three minutes the

fore deck became a scene of considerable confusion. It

was soon over, however ; but the result of the brief scrim-

mage was a tale of five killed and fourteen more or less

seriously wounded, all Germans. The remainder, com-

pletely cowed by the sight of the casualties and the fierce

looks and threatening gestures of the natives, marched aft

as quietly as lambs, several of them begging to be put

beyond the reach of the savages.

The time had now arrived for the release of the British

prisoners. I took a lantern, lighted it and, accompanied by

Oldroyd, descended by way of the open after hatchway to

the prison described by Traub. It was strongly constructed,

consisting of a bulkhead reaching right across the ship,
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framed with two thicknesses of three-inch planking nailed

to stout upright stanchions, the whole interior face being

plated with sheet iron. In the middle was a door, simi-

larly constructed, the opening being a bare foot wide, so

that but one man could pass at a time, and even then only

with difficulty, if he were inclined to be corpulent. In the

upper part of the door there was a small opening, about

four inches square, which seemed to be the only means of

ventilating the place, and the stench which issued from it

afforded one a pretty clear idea of what the state of the

interior must be.

I inserted the key in the lock, turned it, and threw the

door open—to be met by a gust of foul air that set me

gasping. But there were fellow-countrymen of mine in

there, to be freed without delay, so I raised the lantern and

entered. The deck was covered with recumbent forms

huddled up in attitudes eloquent of acute discomfort, and

all, it seemed to me, awake and restless. As I entered

several sat up and greeted me with a volley of oaths, while

two or three gasped a cry for water
—

" For God's sake

bring us a drop of water to drink !

'

'

" Lads,'* I shouted, " I am an Englishman, and it is my
happy privilege to tell you that I and my friends have

captured this ship, and that you are free. Come out of

this filthy hole and go up on deck, where you can get a

breath of fresh air, and all the water you need. I want

this place in which to confine the officers and crew of this

ship. Steady now, please don't crowd ;
you'll get on deck

all the quicker if you go quietly." But my remonstrances
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were useless ; the poor wretches were mad with eagerness

to escape from that noisome den, and it was distressing to

see how suffering had destroyed the Englishman's innate

sense of chivalry, causing the strong to hustle aside the weak*

Meanwhile Oldroyd, outside, was doing his best to maintain

some sort of order, at the same time cautioning the surging

crowd against interfering in any way with the natives.

The German crew were loud in their protestations against

our cruelty in forcing them to enter the noisome den from

which we had just released the Englishmen ; but we hustled

them in, reminding them that the place had been deemed

good enough for their prisoners, and that therefore there

was no justification for complaint now that they were going

to be allowed to sample its comforts for themselves. But the

place was in such an indescribably filthy condition, owing to

the fact that, despite their most urgent entreaties, the Eng-

lishmen had not been allowed to clean it out, or to leave it

for any purpose since their first entrance, that I told our

prisoners they should be provided with everything necessary

to give it a thorough cleansing as soon as daylight arrived,

and with that they were obliged to be satisfied. Moreover,

it was no very great hardship for them, since the forecastle

which they had just vacated was in little better condition.

Rejoining Mason for a moment, I learned from him that

Traub had evinced a disposition to be troublesome during
r

our absence : we therefore put the fellow in irons, locked

him in his own cabin, and then, our possession of the ship

being now complete, we proceeded to interview our released

fellow-countrymen.
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They consisted of the crews of two steamers which had

been captured and sunk by the Seeadler in the Atlantic, and

one steamer and a sailing ship which had met the same fate

in the Pacific, and the captains of these vessels had a long

story to tell of the cold-blooded, cruel callousness to which

they had been subjected—some of them for more than two

months—resulting in the death of no less than seventeen of

their numbers ; but there is no need to horrify and disgust

the reader with the details of the Germans' neglect. In

return I briefly related our own story, in which, as might

be expected, they took a lively interest. When I went on

to state the plans which I had been formulating from the

moment when I had become aware of the true character of

the Seeadler, they at once pledged themselves and their crews

to afford me all the assistance I might need ; but they

begged that they might first be permitted to have a run

ashore and to spend a few days on the island in order to

recruit their health after their long confinement below.

To this proposal I, later on, agreed—with certain reserva

tions—after consulting Kilau Minga as to his views on the

subject ; with the result that no sooner had the sun risen

than a strong party of the released prisoners went ashore

and, taking the necessary materials with them, set to work

to rig up a camp on the spot where we had camped when

we first landed.

I was not greatly surprised when, about mid-day, 'Thea

and Lucy made their appearance on the beach. I was

ashore at the time, for, as a matter of fact, I more than

half anticipated their coming, and wanted to be there to
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receive them. And I was also by no means surprised to

learn that when the girls awoke in the morning and dis-

covered that we had quietly slipped away without affording

them the opportunity to accompany us, Thea had been

furiously indignant with us all, her father included ; indeed

her indignation had not evaporated when, seeing them

approaching, I hastened to join them ; but when she

learned that the ship was in our possession, that there had

been no fight worth mentioning, and that none of us was

hurt, her frowns soon gave place to smiles of happiness.

That was a busy day for all hands. The arrangements

for the safeguarding of our prisoners and the establishing of

a camp ashore wherein the freed crews of Englishmen might

recruit for a few days prior to our departure from the

island kept us fully occupied until darkness set in ; but the

results were worth all the trouble ; for not only had we

rendered it impossible for the Germans to recapture the

ship, but our English friends rapidly recovered their normal

health and strength.

Finding, upon enquiry, that Wilkinson and Dartnell were

still determined to throw in their lot with the islanders, we

decided that, the cutter being now so very near completion,

we would finish her off and put her into the water, for their

convenience, and this was done on the fourth day following

that of the capture of the Seeadler. The spars, rigging and

sails of the boat also being ready, we not only launched her,

but also ballasted her, rigged her, bent her sails and made

a trial cruise round the island, with the result that she far

surpassed our most sanguine expectations. We certainly
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had no opportunity of testing her in a gale, but her beha-

viour in ordinary weather was so satisfactory that, had it

been necessary, I would unhesitatingly have undertaken

a voyage across the Pacific in her.

The task of getting the cutter afloat and into sailing trim

accomplished, our next job was to prepare the Seeadler for

the voyage to Sydney, whither I had decided to take her.

An examination of her bunkers satisfied us that she had

more than enough fuel for the trip, the practice of the

pirates having been to fill up from the ships she captured,

before sinking them, whenever the weather conditions were

sufficiently favourable ; but she had run short of water in

consequence of an unsuspected leak in her main tank,

hence her visit to our island. With the appliances which

she carried, however, the stoppage of the leak had proved

a simple matter, her own engineers having indeed effected

the repair before her arrival. There was nothing left for us

to do, therefore, but to re-fill the tanks, and the ship would

be ready to sail at any moment. With the strength we now

had at our disposal this was a simple matter ; and while

we were doing it the Doctor hurriedly completed his self-

imposed task of copying the paintings on the walls of the

temple, not forgetting to transfer to his daughter's trunk

the robes of the goddess Taana which we had found in the

coffer. He also insisted on taking the figure of the goddess

herself, and the embroidered curtains of the temple ; and

we accordingly packed them carefully in canvas and trans-

ported them down to the ship, late one night, after the

natives had all returned to the Basin.
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Finally, the liberated Englishmen, by this time recovered

from the effects of their confinement in the pestiferous

atmosphere of the prison chamber, spent an entire day

ranging the island in search of fruit, of which they gathered

a quantity sufficient to last us during the voyage.

This brought the time round to exactly a week from the

day on which we effected the capture of the Seeadler ; and

this day we, the original party of castaways, spent among

our friends, the inhabitants of the Basin. I gave Wilkinson

and Dartnell the compass which we had brought with us

to the island in the jollyboat, also a chart from the

Seeadler's stock, upon which I laid down the position of the

island, so that in the event of them ever desiring to leave

the island, they might have the means by which to find

their way to civilization. We also of course left intact the

machinery which we had erected, and which the natives had

by this time learned to use, as also all the tools taken out

of the hulk, these matters meaning to their new owners, a

distinct progress toward civilization.

When at last it came to the point, the parting with these

simple, amiable savages proved to be rather an ordeal for

both parties, for on our side our intimate contact with them

after the conclusion of peace had revealed the sterling

qualities of their character, while they had grown to regard

us as beings only a little, if at all, inferior to gods. A strong

bond of mutual respect and esteem had insensibly bound

us together, and the severing of it was painful, even to us

who were eagerly anticipating an early reunion with those

we loved. As for the natives—and especially Kilau Minga
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they did not attempt to conceal or restrain their grief,

but followed us, every soul of them, to the entrance of the

tunnel, wailing their regrets and imploring us to return to

them some day ; and to pacify them I gave them my
solemn promise that, so far as I was concerned, I would do

so, should circumstances permit. At the mouth of the

tunnel we spoke our final farewells and parted, they to

return to their homes, and we to take our final walk across

the island to the big lagoon. We were a silent party for

the first half of the way, for our thoughts were dwelling

upon all that had happened since the day when we first set

foot upon the soil of this unknown island ; and it was not

until we crossed the ridge and saw the Seeadler riding at

anchor in the lagoon, with steam up and Blue Peter flying

at the fore, that smiles of happy anticipation again shone in

our eyes and upon our faces.

A boat was waiting for us when we reached the beach,

and hardly had we left the shore when a small jet of steam

issuing from the bow of the ship told us that the officer in

charge had started the steam windlass and was " heaving

short ". By the time that we got alongside the cable was
" up and down " and the anchor ready for tripping, there-

fore, while the others climbed the poop to take a last look

at the island, I straightway ascended to the bridge and took

charge, ordering the boat to be hoisted to the davits and

the gangway secured. These orders given, I rang " Stand

by " to the engine room, and gave the order to break the

anchor out of the ground, and ten minutes later we steamed

out through the opening in the reef and were rolling and
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pitching on the long Pacific swell as the sun sank below the

horizon in a blaze of purple and golden splendour.

Five days later we arrived and anchored in Port Jackson

harbour about breakfast time, and as soon as the meal was

over I communicated with the naval authorities, told them

my story, and asked for instructions. The reply was

quickly forthcoming, in the form of a prize crew from the

flagship, who took possesssion of the Seeadler and trans-

ferred her German crew to safe quarters ashore.

My next business was to call at the offices of the Inter-

Oceanic SS. Company to make my report, and here I

learned, to my consternation and profound regret, that

I was the first bearer of authentic news of the Andromeda

disaster, none of the occupants of the other boats having

ever been heard of. A long cable message was at once

drafted and despatched to San Francisco, giving terse par-

ticulars of the wreck and the names of the survivors ; and

on the following day a reply came to hand instructing me

to return to 'Frisco by the first of the Company's steamers

available, after I had concluded my business connected

with the capture of the ship. Meanwhile the remaining

members of the party had taken up their quarters in one of

the most comfortable of the many comfortable hotels which

Sydney boasts, and there I joined them. They were natural-

ly anxious to be with their friends at home without delay

;

but, upon learning the nature of the instructions which I had

received, they determined to await the arrival of the boat

which was to take me back, and all return together.

The agents of the Company informed me, a day or two
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later, that as a result of enquiries instituted by them on my
behalf, they had learned the welcome news that a very

handsome sum as prize money would eventually accrue to

me from the capture of the Seeadler, but that the proceed-

ings in connection with the award would probably be some-

what protracted, and they therefore very handsomely

undertook to handle the business for me. And I may say

here that they fulfilled their promise so effectively that

when the matter was eventually settled I found myself, for

so young a man, quite well off.

It only remains to add that we, the sole survivors of the

Andromeda wreck, had a very happy journey across the

Pacific in each other's company, during which Anthea and

I spent many an hour promenading the star-lit deck. And

in the course of those promenades I obtained so clear an

insight into the dear girl's true character that her prophecy

that some day I should learn to understand her—became

abundantly fulfilled, and I am now looking forward to the

day when she will be my wife.

As for the Directors of the Inter-Oceanic, they were most

complimentary. They had nothing but approval for my
conduct all through the adventure : and they showed their

approval in a very practical manner by cancelling the short

residue of my indentures and appointing me fifth officer in

one of their finest ships, to which they at the same time

appointed Lucy Stroud as chief stewardess.

As for Oldroyd and Mason, we correspond regularly:

and the latest news of them is that as soon as the war is

over they intend to make another trip to Australia, and that

it will be made in my ship.
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stress and danger friendship proves stronger than opinions.

• SAMPSON • LOW
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Boys' Books. 3/6 net.

GOODYEAR, R. A. H.

THE SPORTING FIFTH AT RIPLEY'S
If A rattling schoolboy story, with some delightful youngsters, the

inevitable mischief-maker, and fine descriptions of battles on the

playing fields. ... A book to engross the attention of all sporta-

loving schoolboys.

HOPE, ASCOTT R.

THE TRUANT FROM SCHOOL
l][ The story of a boy whose parents have died and left him to the

tender mercies of a little backwoods community. He runs away
and has exciting times among Red Indians, etc.

HYNE, CUTCLIFFE
SANDY CARMICHAEL

<fl Here is a story to gladden the hearts of boys and make their pulses
beat. Sandy is a ragged little urchin, who travels far, has many
adventures, and so impresses the savages he finds himself among
that they decide to make him king. Sandy is a plucky, resourceful,
delightful hero.

LANCASTER, PERCIVAL
CAPTAIN JACK O'HARA, R.N.

€J A rollicking story of a fiery-haired, quick-tempered, but lovable
sailor who has many adventures, and takes all kinds of risks, and is

afraid of nothing and no-one but the heroine. But, finally, he suc-
ceeds there, too, as he certainly deserved to do.

LITTLE, GEORGE
LIFE ON THE OCEAN

<j[ The thrilling account of twenty years at sea told very vividly.
Fights and mutiny, cannibals and pirates, all have their share in
making a very exciting and interesting book.

MARLOW, FRANCIS
THE SECRET OF THE SANDHILLS
<K A most exciting story of hidden treasure. It gives a vivid idea of

the rough life on a sailing-ship, and tells of treachery, intrigue,

wild adventure, and final downfall of the villain-in-chief.

MARRYAT, CAPTAIN
MR. MIDSHIPMAN EASY
1$ And what a delightful young dare-devil he was ; absolutely without

fear. And what amazing adventures he went through I Just the
book to entrance any boy worth his salt. One of Captain Marryat'a
best tales.

SAMPSON LOW



Boys' Books. 3/6 net.

ROGERS, W. A.
DANNY'S PARTNER
t| An interesting story of the love between a one-legged man and a

little orphan boy. It tells of their adventures travelling with a
waggon-team out to the wilds, their search for gold, their troubles
from horse thieves and Red Indians, and final happiness and success.

VERNE, JULES
THE FUR COUNTRY

<jf An exciting story of the wonderful land of the Midnight Sun. It

tells of the peiils and excitement of trapping in the Arctic Circle,

and the hunting of wapiti and polar bear and silver fox, etc.,

varied with adventures among icebergs and on the great rivers and
lakes of the Fur Country.

THE MASTER OF THE WORLD
4ff

" Robin the Conqueror " he calls himself because he considers that

the wonderful flying machine he has invented and constructed gives

him complete control of the destinies of all nations. But he" comes
up against John Stock and finds he is not so powerful as he thought
he W2S B

AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHTY DAYS
<if Adventures on land, adventures at sea, adventures on ice, adven-

tures in France, adventures in India, adventures in America, dangers

from Red Indians, from fanatics, from wild animals ; and all for the

sake of a wager that came within an ace of being lost.

TWENTY THOUSAND LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA
l| The story of the most wonderful of all under-water craft, and its

mysterious commander, the incomprehensible " Captain Nemo."
It tells of how he took three unwilling guests on his great submarine
cruise, and showed them the wonders and gloriea and riche* of the

deep, A tale full of adventure and excitement, and deep interest.

* #

GIRLS' BOOKS. 2/6 net.

This series is printed on the best Featherweight Antique Wove paper.

Bulks 1 £ inches. Three-colour drawing on jacket. Full cloth, illus-

trated, and sewn on two tapes to give a really enduring volume. The
price will be found in figures on the inside flap of the wrapper, allowing

it to be snipped off when the booh is given asra prize or present.

AGUILAR, GRACE
HOME INFLUENCE

<][ The delightful story of a very charming family, who owed much to

the loving wisdom of their parents. The coming into their midst
of a boy and girl cousin, and what befell them adds to the interest

of the story.

* SAMPSON - LOW •
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Girls' Books. 2/6 net.

A MOTHER'S RECOMPENSE
<] A sequel to " Home Influence." It tells of what happened to the

family when they grew up, and is no less interesting than the story
of their younger days.

ALCOTT, LOUISA M.
LITTLE MEN
^ The further experiences of Jo, are related in this entertaining book,

for she sets up a school for poor and neglected boys. Although a
hard task, she and Professor Bhaer manage it well, and the boys all

thought of " Mother " and " Father " Bhaer with thankful hearts.

Of course, the lads get into scrapes, which helps to make the book
most amusing.

LITTLE WOMEN
1^ This is one of the most delightfully homelike books for girls which

have ever been written. The four girls are very simple types, such
as one would meet any day, and their various experiences, some
amusing, others a little sad, are related in a way which appeals to

everyone. The character of Jo is drawn very vividly, and we all

grow to love the tom-boyish girl who manages to get into so many
scrapes and awkward positions and then get out of them cleverly.

LITTLE WOMEN WEDDED
^ Thi3 is a continuation of the life of " Little Women." Meg, happily

married at the beginning of the book, experiences the many trials

and amusing difficulties of a young wife. The characters of the
• girls develop gradually, although Jo manages to get into more diffi-

culties. Amy reaps a reward from Aunt March, and realises her
dream of travel. As the book draws to a close we see the " Little

Women " changed into " Good Wives " and all ends happily.

UNDER THE LILACS
<| Ben and his dog Sancho run away from a circus and find a home

with Bob and Betty in the old house under the lilacs, and his many
adventures there with the children are described with humour and
sympathy in Miss Alcott's typical style.

AN OLD-FASHIONED GIRL
"

q A delightful study of a healthy country girl, who goes to stay with
rich friends. Everybody learns to love her for her charm and unsel-

fishness, and she proves a helpful person when her friends become
bankrupt. She eventually marries the son and all ends happily.

EIGHT COUSINS
<][ This is a story of a little girl, Rose, who has lost both her parents,

and who goes to live with her aunts and seven boy cousins. Her
Uncle Max, a breezy sea captain, who is also her guardian, and
herself, are two very lovable characters. »

*
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Girls' Books, zjt net.

ROSE IN BLOOM
<if The further story of " Rose." The charming bud of a girl blooms

out into a beautiful and lovable maiden, the friend, the peacemaker,
the beloved of all—especially of the One with whom she finds happi-
ness.

JO'S BOYS
Iff This delightful story deals with the " Little Men " when they grow

up. It is a very entertaining book ; the irrepressible Tommy
Bangs still gels into his scrapes, while Nan is a study in healthy and
.happy womanhood. Jo's own children help towards the making of

the book, and in Teddy one can see the old Jo of " Little Women."
The boys settle down and all ends happily, thanks to the two who
worked so hard for them, namely, Aunt Jo and Professor Bhaer.

AUNT JO'S SCRAP-BAG AND SHAWL STRAPS
<][ The scrap-bag was a magic one, and out of it came not ends of silk

and lace, but pretty stories, told in the easy, delightful fashion which
is the charm of Louisa Alcott. The Scrap-Bag is a real treasure

house, and " Shawl Straps " a delightful account of the run through
Europe of a party of charming American girls. Brittany, France,

Switzerland, Italy, are all pleasantly and cleverly treated, whimsical
adventures told, and we get a quaint picture of London in the days
of our mothers, when Victoria was Queen.

SILVER PITCHERS
IJ Eight stories in Miss Alcott's best vein : jolly girls and equally

jolly boys, full of life and spirits and delightful to spend an evening
with. Letty's Tramp is particularly good, and Letty as tender as

the Tramp was strong and true.

JACK AND JILL
<J A vivid portrayal of the home and school life of Jack and Jill, and

their friends in a new England village. Jack and Jill commence
with a spill but Jack soon recovers, though Jill is badly injured.

However, with other children, they have a gloriously happy time
doing all manner of interesting things.

ARTHUR, T. S.
HOME HEROINES

Iff Tells of women and girls, who, while doing nothing to make them
famous, were worthy to be called heroines for the noble way in

which they recognised and did their duty.

LIFE'S CROSSES
<3 A series of interesting little tales showing that troubles bravely

borne, whether by families mr individuals, lose a great deal of their

weight, and often prove not to have been disasters at all.

~~
• SAMPSON • LOW '
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Girls' Books, a/6 net.

BARNES, E.

A NEEDLE AND THREAD
<J Nell was a little street singer, who made money for a disreputable

couple who were very cruel to her. But presently strange things
happened, and she found she was not a little street singer at all,

but something vastly different,

BEVAN, MARJORIE
FIVE OF THE FOURTH
fl A very merry little quartette were gathered in the Recreation Room

on the first day of the Summer Term ; and in discussing their plans
were quite determined that no one should be allowed to share, or
spoil, their companionship. But Peggy Lawson, a new, shy girl,

intrudes, with the result that they have more fun and adventures
than ever. A jolly fortnight spent on a farm during the holidays
completes the friendship.

BLACKMORE, R. D.
LORNA DOONE
^ The Right Honourable Tom Shaw, writing in 1924, upon " Books

That Have Helped Me," said :
" When I have seen and felt too

much of the ' seamy side,* I have always a friend who will help.
' Lorna Doone * will carry me to sweet meadows and wholesome
country life, to deeds of modest courage and high endeavour, to

fragrance and contentment." Blackmore considered " The Maid of
Sker " his best book, and " Springhaven " the next. " Lorna
Doone " he placed in a much lower rank. Millions of readers will

never tolerate that any romance shall take precedence of " Lorna
Doone."

CHAPPELL, JENNIE
AILSA'S CHUM .

<K A deeply-moving girl's story. Life proceeds happily and unevent-
fully in the Brereton household until there comes a railway accident
and a strange baby is thrust upon the family. Soon after compli-
cations begin, and a fine story is unravelled. The story closes with
the reunion of two lovers long parted and lost to one another through
misunderstanding—and Ailsa makes a great sacrifice that their

happiness may be complete.

GLADWYN : or A CIRCLE OF FORTUNE
<5 This book is described by the author as " a circle of fortune," and

concerns the adventures of Gladwyn, heiress to a worthies* estate.

How she faces her difficulties and goes to London and finally finds

much love and happiness is told with a swinging style.
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Girls' Books. 2/6 net.

DAVENPORT, E.

VAIN AMBITION
If Frances Penrhyn was quite a charming girl, but she disdains

ordinary " hum-drum " tasks, and essays something very ambitious

quite beyond her powers. In spite of the teasing of her brother (a

delightful boy whom everybody will love) she persists, and does not
learn her lesson until disillusioned and humbled by a pretty com-
plete failure.

DE WITT, M.

AN ONLY SISTER
43 Elizabeth, and Marc, and Pierre, and Henri, were the children of a

French
.
gentleman, who fell on evil times. After his death the

four had a desperate struggle to live, and it was the sister who bore
the heaviest burden. But fortune smiled on them at last, and Eliza-

beth had her reward.

FRANC, MAUD J.

BEATRICE MELTON
l][ Beatrice Melton was rebellious and inclined to be bitter because of

loss of money and position, and having to keep a little school so that

she and the rest of the family might have a roof over their heads.

But love came and taught her many things.

EMILY'S CHOICE
<fl The simple, but delightful story of a young girl, the daughter of

wealthy parents, who chose to marry a handsome young minister,

and in spite of trouble and struggle, never regretted her choice.

MARIAN
•II Marian Herbert jvas a charming, lovable girl, who went as governess

to a little girl, whose father was a successful farmer in Australia.

She soon found her way into the hearts of the whole family, especially

one.

MASTER OF RALSTON
<J The Master of Ralston was a handsome, strong, upright, young

landowner in Australia. The book gives a vivid description of life

in certain parts of the Commonwealth, and also tells of two charming
love stories.

MINNIE'S MISSION
•3 Minnie Rayton left England to join relatives in Australia. What

happened to her there and the influence she had over those with
whom she came in touch make a very interesting story.

SAMPSON - LOW -
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Girls' Books. 2/6 net.

VERMONT VALE
IJ Kate Linwood was a high-spirited, laughter-loving, harum-scarum

girl, who went to keep house for her two brothers in their Austra-
lian homestead. She succeeded in rather scandalising the old
" tabbies " of the neighbourhood, but she also succeeded in proving
to the young minister of the place that her heart was in the right

place, after all.

GARRETT, EDWARD
DOING AND DREAMING
<J The story of next-door neighbours who at first did not know one

another, but at last came to realise one another's worth. Charlotte
Withers is a fine, strong character.

MARCHANT, BESSIE
CICELY FROME

<][ The story of a girl, who, a captain's daughter, learns early in life

. that her father is " missing." She goes to Ceylon and has many
enthralling adventures, the chief of which is the tracing and rescuing
of a stolen baby. Finally, a mystery surrounding her father's dis-

appearance is cleared up.

MARTIN, MRS. HERBERT
THE LONELIEST GIRL IN THE SCHOOL

<j[ The story of the Princess Ottilia, who comes from abroad to live at

an English school while her father is travelling. Shy and reserved
by nature she soon becomes " the loneliest girl in the school." But
in Ruth, and one or two others, she soon finds good friends. Mis-
fortune overtakes her father in Russia , and causes the Princess great

anxiety, but here Ruth's father and family prove themselves Good
Samaritans, and, finally, amid much joy, father and daughter are

re-united.

POLLARD, M. M.
THE MINISTER'S DAUGHTER
<H Jessie Muir's home is in a manse near the sea. She makes the

acquaintance of a girl who has fled from the falseness of London
society life. The two become friends, and Jessie realises her
ambition and goes to stay in London. But she finds home is best,

after all.

TWO SISTERS
<| Agnes and Clara Huntly, though sisters, are very different in char-

acter. When misfortune comes , Agnes sets bravely to work to fend
for herself, but Clara elects to accept the reluctant invitation of
rather mean cousins to live with them. She soon finds her mistake
and joins Agnes. Eventually happiness comes to both.

• SAMPSON • LOW
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Girls' Books. 2/6 net.

STOWE, H. B.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN
Q People who were not alive in 1851, when " Uncle Tom's Cabin "

was written, will not be able to understand the great excitement
caused by this book, both in England and in America ; and when the

struggle between those who wished to abolish slavery and those who
desired to perpetuate it resulted in the fight between the Northern
and the Southern States of America, President Lincoln said to

Harriet Beecher Stowe, the writer of the book :
" Are you the little

woman who made this great war ? " A few years later there were
forty-three English editions in the British Museum, and nineteen

translations ; afterwards it was estimated that 1,500,000 copies had
been sold in Great Britain alone, so that to-day, more than seventy
years later, the number would be countless, running to many
millions.

TAYLOR, WINIFRED
LABOURS OF LOVE
<5 Lucy was a dear little girl with a loving heart that longed to help

those who were sorrowful or in trouble, and she found many oppor-
tunities of showing the little kindnesses that mean so much. The
love between her and her brother Charlie, is charmingly dealt with.

WHITNEY, A. D. T.

A HEART OF GOLD
<| Home life in a New England country place

;
quiet, Puritan folk,

living out their lives in traditional manner. The main characters

are two girls, one a pessimist and the other an optimist.

OTHER GIRLS
<fl Sylvie Argenter made the discovery that " other girls," girls belong-

ing to other circles, had hearts, too. When adversity came to

herself, she faced it bravely, and in the end had her reward.

WE GIRLS
€|[ The story of healthy, happy life among a family of girls and their

friends. Such a cheery crowd they are, in spite of not being blessed

with too much of this world's goods. Everybody is glad when a

missing paper turns up in a strange way, which ensures that they

will not have to leave the old house they all love.

WYNNE, MAY
CAROL OF HOLLYDENE SCHOOL
<g A delightful school-girl story, full of pranks and games and high

spirits. There is also a mystery which sets the tongues of the un-
pleasant set wagging against Carol, but her special chums are loyal

and all ends well.
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BOYS' BOOKS. 2/6 net.

AVERY, HAROLD
A BOY ALL OVER

<j[ Fred and Bob, two school chums, who are by no means namby-
pambies, have many escapades, but come out on top, largely owing
to the hero's sister, who proves a good pal to both.

BALLANTYNE, R. M.
THE YOUNG FUR TRADERS
<I When he was a boy, sixteen years of age, Robert Michael Ballantyne

was employed as a clerk by the Hudson Bay Fur Company. He
went into Canada, to Rupert's Land, the name given on the forma-
tion of the Hudson Bay Company, in the year 1670, by Prince Rupert
and others, to the land draining into Hudson's Bay and the Hudson
Strait. He spent six years in Rupert's Land, and much of the time
went in trading with the Indians. It was from a diary that he kept
during this time that he drew the materials for ** The Young Fur
Traders."

THE CORAL ISLAND
IJ One of the finest boys' stories ever written. The thrilling and

joyous adventures of the castaways , Ralph, Jack and Peterkin on their
romantic desert island will never be forgotten. No boy's reading is

complete before he has discovered Ballantyne's wonderful yarn.

MARTIN RATTLER
l| Many of the adventures in this story befall the hero in the romantic

forests of Brazil ; but before these experiences there come a sea
voyage, an encounter with pirates, a wreck, and other thrilling

incidents. It has always been a favourite book with boys.

BEVAN, TOM
THE MYSTERY TRAIL
Q Becoming separated from his party while out on an expedition,

Ronald Leslie is surrounded by black men, bound and gagged, and
carried away. To his amazement he finds that he has been
kidnapped by order of a white man, who is a kind of king in the
wild country. The charge committed to the young man and the
mystery and adventures that befall him while fulfilling it, are

exciting and enthralling.

BRUCE, CHARLES
LAME FELIX
t$ Lame Felix is a delightful old fellow, who gathers the boys of the

village around him and enthrals them with tales of prowess and
bravery and honour, and noble doings of all kinds.
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Boys* Books. 2/6 net.

BRUCE, H. TURING
THE SCOURGE OF THE MOORS

l| Raoulf de Gyssage is a hunchback. When he is about 15 he sees

his brother killed in a duel by one Sir Nigel de Flers, and vows to be
avenged on the slayer. He runs away from home, goes to the wars,
and has many a marvellous adventure. And after all he did not
kill Sir Nigel, because—well, Sir Nigel had a sister.

BUTLER, MAUDE M.
THE BOY BARONET
<J Sir Cecil Cartney is a very lonely little boy, living by himself, except

for the servants, in a huge house. He would exchange all his

grandeur for a few playmates and companions. Eventually he
meets a delightful family of cousins, and is the means of righting a
wrong. He is a very lovable little fellow.

COLLINGWOOD, HARRY
UNDER THE METEOR FLAG

<jj Ralph, the hero, is one of the most dashing midshipmen who ever
breathed. His adventures on secret service among the Corsicans

and French, and his cuteness in surprising forts and warships lead

to early promotion.

THE WRECK OF THE ANDROMEDA
fl| A thrilling story of a shipwrecked party, who land on a wonderful

island, where strange things happen to them. The moving spirit

amongst them is young Massey, one of the ship's officers, whom all

boys (and others) will much admire.

COOPER, J. FENIMORE
THE TWO ADMIRALS
<f A fine story of adventures at sea during the war of iSia, with sea-

fighting galore, and a fine description of the Battle of the Nile,

CUPPLES, GEORGE
THE GREEN HAND

<J Starting as a very green hand, he soon became as smart as paint.

Later, when sailing as a passenger, he takes command in an emer-
gency, and returns home in charge of a prize captured by himself,

EDWARDES, CHARLES
THE NEW HOUSEMASTER

<f Who was he ? The boys didn't know, nor the headmaster, nor

the police. But the gang of coiners knew, and used the boarding
school to cover their operations. Eventually they made good their

escape. How was it done ?

- SAMPSON • LOW -
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Boys' Books. 2/6 net.

FENN, G. MANVILLE
THE BLACK BAR
<I Two great chums are midshipmen on a vessel fighting the slave

traders. Bob provides all sorts of fun, and Mark, after many
desperate escapades, captures two slave-ships, and gains heaps of

prize-money for all concerned.

OFF TO THE WILDS
<f Two boys are first taught shooting by their father and are bought

all sorts of equipment. Taken hunting, they bag every sort of

animal—lions, rhinos, elephants, giraffes, etc. Dinny, an Irish

retainer, keeps everybody jolly.

FIRE ISLAND
<| The adventures of a cheery ship's crew among Papuan savages.

Cast high and dry by a tidal wave upon the shore of a volcanic

island, they find it a veritable hunter's paradise. Plenty of fun and
adventure.

THE SILVER CANON
<j Lascelles makes a powerful friend by curing an Indian chief named

" Beaver " of an arrow wound, and in return he is shown the Silver

Canon containing wealth untold. Adventures with bison, bears

and rattlesnakes, and a terrific ride on the wonderful horse " Black

Boy " make up a splendid story.

GOODYEAR, R. A. H.

BOYS OF THE MYSTERY SCHOOL
<g A story full of thrills and containing a particularly intriguing

mystery. There is also a feud with a neighbouring school, in which
our friends of the Mystery School come off best, and fine descrip-

tions of football and cricket games. A very good story for boys.

GRANT, G. FORSYTH
THE BOYS OF PENROHN

€][ The school life and adventures at Penrohn School of two brothers,

Atholl, the sensitive and shy, and Dickie, the winning and attrac-

tive. The boys enter school under a cloud of sorrow, which is in-

tensified for Atholl by happenings to his brother. Further trouble

for Atholl results from the fact that he is suspected of a deception of

which he is innocent. Soon, however, the facts come to light and
we leave Atholl happy and popular at Penrohn School.

SAMPSON * LOW
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Boys* Books. 2/6 net,

BURKE'S CHUM
l| The adventures at Thistleton School of Burke and his chum, Per-

cival, told in a lively manner. The story is full of adventurous
doings and thrilling exploits. The author understands boys, and
gives them the kind of stuff they like.

THE BERESFORD BOYS
Q Wilmot, of Beresford School, is accused of breaking school regu-

lations, and his stubborn assertions of innocence only serve to

harden opposition. In a fit of temper he destroys the manuscript
of a book his headmaster is writing, and he is cut by everyone.
After an obstinate time, however, he regrets his action, has an
opportunity ofhelping his master save his new book from fire, disports

himself generally like a hero, and clears his character entirely.

GROVES, J. PERCY
CHARMOUTH GRANGE
Q 'Philip Ruddock was a truly villainous villain. He caused his old

kinsman to be poisoned, and tried his best to do away with the

young heir so that he himself might own Charmouth Grange. But
young Ronald Cathcart, with tremendous pluck (and no little luck)

came into his own after many vicissitudes and truly hair-raising

escapes and adventures. An enthralling tale of the 17th Century.

HAYDON, A. L.

UP-SCHOOL AT MONKSHALL
11 Fred Fulton is sent to a fine public school by a " friend " of his

father's, on condition that he does exactly what he is told to do.

Later he finds he must choose between betraying his father or his

chum. The book tells how he came out of the ordeal.

HENTY, G. A.

THE CORNET OF HORSE
Cfl This fine story of the gallant days of old traces the career of the hero

from his first lesson in fencing until he becomes one of the finest

swordsmen in Europe. He ruffles it with Marlborough in England,
France and Germany.

JACK ARCHER
<I A midshipman in the Crimean War is captured by brigands at

Gibraltar and held to ransom, but escapes. He takes part with a

Naval Division at Balaclava, and covers himself with glory.

WINNING HIS SPURS
<} The story of an English lad who won his spurs after many wonderful

deeds and hairbreadth escapes during the Crusades. Not dry
history, but a series of glorious adventures.

• SAMPSON • LOW -
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Boys* Books. 2/6 net.

HOLMES, F. M.
THE GOLD SHIP
<| A thrilling tale of mutiny and piracy on the high seas. The story of

how the ship laden with gold was taken by the mutineers, and how,
through bravery and clever strategy, she was won back by the
Captain and his few loyal men is one to make the pulse beat fast.

HOPE, ASCOTT. R.

SCHOOLBOY STORIES
fl Stories about boys for boys by this ever-popular author : scrapes

and jokes, adventures and surprises all come into the various stories

—eight long ones in all. The stories are written in a bright style

and are full of life.

REDSKINS AND SETTLERS
^f Yarns of life in the Wild West. Many strange and thrilling adven-

tures are recorded in graphic style. The times of Buffalo Bill,

Colonel Custer and Kit Carson, the times of fierce fighting with
Red Indians and with all the perils of a new country, are dealt with
in these stories. No more interesting or thrilling book could be
imagined.

THE BOYS- OF WHITMINSTER
€J This book recounts the adventures and misadventures of as lively a

bunch of schoolboys as you could wish to meet. The yarns are

concerned with all kinds of troubles and scrapes. The titles of the
sections : The Favourite, The Burglar, Tom, Dick and Harry, A
History of Hampers, The Misfortunes of an Eleven, St. Valentine's

Day, give an idea of the book's contents.

HUGHES, THOMAS
TOM BROWN'S SCHOOL-DAYS

<]f This great classic boy's book continues its popularity ; it is the

finest of ail school stories, and one which every boy must read at

some period or other of his boyhood. Your father will tell you
how he enjoyed it when he was your age.

KNIGHT, ARTHUR L.

IN JUNGLE AND KRAAL
€J[ The adventures of two young midshipmen in the jungles of Ceylon.

Immediately on landing at Colombo from their ship, they fall into

thrilling adventures, lose their horses and nearly their lives ! An
expedition into the jungle is planned, and, after many adventures,

they assist in the capturing alive of a herd of elephants. The
author described the methods by which this is done, at length and
in breathless style.
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Boys' Books, 2/6 net.

MACGREGOR, J.

ONE THOUSAND MILES IN THE ROB ROY CANOE
<j[ This is the log of a charming cruise in a small canoe, designed by

the writer* With paddle and sails he traversed the rivers Thames,
Sambre, Meuse, Rhine, Main, Danube, Aar, III, Moselle, Meurthe,
Marne and Seine, and Lakes Titisee, Constance, Unter See, Zurich,
Zug, and Lucerne, together with six canals in Belgium and France
and had two expeditions in the open sea of the British Channel.
On land the canoe had to be dragged and carried over mountains,
forests, and plains. A grand adventure 1 Every boy should read
this book, if not try the trip 1

MARCHANT, BESSIE
ON THE TRACK
<J A boy finds, while searching in his grandfather's writing-desk,

Strange papers, and a history of treasure gold, telling how his

grandfather, many years before, for love of a girl, left England for

South America, and found moving adventures and many hard
knocks in the high, romantic Andes, and how he discovered at last a

great treasure. Trouble about the rightful heir to the treasure is

finally settled by the boy and his mother, amid rejoicing.

MARRYAT, CAPTAIN
MR. MIDSHIPMAN EASY

<][ Before he began to write books, Captain Marryat had a share in

many hard-fought battles at sea. He sailed as a midshipman under
Lord Cochrane, and spent years in dangerous service off the French
and Spanish coasts. He was in about fifty battles, and during one
of them he lay apparently lifeless on deck. An officer, who disliked

him, said ;
'* Here's a young cock who has done crowing. Well,

for a wander, this chap has cheated the gallows.'* Marryat was not
dead, and lifting kis head a few inches, said :

" You're a liar !
"

Marryat served many years after this, and was the hero of many
exploits that had been embodied in his works. Critics agree that
" Mr. Midshipman Easy " ranks among Marryat's very best.

MELVILLE, HERMAN
MOBY DICK
<J Here we have a moving book which could have been written only

by a writer of genius who had lived a life of peril. Such incidents

as these could not have been invented. Herman Melville went upon
a whaling expedition, and we have the result in these stirring pages.

The adventure with the cannibal harpooner, at the sailor's lodging-

house, narrated in the opening pages of this book, is one of the most
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extraordinary incidents ever recorded, and the reader feels at once
that he is setting out to devour a masterpiece of vivid writing and
exciting exploits. The sense of reality is wonderful, and the tale

made the writer famous all over the world. It is now a classic

MULLER, E.

NOBLE WORDS AND NOBLE DEEDS
<J A collection ofmany of the finest actions in the history of the world :

deeds of bravery and honour and self-sacrifice and self-abnegation
that should thrill the blood of any high-spirited, right-minded boy.
The stories range from very early days to quite modern ones.

NORWAY, G.

RALPH DENHAM'S ADVENTURES
<U A tale of the Burmese jungle. A boy sets out from his home to

take up work in Burma. His adventures begin early, for his boat
catches fire and sinks. The firm for whom he was to work in

Burma fails, and he is cast upon his luck. He travels through the

jungle, has many adventures of an exciting kind, and finally makes
good.

OVERTON, ROBERT
THE SON OF THE SCHOOL
<I A baby is found in the grounds and adopted by the boys of a school.

Later he goes to sea under a cloud of suspicion, and takes part in
many a tough fight. On his return the mystery is cleared up in a

happy way.

RHOADES, WALTER C.

OUR FELLOWS AT ST. MARKS
13 This is a fine school story. It concerns the adventures of Grayson

and his friends at St. Mark's School. All the elements which go
to make up a good school story are here : exciting school sports,

cricket and football matches, the thrashing of a bully, narrow
escapes and brave rescues, an adventure at sea, and a host of other
important things. Finally the story closes to the tune of " A Merry
Christmas I

"

ROUSSELET, LOUIS
THE SERPENT CHARMER

<][ *A French gentleman and his boy and girl fall under the displeasure
and into the power of a great Indian Prince. Andr£, the son,
escapes, and disguised as a young native has many adventures, and
is finally reunited with his family.

«W
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RUSSELL, W. CLARK
THE FROZEN PIRATE

<|[ Paul, a sole survivor, finds, stuck fast in the ice, an old ship. On board
is the frozen form of an eighteenth century pirate, whom Paul brings

back to life for a while, and eventually gets both ship and treasure

home intact.

THE SEA QUEEN
<J A tale of the sea and seafaring people, told by a girl, Jessie, who

marries Richard, a captain, and goes with him on an adventurous
voyage. It includes a mutiny, a ship on fire, and the wonderful
salving of another vessel that provides them with «n ample reward.

THE WRECK OF THE GROSVENOR
<| Recognised as one of the greatest stories ever written. The unfor-

gettable story of the mutiny on the Grosvenor
f
out from England, the

sailing of the mutineers for Florida, how the hero, with a couple of
seamen, tricks them and takes the Grosvenor along till she sinks, the

taking to the boats, and, after long and agonized waiting, the final

rescue—all is told in the fine style of which Clark Russell, himself

a sailor, was a past-master.

A SAILOR'S SWEETHEART
<J Will goes off on his last voyage before becoming first mate. Un-

known to him his sweetheart Nellie books a passage by the same
boat. The captain goes mad and hangs himself, whilst Will,

Nellie, and three sailors, are wrecked, but manage to bring home 3
valuable waterlogged vessel.

LITTLE LOO
^f The brutal conduct of the captain and mate lead to a mutiny on an

adventurous craft on which the hero is third mate. Sailing for

a supposed treasure island a horrible grog orgy gives Jack command,
and he leaves the mutineers on Easter Island.

JACK'S COURTSHIP
<5 Jack's girl friend is sent on a voyage. Disguised, he sails in the

same ship. His rival is no sailor, and leaves the ship in disgrace.

In dire peril Jack takes charge so capably that he overcomes all

opposition and wins his bride.

SCOTT, MICHAEL
TOM CRINGLE'S LOG
10 The author of these moving adventures was a University man who

went to Jamaica and the West Indies as a planter. By his keen
observation he collected the materials that he used in this sprightly

book. The work is packed with incident, the style is lively and full
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of fire, so that this story has remained very popular ever since its

appearance in 1833. It was not until after Michael Scott's

death that people knew he had written " Tom Cringle's Log." .

SULLIVAN, ALAN
BROTHER ESKIMO
1$ This is a really delightful story of a young Eskimo boy and his little

brother. The two wake up one morning to find that the snow hut
they had been sleeping in has broken away from the rest of the snow
" village/' and they are stranded on an ice-floe far away from home.
After many months of danger and adventure, they meet their parents

again, and all is well.

VERNE, JULES
THE ABANDONED

<][ This is the story of the mysterious island upon which the castaways

were " Dropped from the Clouds," and also the story of a neigh-

bouring island that proved even more of a mystery. On this second
island they find " The Abandoned/' a man with a strange history,

which the story relates.

ADRIFT IN THE PACIFIC

<J Just the book for boys 1 A party of schoolboys suddenly find

themselves adrift on the mighty ocean. They are wrecked on a

lonely island. How do they fare ? What can they do ? Read
how they set up a little colony and governed it, how they hunted,

fished, explored and finally overcame some murderous mutineers

thrown ashore on the coast of their little island.

AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHTY DAYS

<J Phineas Fogg, for a wager, attempts to make a circuit of the earth

in eighty days. It is a case of whirlwind travel, and the story of the

journey goes along with a rush of excitement. Adventures crowd
upon Phineas ashore and afloat ; enemies try to thwart him, acci-

dents delay him, and he returns to London just too late, and yet

in time ! Therein lies a puzzle.

THE CLIPPER OF THE CLOUDS
<| The most wonderful aeroplane that ever navigated the air, and yet

it was invented in Verne's magical brain long before the first airman
set his propeller whirling. Captain Robur does what no airman
can do to-day, and the story of this world-wide voyage is one con-
tinuous thrill.
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THE CRYPTOGRAM
<I This was the secret document, written in a difficult cypher, which
"proclaimed the innocence of Joam Dacosta, a man condemned to

death for a crime of which he was innocent. The story, of the trial

and the unravelling of the " Cryptogram " at the last moment makes
an enthralling story.

DROPPED FROM THE CLOUDS
^f Five men and a dog in escaping by balloon from an American city

in war-time, are carried out to sea by a hurricane. After the most
acute perils they are cast upon a large island far from any land.

Here, as grown-up and capable Crusoes, the heroes settle, and in the

most remarkable way they provide themselves with clothes, food,

weapons, and all the necessaries of life by a clever use of the natural

products of their new home. The book is a mine of useful knowledge.

FLOATING ISLAND

<J An artificial island, four and a half miles long and three broad, is

made by American multi-millionaires. It contains mansions,
parks, public buildings, water supply, etc. Moved under its own
power, it travels to many parts of the \vbrld. The marvellous

adventures of its inhabitants as described by Jules Verne, make an
extraordinarily exicting and humorous story.

FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON AND A TRIP
ROUND IT

l| An American determined to pay a visit to the moon ; so he built

an enormous gun and a house like a shell, and tried. The results

of his experiments are contained in this astonishing book.

GODFREY MORGAN
<| Godfrey Morgan {ias everything a young man can want, but he is

weary of luxury and longs for adventure. His fond uncle allows him
to go off on a voyage with his tutor, a most egregious fool. The
ship sinks under them, and the two are thrown upon an island, and
have just as much adventure and hardship as they can put up with.

800 LEAGUES ON THE AMAZON
<J Not merely a description of a journey down the most wonderful

river in the world, but the story of a brave gentleman wrongfully

accused of a crime, and the schemes ofa rascally adventurer to black-

mail him and his family.
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A FLOATING CITY AND THE BLOCKADE RUNNERS
*

Q The " City " was the Great Eastern, the ship built to lay the
Atlantic cable. Jules Verne went for a voyage in it and wrote about
his voyage in the inimitable style that makes his books so inter-

esting. " The Blockade Runners " tells how a brave and
handsome young skipper ran a cargo to the American ports during
the Civil YVar, and how he had on board a winning little lady, so

that he not only ran a cargo, but brought away an imprisoned father,

condemned to death, and so won himself a charming bride.

THE ADVENTURES OF THREE ENGLISHMEN AND THREE
RUSSIANS

<J Three Englishmen and three Russians go on a joint scientific and
exploring expedition to South Africa, They disagree and separate

;

natives attack them, and only after many perils do they re-unite in

safety.

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON
<5 In a balloon, which had something of the airship about it, the

inventor, his faithful servant, and a friend, cross Africa from East to

West. Swamps, forests, deserts, savages, fierce beasts, hunger and
thirst all assail the intrepid voyagers in turn ; but they win through
by skill, pluck and endurance. A fascinating and unique adventure
story.

TRIBULATIONS OF A CHINAMAN
<J A rich young Chinaman, finding the future does not attract him,

writes an order to his friend to kill him, choosing his own time and
method. He then changes his mind and wants to live, but friend

and paper have both disappeared, and a wild chase with endless

Bet-backs follows, with a most surprising end.

TWENTY THOUSAND LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA
Q The masterpiece of all submarines was the one imagined by Jules

Verne and constructed by Captain Nemo, the most mysterious
sailor that ever sailed the seas. The voyages of this book and the
astounding adventures of its crew and the three strangers aboard it,

the marvels of the sea unfolded to curious readers, make it one of the

most fascinating stories ever published.

THE VANISHED DIAMOND
<J A fine story of the South African diamond fields and the adventures

of a young engineer who attempted the dangerous experiment of
trying to make a diamond. There was a diamond, and it vanished ;

but how ? And what of the adventures that came to those who
sought to find it. Read the story.

* ^ ^^ ^^^^^
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THE SECRET OF THE ISLAND
<J Thi9 is a story of mystery, an unseen man who guards the castaways

and at times provides for them in the most puzzling fashion. Their
attempts to discover the secret are in vain, but at last the Unknown
reveals himself, and he is none other than Captain Nemo, the hero

of *' Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea." The story of

how he and his wonderful submarine ended their careers is most
weird and engrossing.

WINTER AMID THE ICE
<]| An ice-bound ship, two deadly enemies aboard, shortness of food,

fights with men and polar bears, dangers of every kind possible in

the Arctic Circle make an exciting and interesting book for boys and
others.

THEIR ISLAND HOME
CJ Jules Verne had such an admiration for the famous book, " The

Swiss Family Robinson," that he himself wrote a sequel, and carries

the history of the Zermatts considerably further. The book is at

least as interesting as the one that inspired it.

THE CASTAWAYS OF THE FLAG
<B The final adventures of " The Swiss Family Robinson." Here some

of the family having visited Europe are on their way back to their

island home when they are shipwrecked. After many privations

and adventures they get a very pleasant surprise.

THE LIGHTHOUSE AT THE END OF THE WORLD
<][ Three men are left in charge of a new lighthouse on a lonely island

at the southern extremity of South America. A band of

pirates have a lair near-by, and most exciting happenings take place.

WALKER, ROWLAND
F

THE LOST EXPEDITION
<S Two boys are allowed to go with a party to search for the members

of an expedition that has been lost in the wilds of the Amazonian
forests. They have glorious adventures and narrow escapes galore,

but all ends well.

WALLACE, LEW
BEN HUR
<| A tale of the Christ. The story tells of the experiences of Ben Hur

in the East at the time of the birth of Christ, and the beginnings of

Christianity. The tale is written in absorbing style, and the daily

life and atmosphere of the time are powerfully depicted.
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#*# This excellent series is printed on best Featherweight Antique Wove
paper. Bulks i inch, has a three-colourjacket. Full cloth, illustrated.

The price will befound in the corner of the wrapper and may be snipped

off token the book is desired as a prixe or a present.

ALCOTT, LOUISA M.

AUNT JO'S SCRAP BAG
<][ As the title suggests, the book is full of the most delightful scraps,

told in Aunt Jo's lovable style. Louisa M. Alcott is beloved of

every girl because her characters are very human and vital, and
every story appeals.

UNDER THE LILACS
tfl Ben and his dog Sancho run away from a circus and fold a home

with Bob and Betty in the old house under the lilacs, and his many
adventures there with the children are described with humour and
sympathy in Miss Alcott's typical style.

JACK AND JILL
<[ Jack and Jill are inseparable companions, and full of life and fun.

At the very beginning of the story, however, their fun ends rather

tragically, but the time of inaction brings its own compensations.
Their doings, and those of their friends, boys and girls, make
interesting reading.

AWSBY, EDITH
THREE SCHOOL FRIENDS

<fl
Three girls of very different character and circumstances become
friends at school, and afterwards enjoy a jolly Christmas holiday,

one incident only marring the pleasure. The book has a slightly

religious tendency, which is a characteristic of Edith Awsby.

RUTH SEYTON
1$ A book for older children. Ruth's delicacy prevents her from help-

ing her struggling family materially, but her sweet ways and religious
beliefs help and comfort all who know her. She has the great
gift of helping lame dogs over stiles.

BLACKMORE, R. D.
LORNA DOONE
<J

" Lorna Doone " has become one of the world's classics. No
one can claim to have read the books that matter who has not read
this wonderful romance of Exmoor, Jan Ridd, the Doones, and the
outlaws of the Doone Valley.
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BOULTWOOD, HARRIETT
HERO'S STORY

<jf This is the story of a splendid dog, who has a hard time at first,

but presently becomes the property of a particularly taking school-

boy. The two are devoted to one another, and " Hero " lives up
to his high-sounding name.

BRUCE, CHARLES
TWYFORD HALL
^ A very well written story of the slums, giving a good picture of poor

children without being too sordid. Little Rosa and her grand-

father are terribly poor, but in spite of that, generous to other unfor-

tunates. All ends happily for Rosa, as she deserves. A story

suitable for children of all ages.

A NIGHT IN A SNOWSTORM
<| A collection of short stories suitable for young boys. " A Night

in a Snowstorm " deals with an adventure which befell two school-

boys forced to spend the Christmas holidays at School. The other
stories are original, and the scenes are laid in Holland and Russia.

BUTLER, MAUDE M.
BOB'S HEROINE
<J A pleasing story of a little invalid girl whom everyone loves, and

who is the apple of her father's eye. She is very kind to two ragged,

unhappy children, who benefit considerably through her bounty,
and are the object of much devotion to Bob, a little page-boy.

JACKSON, LUCIE E.
TOMBOY DAISY

<J Daisy was a harum-scarum, thoughtless, restless little person, but
lovable for all that, and she had an influence on the people she came
in contact with, especially her own grandmother, that surprised
even herself.

THE BADGE OF THE SCARLET POPPY
<J Five happy, but motherless, children do pretty much as they like,

and form a League of Right against Wrong, using the scarlet poppy
for a badge. They champion the cause of a poor widow, bring

happiness to an old friend of their much-loved father, and make a

success of the League, too.

THE THORNES OF THURSTON
<I A story for eider girls. Lois Thorne, a sweet-natured girl and eldest

of the family, comes home to find her younger brothers and sisters

absolutely wild and uncontrolled. The story of how the heroine
brings peace and content into her rowdy home is an interesting one.
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LESLIE, EMMA
THE MYSTERY OF ROSABELLE
<| The timely gift of a well-dressed doll by a fellow sufferer is the

means of bringing health and happiness to another Uttle*patient.

Friendship ripens between them, and to the mutual satisfaction of
everyone a precious discovery is made.

REYD, PENLEY
SILAS MOGG'S PEARL

<|f A loving little girl and a proud handsome boy are left orphans on
the death of their father, who is an acrobat. The little girl finds

a corner in everybody's heart, and cheers many a lonely soul. Their
sorrows end and they take their rightful place in the world. A good
story, which would please children of all ages.

TIDDEMAN, L. E.
THE PRIZE ESSAY
<2 A very good story for children. Tom and Patience—whose name,

by the way, is no indication of her character—are the very best of

friends. Patience is a quaint, old-fashioned child, whose character

is very well drawn.

WATERWORTH, E. M. & JENNIE CHAPPELL
LITTLE LADY PRIM
<3 The story of a dear little girl, who is too much molly-coddled and

suffers both in health and spirits. But certain surprising adventures
make a change, and she becomes a healthy, happy child.

BOYS' BOOKS. 1/6 net.

ALDEN, W. L.

THE ADVENTURES OF JIMMY BROWN
If Jimmy writes his own diary, and it is all about his own bad scrapes

and misdeeds. As he is the worst little pickle ever imagined,
the reader is certain to thoroughly enjoy the book,

BRUCE, CHARLES
UNCLE JOHN'S FIRST SHIPWRECK
4g At the early age of sixteen " Uncle John " runs away to sea. He

and some pals, together with two ladies and a tiny girl, are ship-

wrecked and escape on a raft. They suffer a good deal, and have
many exciting adventures. A story for sea-loving boys.
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BUTLER, MAUDE M,
MIDNIGHT PLUCK

F

(j| Two young boys, the sons of a rector, have a very mischievous
turn of mind. They go too far one day, however, and decide upon
their own punishment. The punishment requires more pluck and
endurance than they imagined, but with the help of their cousin

all ends happily.

CHAPPELL, JENNIE
A GOAT-BOY BARONET

C|| An original story of a young boy, who though in reality a baronet,

earns money for a time by driving a goat-carriage in the sea-side

town where he and his sisters live.

GRANT, G. FORSYTH
THE HERO OF CRAMPTON SCHOOL
•J Boys who like school stories would enjoy this book, and admire

Hercules, the hero, who certainly lives up to his name. He and his

quiet friend, Trevor, are good characters, and with one exception

stick to one another through troubles and joys alike.

HOPE, ASCOTT R.

THE BANDITS OF THE BOSPHORUS
<][ It was great fun pretending to be bandits and taking captive a small

companion, but they found that amateur bandits sometimes get

into trouble themselves. This and other stories in the book make
interesting reading for boys.

THE VULTURE'S NEST
«][

" The Vulture's Nest " is a fine story, with good descriptions of
Swiss scenery. The hero is a very plucky lad whose exciting experi-

ence in the Alps would appeal to all adventure-loving boys.

"DUMPS"
<| Tom Richardson was a ragged, bare-footed little Scot, and a delight-

fully interesting character he was. His pluck and endurance during
a very trying time at school, and the story of his friendship with
" Dumps," the Manse dog, make excellent reading. Both boy and
dog are lovable.

SANDY'S SECRET
<2 A canny Scotch boy fondly imagines he has discovered a thrilling

secret which involves his own quiet schoolmaster with a pirate I

The secret turns out to be unromantic and ordinary, but Sandy
faithfully keeps his word concerning it, and benefits considerably

thereby.
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KNIGHT, ARTHUR L.

BROTHER MIDDIES AND SLAVERS AHOY

!

Q " Brother Middies." Two sons of an old English family become
midshipmen. The elder is wrongly discharged, and after many
adventures meets his young brother under strange circumstances.
All ends happily.

" Slavers Ahoy !
" Another exciting naval story. A handsome,

brave, young Cornish boy helps very considerably in waging an
enthusiastic fight against the slave traffic. He performs a splendid
act of heroism in the end.

MARCHANT, BESSIE
IN THE CRADLE OF THE NORTH WIND

<j[ Bessie Marchant is a well-known authoress for girls and boys. Her
story of the sea and a hunt for a missing ship in the ice-bound
regions of the north, with much hardship and many exciting inci-

dents, is well worth reading.

RICHARDSON, ROBERT
THE BOYS OF WILLOUGHBY SCHOOL
€J A story of camping-out experiences as well as school life. A little

French master is ragged a good deal by the boys, but turns up
trumps in the end, and wins for himself admiration and respect.

ROUSSELET, LOUIS
THE SERPENT CHARMER
<J A story of Indian life which would interest most boys. A father

and a son and daughter are most treacherously and cruelly beaten

by a neighbouring Indian prince. An old snake charmer, whom the

children befriended, proves a wondeiful friend to them, and after

many exciting adventures and hair-breadth escapes, they are once
more united.

ROWE, RICHARD
THE GOLD DIGGERS
<I A young man leaves England and the girl to whom he is engaged and

" tries his luck " in Australia. After hard times he returns to

England and his people.

TIDDEMAN, L. E.

THE ADVENTURES OF JACK CHARRINGTON
1% The little son of a soldier dances in the streets of Boulogne because

he believes his father is beggared. He makes friends with a delight-

ful little lame girl. A good story for small children.
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VERNE, JULES

ADRIFT IN THE PACIFIC

q This is the story of the amazing adventures of a party of New
Zealand schoolboys, who suddenly find themselves adrift upon the

ocean. They are driven on the shores of an island, and it is most
interesting for boya to read how these plucky youngsters established

a boys' colony.

30,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA
Q The first and the most marvellous submarine ever constructed. It

was the floating palace of Nemo, the adventurer. Voyaging with it*

the reader is made familiar with the marvels that abound in the

ocean and in the land below the ocean. Marine monsters, wonder-
ful plants and flowers, volcanoes, buried cities are all met with in

a voyage that girdles the earth and extends from pole to pole.

TIGERS AND TRAITORS
<J A thrilling story of a strange caravan that penetrates the Terai, the

immense forest that stretches across India at the foot of the mighty
Himalayas- In this forest wild men, and wilder beasts are en-

countered. The book thrills from the first page to the last.

THE CHILD OF THE CAVERN
«*2 The scene of this story is laid in Scotland, and contains the story of

most extraordinary adventures in a mine of fabulous wealth. The
" child " of the cavern is a young girl, and her adventures in the

cavern with the mysterious " Being ** who dwells there, make one
of the most exciting of all Verne's tales.

FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON
<j At the present moment a well-known American professor is busy

about the invention of a rocket that can be fired as far as the moon.
Jules Verne, with his wonderful imagination, went one better than
this, for he fires a projectile, shaped like a shell, from a sixteen-inch

gun, and sends it with a small exploring party right to the moon itself.

How this was done is the secret which is contained in " From the
Earth to the Moon,"

SECRET OF THE ISLAND
Cg A party of balloonists become castaways on a lonely island out of the

track of ships. They establish a little colony, but pirates and then
convicts attack them. They are mysteriously helped by some
powerful but unknown person. He is the secret which is discovered

;

at last, and he proves to be Captain Nemo, of the wonderful sub- /

;

marine that journeyed 20,000 leagues under the sea.

'
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FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON
<| The story of a voyage in the air across the Continent of Africa, a

new type of balloon carrying the adventurers. Africa, with its

deserts, trackless forests, fierce beasts, and warlike tribes, gives the

adventurers a most exciting and dangerous time.

A FLOATING CITY
Q A description of a voyage in the largest liner of the day, great interest

being excited by the fact that two deadly enemies meet in spite of
the efforts of their friends to keep them apart. The quarrel ends
in a strange manner.

THE SURVIVORS OF THE CHANCELLOR
<f The story of a shipwreck, and the perils through which the sur-

vivors found their way to safety.

WEATHERLY, F. E.

THE HEAD BOY OF WILTON SCHOOL
<J The son of a sailor has a bad time. He is wrongly accused of

cheating, and his innocence is not proved until his miseries have
led him to run away. After many years coals of fire are heaped upon
the real culprit's head.

REPORTED MISSING
<g A boy leaving school very suddenly, does his best to support his

widowed mother and sister, and to clear his father's good name.
He succeeds very ably, as the story tells.

HARVEY SINCLAIR
<f Harvey Sinclair is rather a model young man, but by no means a

prig. He is as successful in business as he was at school, and is the
means of bringing a wrong-doer to justice. As the book chiefly

concerns business life it would appeal to older boys.

FAIRY TALE SERIES. 1/6 net.

HANS ANDERSEN'S FAIRY TALES
tj The ever green tales of the famous Danish writer. There is a

tenderness and beauty about these stories that will endear them
immediately. Ogres and giants do not appear, but pathetic little

figures like the Tin Soldier and the Little Match Girl.

BOYS* OWN BOOK OF FAIRY TALES
Ij A similar book for the boys as that provided for the girls, with their

tfwn special heroes, such as Jack and the Bean Stalk and Aladdin
and his Wonderful Lamp.
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Fairy Tale Series. i/6 net,

BRYAN, GEORGE
NOWHERE AND ELSEWHERE
<J A little boy has a fitting finish to a Birthday and Christmas Day

combined, by shooting off to Nowhere. He has an amusing time,
and impresses the king with his cleverness as a human being. The
book contains nonsense verses which appeal to small readers.

THE IMP IN THE PICKLE JAR
4} One of the few modern stories which have caught the charm of the

real fairy spirit. It is truly imaginative and attractively told.

CARROLL, LEWIS
ALICE IN WONDERLAND

Iff One of the best books ever written for children, and once read never
forgotten. The quaint characters of the March Hare, the Dormouse,
etc., are a part of every child's education, and should not be missed
by either young or old.

GIRLS 1 OWN BOOK OF FAIRY TALES
€R A clearly printed collection of old favourites—nursery rhymes and

fairy tales—that have never failed to delight the heart of every child.

Every child loves the story of Cinderella and Little Tom Thumb,
and is never tired of hearing how Jack built his house, and Mother
Hubbard treated her dog.

GRIMM, J. & W.
FAIRY TALES

<jf A good and cheap edition of these almost unrivalled fairy tales,

such as every child loves. Their old-world charm and vivid fancy
appeal to young people of all ages. A popular gift.

FAIRY TALES AND TRUE
Q A collection of short stories which would appeal to younger children.

The book contains varied stories of flowers and animals, others con-
cerning ordinary little boys and girls

TWILIGHT STORIES FROM THE NORTH
Sjj A series of folk and fairy tales as told by the peasants amongst the

mountains of Norway. Many of the stories are very unusual ; all

are extremely interesting and remarkably well told. Decidedly a

book to read.

ASHIE-PATTLE
$fl Ashie-Pattle is the youngest and luckiest of three sons. Although not

written by the brothers Grimm, it is told in their inimitable way, and
the adventures are humorous and veryentertaining. An excellent story.

CANDLETIME TALES
<J[ A collection of delightful fairy tales, gathered from those of Norway

and Ceylon; they are unusual, very charmingly told, and full of
gripping interest. The book will please all lovers of fairy stories.

""*
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